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O N  T H E  C O V E R

MANUFACTURING AND PAVING
National has been involved in these trials 

from the outset through its road mainte-

nance contract with eTh ekwini. As with 

anything new, nothing happens without 

a willing client, and it was only through 

the vision and dedication of the engineers 

of the Roads Provision Department of 

eTh ekwini that this project was made 

possible. Th rough the high skills input of 

the entire team, and in conjunction with 

a very well put together template, the risk 

to the City was minimised to an almost 

negligible level. Th e fi rst two trials were 

carried out on roads where rehabilitation 

was needed, and which also needed a full 

investigation and rehabilitation design, 

targeting a 20-year life cycle. 

Krishna Naidoo of the Roads 

Provision Department was adamant that 

the City would not accept anything that 

was below the standard of conventional 

Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA). This stance 

is also in line with the broad-term 

definition of WMA, which in essence 

requires and specifies a quality standard 

of “at least the same if not better” than 

conventional HMA. With this quality 

objective in mind, the intention is to 

produce and pave asphalt at tempera-

tures of around 20 to 30 degrees Celsius 

lower than HMA, thus bringing about 

all the benefits of a lower carbon foot-

print, as well as related benefits such as 

cost reduction. A lot still has to be done 

to prove and verify actual cost benefits, 

but the environmental and other prac-

tical benefits already make it seem like a 

very worthwhile exercise. 

During the fi rst trials on Brackenhill 

Road, the asphalt was supplied from 

National’s plant at Cliff dale and the com-

pany also did the paving of the asphalt on 

site. Th e asphalt on Leicester Road was 

supplied from Much Asphalt’s Coedmore 

plant, while National again carried out the 

on-site construction work. 

THIRD TRIALS
For the third set of trials National was 

again tasked with producing mixes 

from its Cliffdale plant and also with 

the actual on-site paving. Mike Walsh, 

Contracts Manager for National says: 

National – turning 
the cold foam process 

into warm asphalt
In the local asphalt industry, and 

in particular amongst members 

of the Southern African Bitumen 

Association (SABITA), there are 

very few people who have not 

heard of the Warm Mix Asphalt 

(WMA) trials that are happening 

in Hammarsdale, eThekwini. This 

process started back in 2008 under 

the auspices of what became 

the Warm Mix Interest Group of 

South Africa and which comprises 

client bodies, consultants, asphalt 

manufacturers and contractors, 

technology suppliers, as well 

as other relevant and related 

parties. A lot has been written and 

published about the success of 

these trials, which are currently in 

the third stage of roll-out, following 

on the first trials at Brackenhill Road 

in November 2008 and the second 

at Leicester Road in June 2009

1
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“One of the biggest challenges on these 

trials is to get all the information prop-

erly and accurately recorded and logged. 

A lot was learnt from the first trials, 

resulting in many more staff members 

performing very specific recording in 

the Leicester Road trials, and again 

now.” This approach has been taken to 

the next level on the current trials by 

employing ten engineering students, 

mainly from the Durban University 

of Technology, to assist. “Not only do 

these students record data, but they are 

also given practical in-house training, 

exposure to the laboratory designs and 

testing, as well as exposure to the on-

site lay-down areas. Interaction with 

the Project Engineers is the cherry 

on top and really gives them a feel for 

what their chosen careers could have 

in store,” says Frank Swift, Regional 

Manager for National. 

The third trials are being carried out 

over a substantially longer period and 

include numerous different mixes, some 

even including recycled asphalt (RA) 

content of as high as 40%. “It is also 

quite something to get such a variety of 

mixes out of a single plant, this whilst 

it is still producing asphalt for the 

commercial market as well,” says Deon 

Pagel, Business Development Manager 

of National. 

It was during the roll-out of this 

third set of trials that Wynand Nortje, 

Technical Manager at National, took the 

concept of ‘cold foaming’ to new heights 

by adapting this technology to produce 

Warm Mix Asphalt. Wynand explains: 

”Foaming of bitumen happens when 

very hot bitumen comes into contact 

with water at ambient temperature. The 

‘explosion’ that occurs literally turns the 

bitumen and water into foam, and this 

foamed bitumen then achieves better 

coating of the stone aggregate particles 

when they are mixed together.” 

The foaming of different bitumen 

binder penetration grades was first 

tested with a laboratory foaming plant 

at a commercial laboratory. It was 

then decided that 60/70 penetration 

grade was the best proposition, taking 

into consideration National’s normal 

1  On site in Hammarsdale where the warm 

asphalt mix is being applied
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bitumen usage and available storage 

facilities. At the asphalt plant, foaming 

is achieved by means of a bitumen and 

water chamber or ‘pot’ that is fitted 

to the inside of the continuous drum 

mixing plant. The required end results 

were, however, only obtained after 

considerable creative adjustment of the 

water pressure and injection nozzles. 

Allen Hauptfl eisch, Regional Plant 

and Aggregates Manager at National as-

sisted Wynand to achieve and get what 

he wanted out of the plant. Says Wynand: 

“When Allen made the fi nal adjustments, 

we just knew we had cracked it, and when 

the fi rst mix came out, the excitement 

was like getting your fi rst lollipop. Th e 

paving results are equally exciting and we 

can now look even more positively to the 

future of WMA.” 

The first 250 ton section of foamed 

asphalt was done on 30 June 2010, fol-

lowed by further sections during July 

and August. This hugely successful me-

chanical foaming is a first ever in South 

Africa, and all indications are that the 

technology could be rolled out to others 

at a fraction of the cost of other foaming 

technologies. 

MORE TO COME
A study group comprising members 

from the current Warm Mix Interest 

Group recently departed on a study 

tour to Europe, not only to learn about 

developments relating to Warm Mix 

but also to share the South African 

experience with counterparts abroad. 

Th e tour, which had been arranged by 

SABITA, promises to bring back a wealth 

of information that would further grow 

the South African asphalt industry. It is 

expected that, on completion of the third 

trials and through the knowledge gained 

on this study tour, the early stages (or 

fi rst round) of draft industry specifi ca-

tions could be produced with a view to 

fi nalisation and implementation.

Says Sean Pretorius, Managing 

Director of National: “We are very 

proud to be associated with the WMA 

trials, and we are particularly happy 

to be associated with eThekwini and 

dynamic engineers such as Roy Gooden, 

Krishna Naidoo, Erich Lathleiff and 

Tony Lewis of Tony Lewis Consulting 

Engineers. Many of the other members 

of the WMA Interest Group also de-

serve medals for their input and coop-

eration. Without the very dedicated and 

constructive efforts of these gentlemen, 

the trials would not have happened as 

they have.”

 INFO

Deon Pagel

Business Development Manager 

National Asphalt

012 562 9500 – 083 306 9774

deon@nationalasphalt.co.za

2  Mike Walsh, Contracts Manager for National 

Asphalt, checking and recording the asphalt 

mat temperatures with an infrared camera

3  The lower asphalt temperatures 

result in much more pleasant working 

conditions for the paving crews

4  Storage facilities for three different 

products help to overcome the pressures 

of numerous mixes from one plant
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O P I N I O N

Rory Williams  

Transport Planner and Associate

Arup (Pty) Ltd
rory.williams@arup.com

Innovation – 
changing the tools of the trade

CREATIVITY AND ENGINEERING are 

two words not generally seen together. 

Engineering is inherently conservative, for 

good reason. A civil engineer designing a 

bridge, or even a traffi  c signal plan, would 

risk causing death and destruction if the 

design were unconstrained by strict codes 

of practice.

And yet, despite working within nar-

rowly defi ned parameters, engineers love 

to talk about thinking outside the box, 

and frequently issue marketing material 

that describes their fi rms as innovative 

and forward-thinking.

Perhaps we are just trying to earn 

the respect of our creative cousins, the 

architects, by adopting their language. Or 

suggesting that we might be disciplined, 

but we’re not boring. I don’t know – and 

I don’t think we often consider what we 

mean by these claims.

Engineering is largely about ensuring 

that structures, machines and other 

products of the design process hold up, 

while meeting client objectives and mini-

mising costs. If we designed a stadium to 

last a thousand years, the owner would 

be bankrupt; so we use sophisticated 

structural analysis to build things that are 

strong enough to last for a more realistic 

period of time, making explicit assump-

tions about the physical stresses the 

structure will be exposed to.

Of course, some level of creativity is 

an important element of all good design, 

so it’s hardly a distinguishing character-

istic. Innovation, on the other hand, is 

game-changing. Th e evolution of indus-

trial manufacturing processes allowed us 

to progress from stone viaducts to cast 

iron and steel bridges. Analytical methods 

evolved so that bridge design could be 

refi ned, taking advantage of new tech-

nologies. Th ese were innovations resulting 

from changes in our design context.

When we think outside the box, 

we are exploring new areas of design, 

beyond the usual parameters and limits. 

Day-to-day design still needs to work 

within this box, because its boundaries 

are determined by what we know to be 

safe and acceptable engineering practice. 

But when innovation occurs, we’re in 

new territory that requires rethinking 

methods of analysis.

Design and engineering fi rms that 

lead the pack will be those that under-

stand the box’s boundaries. Sometimes a 

change in government policy impels us 

to change our approach to design chal-

lenges, resulting in constraints that need 

to be nudged – or given a hearty shove 

– in new directions. Once this shift takes 

place, the box is redefi ned, and thinking 

that once was outside the box becomes 

standard practice.

Change can cause a ripple eff ect as a 

whole raft of guidelines, standards and 

regulations suddenly become out of date 

and in confl ict with new imperatives. And 

that’s where South African civil engineers, 

and transport planners and traffi  c engi-

neers in particular, fi nd ourselves right 

now. Our context has changed, but the 

tools of the trade are falling behind.

If one of the boundaries of the design 

space is to do with safety margins, others 

are the social, economic, institutional 

and environmental concerns that defi ne 

sustainability. As our grasp of these 

dimensions is strengthened, designers 

are obliged to adapt in ways that ensure 

the wellbeing of society. South African 

policy has in many respects already 

adapted, but this change has not been 

matched by projects that achieve policy 

objectives. We are facing, I believe, an 

ethical imperative to change.

A new language is emerging as gov-

ernment talks of “sustainable inclusive 

settlements”, for example, and integrated 

transport systems to support this in-

clusivity. But the language is confusing, 

there are confl icting interpretations, 

and the narrative is muddled by political 

hyperbole. Th ere is no authoritative defi -

nition of sustainability that applies to all 

situations, but a translation is necessary 

to guide professionals working in the 

built environment.

As a start, the metrics we use to 

make design decisions and to judge suc-

cess need to be aligned with the new 

worldview that shapes the design space. 

It’s not how many houses built, but how 

many lives improved. Not how many 

people travel by bus, but how many 

people have access to opportunities. Not 

the length of traffi  c delays, but how well 

roads serve public needs.

Some performance indicators are 

easier to gauge than others, but one thing 

is clear: if the objective is to serve society 

by creating a liveable built environment, 

the measures we currently use do not ad-

equately guide design decisions. We need 

a coherent framework of regulations and 

standards that respond directly to policy, 

but we also need to change the way we go 

about planning.
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Conventional thinking is hampering 

progress towards improved social and 

economic conditions, not only by ig-

noring some of the present realities, but 

also by locking in certain technologies. 

Transport planners design for cars, and 

nearly all measures of design perform-

ance – safety, delay, accessibility – are 

based on this dominant mode, and we 

easily convince ourselves that any design 

that does not meet these performance 

standards is not acceptable. Every other 

transport mode then struggles for sur-

vival, imbalances in the transport system 

are reinforced, and transport policy ob-

jectives become virtually unattainable.

Can anyone say exactly what the 

strategy is to achieve the national policy 

target that 80% of all travel should be by 

public transport, when currently we are 

in the region of 50%? Th ere are plenty of 

local and international tactics that are 

being used, but no consistent approach to 

ensure that all the disciplines that have 

an impact on travel are working towards 

shared objectives.

Traffi  c impact studies are one of the 

tools used to identify improvements 

needed in transportation infrastructure 

to accommodate urban growth. It should 

be easy for a municipality to require 

certain minimum objectives to be met in 

traffi  c impact reports – for example, to 

show that pedestrians are provided with 

safe and convenient access from a road 

to the entrance of a new building, thus 

improving access to public transport. But 

attempts to improve these studies are 

tentative at best.

Th e next frontier will be in fi nding ef-

fective ways to reduce environmental im-

pacts of the things we engineer, whether 

transport systems or buildings and other 

structures. Government policy already 

places a strong emphasis on social and 

economic inclusiveness, and gradually the 

need to reduce energy consumption will 

be given higher priority. Transportation 

systems and technologies will need to 

respond with ways of improving perform-

ance in all of these areas, and engineers 

have their part to play in this.

Although our tools are not aligned 

with policy, there is some room to 

manoeuvre; but there is a need to docu-

ment where regulations and standards 

need to change to refl ect new thinking. 

Sometimes we follow guidelines because 

we know that’s the easiest way to achieve 

planning approval. It’s easy for our 

thinking to be bound by existing design 

paradigms. Professionals should be proac-

tive, using a constructive relationship 

with government authorities to point out 

that to achieve policy objectives, things 

need to change.

Th e built environment professions 

have long spoken of the need for inte-

grated planning, with limited success 

in achieving it. When a city plans to 

encourage higher density development 

around public transport stations, while 

the city’s transport planners insist on a 

minimum number of parking bays for 

developments in the same area, we don’t 

have integrated planning. Achieving 

design decisions that recognise the trade-

off s necessary to optimise performance 

among competing objectives requires 

breaking down barriers and establishing a 

culture of cooperation. 

Outdated planning and approval pro- 

cesses not only hamper improvements to 

the urban environment, they also make 

it harder to identify the need for change. 

Th e frameworks within which we operate 

are what set the stage for defi ning the 

scope of projects. We are restricted in 

our ability to ask the right questions that 

need planning and design responses. So 

the challenge is not only to move beyond 

our usual methods, but also to change 

things that might be beyond our imme-

diate sphere of infl uence, and this is one 

of the challenges that demand cooperative 

endeavour.

Th ere needs to be a concerted eff ort at 

changing mindsets, and professional insti-

tutes should lead the charge, working across 

disciplines to educate their members. 

Th e transformation of our cities into 

healthier living environments will be 

infl uenced by the expectations and de-

mands of markets. Ultimately, cities are 

built by developers and others who make 

investment decisions. But if planning pro-

fessionals continue with business as usual, 

by default we will be supporting inappro-

priate and unsustainable design.

We have an obligation to respond to 

a better understanding of how our work 

interacts with the broader urban system 

and the natural environment. Th e process 

of change has been going on for millennia, 

but the changes we are now experiencing 

have signifi cant implications for our pro-

fessions. South African cities simply are 

not working for the majority of their resi-

dents, and the consequences of inaction 

do not bear consideration. 

Conventional thinking is 

hampering progress towards 

improved social and economic 

conditions, not only by 

ignoring some of the present 

realities, but also by locking in 

certain technologies. Transport 

planners design for cars, and 

nearly all measures of design 

performance – safety, delay, 

accessibility – are based on 

this dominant mode, and we 

easily convince ourselves that 

any design that does not meet 

these performance standards 

is not acceptable. Every other 

transport mode then struggles 

for survival, imbalances in the 

transport system are reinforced, 

and transport policy objectives 

become virtually unattainable
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T R A N S P O R T A T I O N  E N G I N E E R I N G

Jurgens Weidemann  

Technical Director

BKS (Pty) Ltd
jurgensw@bks.co.za

Ben Schoeman Freeway
BACKGROUND
In 2008 SANRAL launched the Gauteng Freeway 

Improvement Project (GFIP) which is a far-reaching up-

grading programme for the province’s major freeway 

networks in and around the Metropolitan Municipalities 

of Johannesburg, Ekurhuleni (East Rand) and Tshwane 

(Pretoria region). The project aims to provide a safe and reli-

able strategic road network and to optimise, among others, 

traffic f low and the movement of freight and road-based 

public transport. 

1
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The GFIP is being implemented in phases. The first phase 

comprises the improvement of approximately 180 km of 

existing freeways and includes 16 contractual packages. The 

network improvement comprises the adding of lanes and up-

grading of interchanges. 

Th e upgrading of the Ben Schoeman Freeway (Work Package 

C of the GFIP) is described in this article.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
Th e upgraded and expanded freeways will signifi cantly re-

duce traffi  c congestion and unblock access to economic op-

portunities and social development projects. Th e GFIP will 

provide an interconnected freeway system between the City of 

Johannesburg and the City of Tshwane, this system currently 

being one of the main arteries within the north-south corridor.

One of the most significant aims of this investment for 

ordinary citizens is the reduction of travel times since many 

productive hours are wasted as a result of long travel times.

Apart from widening of the freeway, the Ben Schoeman 

Freeway project will also ensure that bottlenecks at inter-

changes are alleviated; this includes the infamous Allandale 

Interchange which will be transformed into a full free-flow 

system interchange. 

Another aim is improvement of the environmental impact 

of the freeway, due to decreased vehicle emissions resulting 

from the reduced traffic congestion. Road safety will be en-

hanced through the improvement of the median lighting and 

the introduction of an intelligent transport system (ITS) con-

sisting of cameras, electronic noticeboards and other traffic 

management features along the route. 

Th e GFIP, which includes the Ben Schoeman Freeway up-

grading, was planned before South Africa’s 2010 FIFA World 

Cup bid was accepted, but was substantially completed before 

the 2010 event. At least four lanes per direction were made avail-

able over the length of the project for the duration of the FIFA 

World Cup. 

On completion of the first phase of the Ben Schoeman 

Freeway project by early 2011, the next phase, consisting of an 

open-road tolling system, will be introduced. It is envisaged 

that the project will be completed by April 2011.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Ben Schoeman Freeway project is located in Gauteng on 

the 21 km section of the N1 Freeway between the Buccleuch 

Interchange linking the N3, N1 and M1 in the south, and the 

Brakfontein Interchange linking the N14 and N1 in the north. 

This section of the N1 Freeway includes two system 

interchanges (Buccleuch and Brakfontein) and five access 

interchanges (Allandale, New Road, Olifantsfontein, Samrand 

and Old Johannesburg Road). The freeway has a number of 

underpasses and overpasses, which include the Woodmead 

Drive underpass, Maxwell Drive underpass, Le Roux Avenue 

overpass, Alexandra Avenue underpass and Nellmapius Road 

overpass. The interchanges, underpasses and overpasses and 

improvements to them are described in more detail below.

Before the upgrading, the Ben Schoeman Freeway was a 

six-lane dual carriageway facility (three lanes per direction). 

The initial roadway was paved with a continuously reinforced 

concrete pavement (CRCP) and the two carriageways are 

separated by a New Jersey concrete median barrier. 

1  Widened to five lanes per carriageway

2  Bridge widening at the Jukskei River

3  Placing beams at Le Roux overpass

4  Brakfontein interchange – adding a third lane

2

3

4
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The upgrading concept includes the following: 

The dual carriageway of the National Road is widened to- ■

wards the outside to make provision for four to six lanes per 

carriageway, depending on traffic volumes. Furthermore, 

continuous auxiliary lanes are provided between the on-

ramps and off-ramps of all consecutive access interchanges.

The structures of all overpasses and underpasses are wid- ■

ened to accommodate the widening of the freeway.

The majority of all interchanges and their cross-roads are  ■

upgraded to provide additional capacity on the freeway.

Eight new bridges are constructed as part of the interchange  ■

and freeway upgrades. 

5  Allandale Interchange

6  and 7  Bridge construction and accommodation of traffic

5

6 7
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UPGRADING OF THE BEN SCHOEMAN FREEWAY 
Only minor upgrades are being implemented at the Buccleuch 

Interchange. Th e freeway section between the Buccleuch 

Interchange and the Allandale Interchange is being upgraded from 

the existing three lanes per direction to six lanes per direction.

Major capacity upgrading is required at the Allandale 

Interchange. Th e initial diamond confi guration of the Allandale 

Interchange is being upgraded to a full free-fl ow system inter-

change with an additional carriageway overpass and new direc-

tional ramps and access loops as shown in Figure 5. Allandale 

Interchange is a major part of the project and almost half of the 

earthworks and structures quantities are allocated to the up-

grading of this interchange. 

Allandale Interchange is being constructed in three phases 

due to severe challenges from a traffi  c accommodation point of 

view. Th e fully upgraded interchange will be opened in 2011 after 

the construction of fi ve new bridges and the demolishing of the 

old Allandale bridge. 

Th e freeway section between the Allandale Interchange and 

the Le Roux Road overpass is being upgraded from the existing 

three lanes per direction to six lanes per direction.

Th e Le Roux Road overpass bridge, located between the 

Allandale and New Road Interchanges, will be replaced with 

a bridge spanning six lanes per direction, but no capacity up-

grading is required at the New Road and Samrand Interchanges.

Th e freeway section between the Le Roux Road overpass and 

the Brakfontein Interchange is being upgraded from the existing 

three lanes per direction to fi ve lanes per direction, except for the 

sections between the off -ramps and on-ramps at the New Road 

Interchange, Olifantsfontein Interchange, Samrand Interchange 

and the Old Johannesburg Road Interchange which will be up-

graded to four lanes per direction.

Th e capacity upgrading of Olifantsfontein Interchange 

entails mainly the addition of a second overpass bridge adja-

cent to the existing structure to provide four through lanes on 

Olifantsfontein Road (R562). 

At the Rooihuiskraal Interchange the capacity upgrading en-

tails the construction of a new free-fl ow directional off -ramp on 

the N1 for northbound traffi  c travelling to the west, and the con-

struction of slip lanes to improve continuous free fl ow of traffi  c. 

At the Brakfontein Interchange the capacity upgrading 

entails the widening of the main directional ramps from two to 

three lanes each. 

Various pavement designs have been adopted for new and 

upgrading works. Th e layers vary from a bitumen rubber semi-

open-graded hot-mix asphalt (BRASO) wearing course, various 

continuously graded hot-mix asphalt surfacings, a stress-ab-

sorbing membrane interlayer (SAMI), continuously reinforced 

concrete (CRC), a graded crushed stone base, a cement-stabi-

lised subbase and natural gravel selected layers. Rehabilitation 

of the existing surfaced pavement is required in this project, 

such as milling of the existing surfacing and replacing it with 

appropriate inlays. 

Th e structural works consist of four bridges that are to be 

widened, seven major culverts that are to be lengthened, the 

construction of eight new bridges, and the demolishing of three 

existing bridges that did not have suffi  cient horizontal clearance 

to accommodate the required number of lanes passing under 

them on the N1 Freeway. Barriers, retaining walls and overhead 

sign gantries are also being constructed. 
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Th e appurtenant works consist of the relocation of services, 

lighting, platforms and footings for technical shelters and toll 

gantries, and other auxiliary works. Th e services to be relocated 

or reinstated include major 88 kV and 11 kV lines with pylons, 

sewer pipelines 100–450 mm in diameter, water pipelines 

200–600 mm in diameter, localised road crossings of Telkom 

and electrical cabling, six permanent comprehensive traffi  c ob-

servation (CTO) stations, an intelligent transport system (ITS) 

and its infrastructure along the length of the freeway, and the 

movement of electrical cabling next to the median barrier along 

the full length of the freeway so that it is closer to the barrier. 

Th e existing lighting of Ben Schoeman Freeway is being 

upgraded and new high-mast lighting is required at the upgraded 

Allandale, Rooihuiskraal and Olifantsfontein Interchanges. 

Four platforms and footings for technical shelters and toll 

gantries are also being constructed.

All construction works are being undertaken in accordance 

with an environmental management plan and the contractor is 

taking the necessary precautions to minimise the impact of his 

environmental footprint. 

Minimising the disruption to traffi  c is an important aspect 

of the contract. Th e Ben Schoeman Freeway is the major corridor 

between Pretoria (Tshwane) and Johannesburg and serves some 

of the fastest-growing urban areas in South Africa. At present the 

estimated maximum annual average daily traffi  c (AADT) volume 

is 159 000 vehicles, with heavy vehicles comprising 4,3% of the 

total vehicles. Th e route is also subject to seasonal demand, par-

ticularly associated with school holidays and vacation traffi  c.

During construction traffi  c is being accommodated by means 

of long-term and short-term accommodation-of-traffi  c plans. 

Short-term accommodation of traffi  c is in operation at night be-

tween 21:00 and 05:00, and over weekends with two lanes always 

available to the travelling public. Th e number of temporary New 

Jersey barriers available for long-term closures allows a total clo-

sure length of approximately 20 km. 

Th e project requirements have been tailored to implement 

the government’s programme for Broad Based Black Economic 

Empowerment (BBBEE). Accordingly, it is a requirement of this 

project that the specifi cations relate to the transformation of the 

construction industry through adherence to the policies of the 

Reconstruction and Development Programme. Other similar 

government initiatives are also being considered, such as the em-

ployment and/or creation of Black Enterprises (BEs), the arrange-

ment of generic skills, engineering skills and entrepreneurial skills 

training programmes – for which provision has been made in the 

project’s pricing schedule – and, as far as possible, the employment 

of construction methods using labour maximisation principles. 

Adherence to the requirements of the Occupational Health and 

Safety Act and Regulations is also a prerequisite of this project.

CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED AND INNOVATIONS
Some of the major challenges on this project are the bridge con-

struction methods, accommodation of traffi  c during construc-

tion, the demolishing of existing bridges and the relocation of 

services.

Careful planning and design are ensuring that the diff erent 

bridge construction methods used have limited impact on the 

traffi  c fl ow; this includes conventional support and overhead 

girders, with the most elaborate method being incremental 

launching of a bridge deck.

It is one of the requirements of the contract that the status 

quo lane configuration at the time of tender has to be main-

tained during day time on normal weekdays. The contractor is 

therefore not allowed to close lanes for construction purposes 

from 05:00 to 21:00 during weekdays. The major part of the 

work that impacts on traffic is undertaken at night with short-

term closures. 

8  Night-time demolition of the old Allandale Bridge

9  Next morning – almost there!

8 9
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A major challenge for the project is the demolishing of three 

existing bridges that do not have suffi  cient horizontal clear-

ance to accommodate the required number of lanes on the N1. 

Th e 40-year-old Allandale Interchange bridge was the fi rst to 

be demolished. With fast-track demolition techniques, the old 

Allandale Interchange bridge became just a memory in 16 short 

hours without the use of any explosives. Th e bridge was reduced 

to rubble with the use of appropriate mechanical equipment such 

as excavators equipped with hydraulic hammers and pulverisers. 

Th e accommodation of traffi  c during this demolition process was 

a challenge on its own.

Th e relocation of services also posed major challenges due 

to inaccurate as-built information and limited allowance in the 

contract programme for the necessary investigations during the 

design stage to determine the impact of the relocation of ser- 

vices. Th e relocation of the existing 88 kV overhead power lines 

crossing the N1 at Allandale Interchange is a good example of 

these challenges. 

PROJECT STATUS
Construction works for the upgrading of the Ben Schoeman 

Freeway commenced on 26 May 2008, with an initial completion 

date of 25 November 2010, allowing a 30-month construction 

period. Th e tender amount is R1 701 425 336,99, subject to es-

calation. After 24 months of construction, the project is still on 

track and within the parameters of time and cost allowed within 

the conditions of the contract. 

PROJECT TEAM

The project team consists of the client, the South African National 

Roads Agency Limited (SANRAL), the consulting engineer, BKS 

(Pty) Ltd, and the contractor, the GLMB Joint Venture, which is a 

tri-party joint venture between Grinaker-LTA Roads & Earthworks, 

Moseme Road Construction cc and Boitshoko Road Surfacing and 

Civil Works cc.
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INTRODUCTION
Nanotechnology is the term used to cover 

the design, construction and utilisation 

of functional structures with at least one 

characteristic dimension measured in na-

nometres. Th e fi eld of nanotechnology has 

developed in major leaps during the past 

10 years, driven mainly by factors such as 

dedicated initiatives in the fi eld, improve-

ments in the characterisation equipment 

and a new understanding of the chemistry 

and physics of matter on the nanoscale. 

Recently, specifi c applications for 

nanotechnology have emerged in the 

engineering fi eld. Although much is being 

written in this regard, a lot may be deemed 

speculation and it still requires a quantum 

leap to bridge the dimensional divide be-

tween nano- and macrostructures.

From the familiar defi nitions of 

chemistry, physics, engineering and, more 

specifi cally, pavement engineering, it is 

clear that the objectives of science and engi-

neering diff er in that the sciences are more 

concerned with the composition, structure 

and interrelationships of matter, while en-

gineering is more concerned with applying 

these principles in support of humanity, 

although it depends on the principles de-

veloped in the sciences. It is important to 

realise that, while chemistry and physics 

generally focus on the smaller scales to 

enable a more detailed understanding of 

matter, engineering typically focuses on 

the scale where the matter works together 

to perform a certain function (e.g. cement 

particles that combine with aggregate 

particles to form a concrete road pavement 

or building). Th e scale dimensions thus 

diff er – from the nanoscale understanding 

for the sciences to the macroscale under-

standing for engineering. Nanotechnology 

should not be implemented in the pavement 

engineering arena merely because it is a new 

technology, but to address specifi c chal-

lenges that cannot be readily solved using 

existing macroscale technologies.

In this article current needs in the 

pavement engineering fi eld are summa-

rised as a basis for discussing the research 

context and the potential applications and 

benefi ts of nanotechnology to pavement 

engineering. Two areas where nanotech- 

nology and pavement engineering can 

complement each other are identifi ed and 

specifi c examples of current and potential 

nanotechnology-based applications dis-

cussed. Finally, challenges in exploiting 

the unique properties of nanomaterials 

in pavement engineering are discussed. 

Overall, the article demonstrates that, 

although most of the fundamental develop-

ments in nanoscale science and technology 

are occurring in the fundamental physics 

and chemistry fi elds, the potential for this 

technology to impact on the quality of life of 

society at large is huge. In this summarised 

version, only selected highlights are dis-

cussed and the reader is referred to the full 

paper for a more thorough understanding 

of the topic (see reference details at the end 

of this article). All reference citations have 

therefore been excluded from this summa-

rised version.

PAVEMENT ENGINEERING CONTEXT
Th e scale chasm between typical nanotech- 

nology and pavement engineering can be 

illustrated by considering the potential 

application of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) as 

fi bres in fi bre-reinforced concrete. Typically, 

the volume of steel or polypropylene fi bres 
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Potential applications of nanotechnology 
in pavement engineering

This article focuses on current 

and potential developments in 

pavement engineering where the 

unique properties of nanomaterials 

can be used to improve the built 

environment. The original paper on 

which this article is based was chosen 

as Best Paper (Pavements) for 2009 by 

the SAICE Transportation Division 

Table 1  PIARC Technical Committees for road infrastructure

Name of Technical Committee Identifi ed issues Summarised strategies

Road pavements

Selecting adequate 

pavement types and 

road techniques

Develop long-life/

perpetual pavements

Maintaining 

pavements

Recycle materials in 

existing pavements

Road bridges and related structures

Increasing the 

durability and safety 

of structures

Focus on methods to 

postpone maintenance 

and prolong life

Earthworks, drainage and subgrade
Promoting optimal 

use of local materials

Identify methods 

for treating soils and 

application of local/in situ 

materials

Management of road infrastructure 

assets Not applicable to this article

Road/vehicle interaction
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used for such an application would be in the 

region of 2%. If it is assumed that the appli-

cation rate of CNTs in the concrete will be 

similar to that of steel fi bres, this translates 

to approximately 270 kg of steel fi bres (for 

a steel-fi bre-reinforced pavement of 1 km – 

7,4 m wide and of 100 mm thick concrete) 

being replaced by 52 kg of CNTs. A typical 

pavement rehabilitation project (10 – 100 km 

in length) may require 520 –  5 200 kg of 

CNTs. However, the economical production 

of such volumes of CNTs may not currently 

be realistic. Th e dimensional jump from 

nanoscale to macroscale thus infl uences the 

potential usage of nanomaterials.

A clear understanding of the expecta-

tions of a novel technology is required in 

order to evaluate it and ensure that it can 

deliver optimally. Only once the needs have 

been defi ned can applications be explored. 

An expectation list of nanotechnology for 

pavement engineering is thus required. 

Pavement engineering projects that focus 

specifi cally on the delivery of sustainable 

road pavements to the travelling public 

are typically funded by public money, and 

therefore the public needs assurances that 

this funding is not being wasted. 

Based on the proceedings of the recent 

International Conference on Asphalt 

Pavements (ICAP), PIARC (Permanent 

International Association of Road 

Congresses) meeting, Transportation 

Research Board (TRB) annual meeting, 

Conference on Asphalt Pavements in 

Southern Africa (CAPSA) and South 

African Transportation Conference (SATC), 

the major current needs for pavement engi-

neering can be summarised as in Table 1. 

Th e major current needs in pavement 

engineering where nanotechnology could 

play a role are probably the improved use 

of existing and available materials, and the 

processing of these materials to meet the 

specifi cations of perpetual pavement struc-

tures. Th e main criteria for a sustainable 

pavement are:

Minimising the use of natural resources ■

Reducing energy consumption ■

Reducing greenhouse gas emissions ■

Limiting pollution ■

Improving health and safety, and risk  ■

prevention

Ensuring a high level of user comfort  ■

and safety.

RESEARCH CONTEXT
Th e Organisation for Economic 

Cooperation and Development (OECD) 

defi nes four types of research:

Basic research – theoretical work  ■

undertaken to acquire new knowledge 

of the underlying foundations of phe-

nomena, without particular applica-

tions in view

Oriented basic research – carried out  ■

with the expectation that it will pro-

duce a broad base of knowledge likely 

to form the basis of the solution to 

expected problems

Applied research – original investiga- ■

tion undertaken to acquire new know- 

ledge and directed primarily towards a 

specifi c practical aim or objective

Experimental development – system- ■

atic work drawing on knowledge gained 

from research and practical experience 

that is directed to producing new mate-

rials, products and devices. 

It is apparent that the majority of chem-

istry- and physics-based research is 

focused on the fi rst two research types, 

while the focus of engineering research is 

on the last two. Th e following examples 

show the route that research into nanote-

chnology should take:

Basic research – discovery of the  ■

buckyball and CNT

Oriented basic research – research into  ■

the basic properties of CNTs and the 

potential impact on the environment

Applied research – evaluation of the  ■

manufacturing processes and the 

compatibility and eff ects of CNTs with 

cement and aggregate

Experimental development – applica- ■

tion of CNTs as fi bres in fi bre-rein-

forced concrete and as sensors in roads.

All four types/steps are required to ensure 

success in this research, and none of them 

can be ignored in a novel fi eld such as 

nanotechnology to enable applications 

in traditional fi elds such as pavement 

engineering. It must be ensured that the 

ultimate pavement does not fail prema-

turely through inadequate understanding 

and knowledge of the CNT. Th e problem 

statement for potential applications of 

nanotechnology in pavement engineering 

can therefore be summarised as follows:

Identify current needs that cannot be  ■

addressed eff ectively using current 

technology.

Identify potential nanotechnology  ■

solutions that may be applicable in the 

pavement engineering fi eld.

Marry the two concepts to identify na- ■

notechnology solutions with the highest 

potential benefi t-cost ratios and focus 

on specifi c developments in those fi elds.

ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS
Th e two areas with the highest potential 

benefi t-cost ratio where nanotechnology 

can potentially support pavement engi-

neering were identifi ed as:

Development of improved materials ■

Characterisation of existing and novel  ■

materials

Development of improved materials
Th is is the area where probably the most 

can be achieved to enable benefi cial im-

pacts from nanotechnology in pavement 

engineering. Most of the wide range of 

materials used by pavement engineers for 

the construction and maintenance of road 

pavements are natural materials that are 

modifi ed using products such as bitumen, 

cement and other chemical admixtures. 

Th e bulk of the material, however, remains 

naturally occurring aggregates and soils. 

Th ere are often problems in the application 

of these materials for specifi c conditions, i.e. 

incompatibility between certain aggregates 

and binders, deterioration of the material 

during certain environmental conditions 

and deterioration with use. Current exam-

ples from the literature where nanotech-

nology techniques have been applied to en-

hance pavement engineering materials are:

Fracture behaviour

Th e nanolevel characteristics of fracture 

mechanics need to be understood to 

improve structural engineering on a mac-

roscale. Th is includes understanding how 

dimensional scales interact with each other, 

and how crack development takes place on 

a nanolevel in the bituminous binder/aggre-

gate interface and in concrete pavements.

Self-healing materials 

Nanoscale eff ects that are already being 

utilised and studied include the modelling 

of self-healing materials (cracks that de-

velop in the pavement layers may self-heal 

based on the introduction of microcap-

sules into the cement matrix) and the self-

healing of fl y ash in pavement materials 

(previously observed). 

Concrete enhancements

Understanding of the bottom-up manu-

facturing process that occurs in nature is 

seen as potentially powerful as it provides 

the opportunity to possibly obtain cost-ef-

fective nanomaterials for use in concretes. 

CNTs are typically viewed as one of the 

most promising developments impacting 

on concrete performance, while the 
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exploitation of the changing properties 

of materials at nanoscale provides novel 

potential applications in concrete. 

Incorporation of TiO
2
 into concrete to 

make it a material that can perform certain 

photocatalytic activities has been well deve-

loped and applied. Typically, the photocata-

lytic reaction is exploited to provide self-

cleaning surfaces and also to remove NO
x
, 

SO
x
, NH

3
 and CO pollution from urban 

areas through a chemical reaction triggered 

by naturally occurring ultraviolet light. 

International pilot projects have already 

proved the benefi ts of this development. 

Carbon nanotubes

Fibre-reinforced concrete (FRC) is pro-

duced when fi bres are added to a concrete 

mix to control plastic and drying shrinkage 

cracking. Th e fi bres also lower the perme-

ability of the FRC and produce greater im-

pact, abrasion and shatter resistance. Vital 

properties required for the fi bres in FRC 

include diameter, specifi c gravity, Young’s 

modulus and tensile strength. Various 

researchers have investigated the option of 

using CNTs as fi bres in FRC.

Th e addition of CNTs to concrete 

increases the hydration rates and causes 

strong bonds to develop between the 

CNT and the cement paste. Increases of 

up to 70% in the compressive strength of 

CNT-reinforced concrete, and decreases 

of up to 12% in the heat conductivity of 

the concrete have been observed.

One of the potential benefi ts of CNT 

reinforcement of concrete that was not 

found in the literature is the fact that 

CNTs will not corrode in corrosive envi-

ronments as happens in steel FRC (specifi -

cally promising in marine environments).

Bituminous materials

Th e RILEM Technical Committee for 

Nanotechnology-based Bituminous 

Materials focuses on the identifi cation of 

material characterisation and modelling 

issues and challenges at the nano- and 

microstructural level in an eff ort to provide 

bituminous materials with superior envi-

ronmental and traffi  c loading resistance. 

Examples of the potential application of nano-

technology techniques to enhance material 

properties that are currently under investigation 

are as follows:

Thin fi lms or self-assembled monolayers (SAM)

Th e objective is to change the properties 

of the surface of the host material. Typical 

reasons for such a change include incom-

patibility between the aggregate and the 

binder used and the need to improve the 

bonds between the host and the binder. 

Th ere may also be a need to prevent 

bonding between two materials, and in 

such cases changes in the surface mor-

phology/chemistry of the two materials 

may be required.

Th e adhesion between aggregate and 

bitumen is receiving ongoing research 

attention. Th e potential for applying 

SAMs to aggregates to prevent stripping 

between the two materials and thereby 

improving the performance of the asphalt 

should be evaluated.

Some siliceous aggregates react with 

the alkali hydroxides in cement, causing 

expansion and cracking over a period 

of many years – termed the alkali-silica 

reaction (ASR). Precoating of these ag-

gregates can prevent the type of reaction, 

rendering currently unsuitable aggregate 

economically suitable for concrete ap-

plications. 

Nanophosphor

A major road safety need in rural Africa 

is the illumination of road pavements to 

improve visibility and road safety. Th e 

potential use of nanophosphors combined 

with road surfacing materials or paints 

for this purpose has been evaluated. 

Nanophosphors are nanoscale crystalline 

structures with a size-dependent bandgap 

that can be altered to change the colour 

of light. Current research fi ndings have 

shown that nanophosphors can be added 

to traditional pavement materials such 

as concrete, bitumen and road paint to 

enable these materials to become lumi-

nescent after exposure to light. Research 

is also ongoing to further investigate is-

sues such as the increase in luminescence 

duration, the types of bond that form 

between the nanophosphors and the 

substrate materials, and the upscaling 

of manufacturing techniques to enable 

practical amounts of nanophosphor to be 

manufactured.

Sensors

One of the well-publicised possibilities of 

nanomaterials is the development of sen-

sors that act as part of the substrate that 

is being observed, thereby allowing very 

fi ne measurements on a small scale and 

obviating the need to add external sensors 

to a system. Whereas external sensors 

tend to interfere with the mechanics of 

the system being monitored, the incor-

poration of sensors as part of the matrix 

of the system means that the matrix may 

actually be able to provide feedback and 

problems regarding bonding between the 

sensors and the matrix are obviated. Th e 

application of CNTs in traffi  c monitoring 

is an example of such an application, 

although the analysis of the data gathered 

may still require further work.

Development of alternative materials

In typical asphalt pavements bitumen 

(a by-product from crude oil) comprises 

about 0,5% of the mass and between 5 

and 17% of the cost of a road. However, 

if bitumen is not available, an alternative 

binder is required for the bonding of the 

aggregates in asphalt. Internationally, it 

is the opinion that reserves of crude oil 

are decreasing. Th e direct implication 

for pavement engineering is that the 

price of bitumen may increase drasti-

cally in future as availability decreases 

and eff orts are being made to develop 

alternative and sustainable binders. 

Th e application of manufacturing and 

characterisation techniques developed 

in the nanotechnology fi eld may assist 

in the development of new sustainable 

alternatives with the required properties 

to ensure cost-eff ective construction and 

maintenance of pavements.

Other materials

One of the changes that a material under-

goes when used at the nanoscale is that 

the ratio of surface area to volume typi-

cally increases drastically. Clays are often 

encountered in pavement engineering and 

they pose very specifi c problems as their 

response to changes in moisture content 

and their platelet structure cause most 

of them to have low friction angles and 

make some of them expansive. Traditional 

treatments of the problem include stabi-

lisation of the clay using materials such 

as lime, treatment with sulphonated 

petroleum products and removal of the 

material from the pavement structural 

layers. Research into the behaviour of clay 

minerals in the nanotechnology fi eld is 

providing new insights into the funda-

mental properties of clays. Application of 

this new knowledge may lead to alterna-

tive methods for the stabilisation of the 

clays found in road reserves, and may 

thus lead to less expensive methods for 

using these materials in the pavement 

structure. Characterisation of materials 

using high-resolution equipment, such as 
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scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and 

atomic force microscopy (AFM), has led 

to new insights into their submicroscopic 

properties, identifying potentially better 

methods for their treatment. 

Characterisation of existing 
and novel materials 
Developments in characterisation tech-

niques that have occurred during the past 

decade in nanotechnology have opened 

the door to observations of pavement 

engineering materials on a scale not 

available before. Th is has brought about 

a major change in the way that materials 

are being observed and also in the under-

standing of the behaviour of these mate-

rials. Some examples are given below:

Observation techniques

For pavement engineering these tech-

niques range from the macroscale, where 

satellite images are used to observe 

macroscale phenomena, down to the 

nanoscale, where matter is studied in its 

smallest observable form. Th e hierarchy 

of possible observations, including the 

smaller scales obtained from SEM and 

AFM, are shown in Table 2.

Characterisation of materials – AFM

AFM has been used in characterising bitu-

minous binders and their respective prop-

erties, correlating the surface morphology 

with the constituents of the bitumen. It 

was concluded that the AFM data can be 

used to improve understanding of the pre-

cipitation of the asphaltenes in the bitumen 

Table 2  Hierarchy of possible pavement engineering observation techniques

General wave-

length bands

X-ray wavelength

10 to 10-2 nm

Visible wavelength

400 to 700 nm

Infrared wavelength

103 to 106 nm

Indication of 

currently used 

technology and 

resolution of 

features

NCI*

Satellite images

mm resolution

Infrared satellite 

images

mm resolution

Aerial photographs/ 

LIDAR

km resolution

Infrared airborne 

images

km resolution

Standard photos

m resolution

NCI*

Computerised 

tomography (CT) 

scans 

mm resolution

Microscope images

mm resolution

SEM images

mm resolution
NCR**

NCR**
AFM images

nm resolution

NCI* = No current images, used typically in pavement engineering

NCR** = Neutron capture radiography
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and the interaction between the aggregate 

surface and bitumen in asphalt.

AFM has also been used to investigate 

the structural morphology of crumb 

rubber bitumen at the interfacial regions, 

especially during ageing. Phase-detection 

AFM was used to evaluate bitumen mor-

phology and it was found that bitumen 

can be classifi ed into three groups, based 

on the diff erent visible domains.

Ongoing work at the CSIR focuses on 

the correlation between bitumen ageing 

and elastic stiff ness as measured using 

AFM. A clear diff erence has been ob-

served between the surface morphology 

of four bituminous binder types aged at 

diff erent temperatures (see Figure 1).

Characterisation of materials – SEM

SEM was used to evaluate the microtex-

ture of two similar sands that behaved 

diff erently when being stabilised with 

various non-standard soil stabilisers. 

None of the typical engineering tests 

provided insight into the reason why the 

stabilisation did not work similarly for the 

two types of sand evaluated. SEM inves-

tigation showed that the diff erence lay in 

the fi nes that were not identifi ed in the 

standard grading analysis of the sands, 

which allowed the stabilisers to bond 

better or worse with the sand grains. 

CHALLENGES 
Although there are a large number of 

potential ideas and applications for na-

notechnology in pavement engineering, 

it is important to remain realistic and to 

identify and accept the current limita-

tions and challenges inherent in this fi eld. 

Th ese may be summarised as follows:

Costs
Th e costs of most nanotechnology 

equipment and materials are currently 

relatively high. Th is is due partly to the 

novelty of the technology, but also to the 

complexity of the equipment. However, in 

the case of the nanomaterials, costs have 

been shown to decrease over time and it is 

expected that, as manufacturing techno- 

logies improve, the costs of the materials 

will decrease. Whether such decreases 

will render the materials as run-of-the-

mill pavement engineering materials will 

have to be seen. Current opinion is that 

in special cases the materials will enable 

unique solutions to complicated prob-

lems; this will make them cost-eff ective 

and will lead later to large-scale applica-

tion of these specifi c technologies. 

Environment
Th e eff ect of various nanomaterials on 

the natural environment is a hot topic 

in nanotechnology and environmental 

research. Some work in this regard shows 

that the potential eff ects may be minimal. 

As pavements are constructed in the 

natural environment, all materials used 

in the construction and maintenance of 

pavements need to be compatible with the 

natural environment and their eff ects on 

the natural environment should be min-

imal. Typical potential problems in this 

regard include the leaching of materials 

into ground water, the release of materials 

into airways through the generation of 

dust on unpaved roads and exposure to 

potentially harmful materials during con-

struction and maintenance operations. 

Scale 
The unique environment of the pave-

ment engineer who works with large 

volumes of material should always be 

appreciated when evaluating potential 

applications of nanotechnology. The 

effects on manufacturing capacity and 

performance of the nanomaterials when 

combined with bulk aggregates and 

binders should be evaluated to ensure 

that the beneficial (nanoscale) proper-

ties remain applicable, cost-effective 

and energy-efficient at these scales. 

CONCLUSIONS
Th e main conclusions that can be drawn are:

Th e application of nanotechnology de- ■

velopments in the fi eld of pavement en-

gineering can lead to advances in solving 

general engineering problems.

Most of these applications fi rst need to  ■

be scaled to the dimensional applications 

that are typical for the pavement engi-

neering environment.

Th e technical eff ectiveness and cost- ■

eff ectiveness of available technologies 

should be evaluated as part of the evalu-

ation of nanotechnology solutions in 

engineering.

Fundamental research into the proper- ■

ties of engineering materials to improve 

understanding of their performance is 

an important output of nanotechnology 

characterisation of pavement materials.

Th e development of novel materials and  ■

the improvement of existing materials in 

response to a scarcity of natural materials 

have become possible through the appli-

cation of nanotechnology techniques to 

traditional pavement materials. 
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Proposed Sandton Transportation Framework

BACKGROUND
In the past four years a change has oc-

curred in the way in which transport 

planners approach the accommodation 

of major new developments. Th is is be-

cause public transport has been brought 

into the heart of Gauteng’s Central 

Business Districts through the advent 

of Gautrain and also the BRT systems 

of Johannesburg and, soon, Pretoria. 

Previously, development planning was 

a matter of predicting the scale of road 

traffi  c generation, with perhaps cursory 

thought being given to minibus-taxis and 

buses which, it was hoped, would remain 

at the peripheries of a development. Now 

CBDs are clamouring for public transport 

accessibility and the transport planner’s 

task has changed into one in which multi-

modal optimisation is the order of the day.

Sandton (see Figure 1) in particular 

remains one of the most attractive busi-

ness addresses in the country and has 

been referred to as Africa’s Manhattan 

and the powerhouse of South Africa. A 

signifi cant increase in development appli-

cations was noticed by the Johannesburg 

Roads Agency (JRA) after the announce-

ment in December 2005 that the Gautrain 

project had been approved by Cabinet. 

Th is development pressure had in fact 

been anticipated in a report prepared by 

Gauteng Province during 2005 (Gauteng 

Department of Public Transport Roads 

and Works 2005). 

In order to encourage developers and 

transport operators to think in these 

terms, the Gauteng Department of Public 

Transport Roads and Works (GDPTRW) 

prepared a policy document designed to 

This article explains how a 

new, multimodal approach to 

planning for new development 

is being applied to the particular 

circumstances of the Sandton area

1  Sandton study area

1
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guide local authorities and developers 

towards styles of development at trans-

port interchanges that would capture the 

potential synergies between transport fa-

cilities and urban infrastructure generally 

(Gauteng Department of Public Transport 

Roads and Works 2006). 

Th e Transport Precincts Initiative in 

turn was adopted into City of Johannesburg 

policy and this led to the preparation 

of urban development frameworks for 

Gautrain stations and eventually for other 

key development nodes, and the approval 

of the Sandton Urban Development 

Framework (UDF) in June 2008. 

TRANSPORT PLANNING IMPLICATIONS OF 
THE SANDTON UDF
Th e Sandton UDF opened up the op-

portunity for high-density development, 

including up to 40 storeys in height in the 

central parts of Sandton, surrounded by 

lower densities. Th e proposed land-use 

development policy included in the UDF 

allows Sandton to develop to a size (in 

terms of fl oor space) that could be even 

larger than the Johannesburg CBD. 

Since the announcement of the 

Gautrain project and the approval of 

the Sandton UDF, the JRA has been 

approving traffi  c impact assessments to 

the point where it was realised that little 

provision was being made for the strategic 

transportation infrastructure required to 

allow eff ective use of the land-use rights 

being approved. 

Moreover, the JRA also realised that as 

available land in Sandton was getting more 

scarce, there was less and less opportunity 

to identify land to be set aside for transpor-

tation infrastructure provision. 

With these issues in mind, the JRA 

appointed Arup to develop a strategic 

transportation framework for Sandton 

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
Th e proposed land-use policy of the 

UDF will put Sandton in a position to 

become a real city centre with city centre 

characteristics, many of which Sandton 

currently does not have. Th e aim of this 

study was therefore to identify a transpor-

tation framework in support of a future 

city centre precinct. Th is aim was sup-

ported by additional objectives, including 

maintaining Sandton’s accessibility, pro-

moting multimodal transport, creating 

a pedestrian-friendly environment and 

promoting Transit Development Design 

where possible. 

2  Existing block sizes in Sandton

3  Potential mode share in 2040

2

The study started off  by reviewing the 

existing key characteristics of Sandton, 

noting that Sandton has a total 

building stock of around 1,7 million m2 

gross leasable area (GLA). The size of 

city blocks in Sandton is unusually 

large (up to 700 m in length) (see 

Figure 2) – eight to nine Johannesburg 

CBD blocks fi t into one Sandton block, 

for example. Permeability of the 

urban space in Sandton is therefore 

very poor as pedestrians have to walk 

unnecessarily far between destinations
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Th e study started off  by reviewing the 

existing key characteristics of Sandton, 

noting that Sandton has a total building 

stock of around 1,7 million m2 gross leas-

able area (GLA). Th e size of city blocks in 

Sandton is unusually large (up to 700 m 

in length) (see Figure 2) – eight to nine 

Johannesburg CBD blocks fi t into one 

Sandton block, for example. Permeability 

of the urban space in Sandton is therefore 

very poor as pedestrians have to walk un-

necessarily far between destinations. 

Th e local road network hierarchy has 

been developed in an imbalanced way in 

that the majority of roads are high-order 

roads with very few lower order (access) 

roads. Th is means that the function that 

roads perform is being distorted. For 

example, higher order roads also have to 

perform an access function for deliveries 

and also pedestrians, as well as accom-

modating parking.

Th e majority of intersections within 

Sandton currently operate close to or 

at capacity during peak hour periods. 

Typically of such a system, any interfe-

rence with the traffi  c operation on the 

road network results in major congestion 

and delay. 

It was also discovered that Sandton 

has poor regional accessibility. Currently 

there are only six gateway routes to 

central Sandton which have to facilitate 

access to Sandton from all over Gauteng 

and beyond.

SANDTON’S FUTURE GROWTH – TO 2025 
(REGIONAL ACCESSIBILITY)
Th e study also reviewed expected future 

transport demand and supply. In terms 

of demand, it was assumed that land-use 

growth in Sandton over the next decade 

will be higher (as high as 8% per annum) 

due to the unprecedented development 

pressure currently being experienced. 

Arup is aware of more than 30 planning 

applications within Sandton, representing 

building stock of an additional 1,8 mil-

lion m2  GLA. Th is means that the building 

stock in Sandton could potentially double 

in the next decade. Over the longer term 

(2020 to 2040) a slower growth rate of 

3,5% per annum was assumed. 

Assessing the future transportation 

operation of Sandton required the deve-

lopment of a multimodal transport model 

and the calculation of trip generation in 

person trips, rather than using the tradi-

tional vehicle trips as assessment unit. A 

SATURN simulation model was devel-

oped and calibrated based on the existing 

transport network, existing develop-

ments, site access locations and recent 

traffi  c counts. Th e base model was used to 

determine travel cost changes in relation 

to varying traffi  c demand, keeping other 

network characteristics constant. From 

this exercise a relationship between travel 

cost and traffi  c demand was established 

for each mode of transport. Th is relation-

ship was used to assess the expected 

modal choice dynamics and the overall 

capacity of the transport system. 

Th e model was used to assess a range 

of future regional capacity options. In the 

fi rst scenario the operation of the existing 

transportation network (i.e. excluding 

the Gautrain and the BRT proposals) was 

determined. Th e results show that, based 

on the land-use growth rate assumed, the 

transport system is expected to operate 

beyond its realistic capacity from around 

2013. If no transportation improvements 

are made to address the situation, the 

excess demand may result over time in 

businesses moving away from Sandton to 

more accessible locations elsewhere. 

Th e model was then run with 

Gautrain and the proposed BRT services 

3
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incorporated, which showed capacity up to 

around 2016, after which Sandton is ex-

pected to become highly congested again. 

A series of additional scenarios was 

therefore introduced with the aim of iden-

tifying the extent of regional transporta-

tion infrastructure required up to 2040. 

First, existing transport infrastructure was 

optimised by upgrading the existing road 

networks to their maximum conceivable 

state and also by assuming maximum pos-

sible frequencies for buses and trains on 

Gautrain lines and BRT routes.

Th e model results show that such 

optimisation of the road and public trans-

port infrastructure/services could provide 

regional capacity for Sandton up to 2024. 

ACCOMMODATING GROWTH BEYOND 2025 
(REGIONAL ACCESSIBILITY)
At this point additional regional links 

would need to be provided to Sandton 

to maintain its accessibility. To provide 

space to accommodate further public 

transport routes, eight new hypothetical 

routes were introduced. If these lanes 

were to operate only as regular road traffi  c 

lanes, regional access capacity would be 

available up to 2027.

It was then assumed that some of the 

hypothetical additional lanes introduced 

would be converted into high-capacity 

transport lanes. Th e modelling results 

show that by introducing an additional 

BRT lane and three high occupancy 

vehicle (HOV) lanes (to be used only by 

buses and taxis), regional access capacity 

to Sandton could be made available up to 

around 2040. Figure 3 shows the potential 

modal share for this scenario.

Th e study did not attempt to identify 

where these routes might be accommo-

dated and what the land take and environ-

mental implications would be, but only 

to estimate the magnitude of additional 

transport provision required to keep 

Sandton accessible up to 2040. 

WHAT ABOUT LOCAL 
ACCESSIBILITY WITHIN SANDTON?
Although regional accessibility was a factor 

that had to be considered as the broad con-

text for accommodating longer-term deve-

lopment in Sandton, the study also focused 

on how to improve local accessibility. 

Additional regional capacity is expected 

to impact on Sandton’s local transport 

network and therefore additional internal 

capacity should also be provided. Th ree 

options in this regard were considered:

Th e fi rst option was to improve the  ■

capacity of existing roads by adding 

additional lanes. However, a review of 

existing intersections showed that the 

majority of key roads in Sandton are 

already developed to their full potential. 

In most cases, it would not be practical 

or safe to add additional lanes. 

Th e second option was to grade-segre- ■

gate major intersections to gain addi-

tional road capacity. It was, however, felt 

that this would defeat the objective of 

creating a city centre environment that 

would be convenient for pedestrians. 

Th e third and preferred option was  ■

to refi ne the road network grid. Th is 

would provide the opportunity to break 

the existing large city blocks up into 

smaller ones and to achieve a more bal-

anced road hierarchy. 

Based on the preferred option, a local 

transport framework was developed, as 

shown in Figure 4. Th e framework identi-

fi es new midblock roads to be provided. 

Th e additional roads provide better traffi  c 

distribution within Sandton, free up 

major roads currently having to perform 

4  Proposed Sandton 

Transportation Framework

4
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lower order route functions, and also 

make Sandton more permeable and con-

venient for pedestrians. 

Th rough the creation of a smaller 

average block size and a fi ner-grained 

network of streets, traffi  c will be better 

dispersed, in turn allowing the creation 

of quieter and more intimate, pedestrian-

friendly thoroughfares. Road space can be 

allocated, and traffi  c signals timed, for the 

convenience of pedestrians, cyclists and 

public transport vehicles. 

CHALLENGES IN IMPLEMENTATION
Th e Sandton Transportation Framework 

has been approved by the JRA and is 

currently being implemented. Th ere are, 

however, still major challenges to be over-

come if the whole plan is to be successful. 

Th ese include: 

At the regional level, suitable routes for  ■

new infrastructure need to be identi-

fi ed. Additional studies are required in 

this regard. 

Th ird-party lands are aff ected by the  ■

proposed new access roads in Sandton. 

As part of planning conditions, the JRA 

can request road reserves to be set aside, 

but on lands with no planning applica-

tions, land may have to be expropriated.

Bulk contributions (for roads and  ■

storm water) will have to increase if 

new developments in Sandton are to 

pay for the required new transporta-

tion infrastructure.

Political support is required for the im- ■

plementation of the framework.

CONCLUSIONS
Th e implementation of the Transportation 

Framework is challenging and will in-

evitably take place over a long time due 

to these challenges. Nevertheless, the 

response of developers to the proposals has 

so far been overwhelmingly positive and 

there is a willingness to amend site plans to 

accommodate the proposed new roads. 

Th e study has at least provided the 

JRA with a strategic framework within 

which it can henceforth evaluate traffi  c 

impact assessments for individual de-

velopments. Th e JRA now has a rational 

basis on which it can make decisions to 

ensure that land reserves are put aside 

for the future transport infrastructure 

required to keep Sandton accessible and 

attractive as a business destination.

Th e study has also been helpful in 

demonstrating that planning to accom-

modate public transport will need to be 

an increasing part of the long-term pic-

ture if Sandton is to continue growing in 

line with currently forecasted demand.
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PROJECT OVERVIEW
Aurecon was responsible for the design, 

implementation, training, staffing, 

operation and maintenance of a solu-

tion that allowed the Nelson Mandela 

Bay Municipality (NMBM) to provide 

efficient public transport services and 

the rapid resolution of service requests 

across multiple municipal service sec-

tors during 2010 FIFA World Cup events 

– the Nelson Mandela Bay Transport 

Operations Centre (TOC).  

The primary functions of the TOC 

included: 

Monitoring public transport through:  ■

surveillance 

traffi  c fl ow observation (vehicle  

tracking, CCTV and volunteers)

obtaining information from stake- 

holders 

Dissemination of transport information  ■

Providing transportation operations in- ■

formation to stakeholders and the public

1  Planning flow chart

2  Communication flow chart

3  Flow chart showing project phases

1
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Providing a primary source of infor- ■

mation relating to public transport 

services 

Recruiting, training and managing  ■

transport information volunteers

Providing volunteers for information  ■

kiosks

Maintaining a register of notifi cations/ ■

complaints, intakes/logs and activations

Assisting in managing the transport  ■

environment in proximity to trans-

port facilities 

PLANNING THE PROJECT
Due to time constraints and the 

complexity of the project, plan-

ning was critical to its success. The 

f low chart in Figure 1 depicts the 

work breakdown structure and the 

tasks associated. Priority was given 

to each task (coloured numbers).

OTHER STAKEHOLDERS
Interactivity with various stakeholders 

was necessary to ensure that the correct 

and most updated information was dis-

seminated, and to ensure that reaction 

time was kept to the absolute minimum. 

Figure 2 shows the interaction and com-

munication between the TOC and other 

relevant stakeholders.

PROJECT ACTIVITIES
Th e project was executed in two distinct 

phases. Phase 1 consisted of the set-up 

and operations, while  Phase 2 entailed 

the design, purchase, installation and 

integration of hardware and software. 

Th e project activities are shown in the 

fl ow chart in Figure 3.

SOLUTION
The solution was designed following the 

client’s user requirements. Before the 

design phase was initiated, an in-depth 

business process analysis and informa-

tion gathering phase was completed 

to ensure that the solution would be 

perfectly suited to the client’s needs. 

To ensure alignment with municipal 

standards, this analysis phase was 

carried out in consultation with the 

Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality. The 

entire solution was therefore designed 

in alignment with the Municipality’s 

protocols in terms of reporting methods 

and the chains of command.

Th e installation of several hardware 

components was required to support 

the solution. Th is included unifi ed 

2
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communications, resource tracking, 

desktop work stations, multimedia wall-

boards, servers and handheld PDA devices. 

In addition, a virtualised server 

environment was created on which 

to host the solution platform. This 

virtual environment included ESRI 

ArcGIS mapping services, Microsoft 

Unified Communications services, and 

Microsoft SharePoint 2010.

Th e PDA devices gave managers the 

fl exibility to be on site, away from the 

operational centres, while still being 4  The full TOC network

4



up to date with the latest information 

updates, such as incident and notifi cation 

details. Th e PDA devices were integrated 

with Microsoft Unifi ed Communication 

services to allow users to send and receive 

e-mails, and receive all information up-

dates remotely via RSS feeds.

To assist in the communication 

needs, the solution was confi gured to 

operate and integrate with data from 

the Municipality’s CCTV monitoring 

system. With more than 200 cameras 

deployed in the critical areas of Nelson 

Mandela Bay, operators were able to view 

all incidents and movements of traffi  c 

and distribute these details electronically 

to the relevant role-players.

Using integrated data from the auto-

mated vehicle location system, vehicles 

could be monitored from the TOC on a 

real-time basis, and operators could direct 

vehicles to venues requiring transport.

CCTV footage, vehicle location data, 

PDA location data and information 

captured by operators were all brought 

into the TOC as feeds, and displayed on 

geo-spatial mapping, provided by ESRI 

ArcGIS mapping services, to create a 

Common Operating Picture. Service re-

quests, such as incidents and complaints, 

could also be electronically assigned to or 

shared with the Joint Operations Centre.

Unifi ed communications were confi g-

ured to allow all forms of voice and mul-

timedia message management, especially 

tele-conferencing and video-conferencing.

When combined with unifi ed com-

munications, the common operating 

picture ensured that all role-players 

were provided with regular information 

updates, which resulted in rapid and in-

formed decision-making.

TAKING LEGACY INTO ACCOUNT
Th e solution design was based on taking 

legacy into account, as well as providing 

fl exibility and growth to assist other 

municipal service lines to build on and 

improve the service delivery they provide 

to the public. Th is culminated in the 

opening of the TOC one week prior to the 
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5  The call centre area of the TOC where 

operators began the call-taking process 

via a landing page on the system

6  The CCTV and supervisor 

operations area in the TOC

7  Technical managers operating in the TOC

8  Technical managers in the Tactical 

Boardroom at the TOC during a match

5

6
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FIFA World Cup, and was later extended 

to the Host City Call Centre and the 

Host City Joint Operations Centre (JOC). 

Service requests handled by the TOC and 

the JOC consisted of incidents (either 

pre-planned or unplanned), complaints, 

notifi cations, and information requests.

OPERATIONS DURING THE EVENT
The Transport Operations Centre 

consisted of the following components/

divisions:

Call Centre
Th e call centre received calls from 

members of the public on any queries or 

complaints related to public transport. 

Operators could log calls on the system or 

search for transport-related information.

CCTV Monitoring
In the CCTV area dedicated operators 

monitored the CCTV feeds 24 hours a 

day, watching for any transport-related 

incidents and monitoring traffic conges-

tion in the city. Any incidents or infor-

mation updates identified via the CCTV 

8



feeds were logged into the system by 

the CCTV operators. Managers and su-

pervisors dealt with issues which were 

escalated through the system where 

operators required assistance.

Vehicle Tracking 
In the vehicle tracking area dedicated 

operators monitored the movement of 

about 260 vehicles. Th e vehicle tracking 

information was displayed on a large LCD 

screen. Th is information was also acces-

sible from each computer in the TOC.

Technical Management Area
In the technical management area several 

public transport specialists had access 

to real-time information, enabling them 

to make decisions based on their expert 

knowledge, as well as updating informa-

tion on the system.

Tactical Management Area
A tactical management area provided ac-

cess to CCTV footage, news and weather 

reports, traffi  c signal control, common 

operating picture mapping displays, 

vehicle and PDA locations, video- and 

tele-conferencing facilities, and facilities 

to share information electronically with 

external role-players. Th is area allowed 

all TOC role-players to interact amongst 

themselves and with external role-players 

to make joint decisions based on accurate 

and up-to-date information.

Transport Facilities Kiosks
Kiosks were placed at various public 

transport facilities such as park-and-

rides and park-and-walks. These kiosks 

each incorporated CCTV camera feeds, 

a UPS power device, and wired and 

wireless IP telephones which ensured 

that the TOC always had contact with 

the facility managers.

OTHER ROLE PLAYERS
Th e solution was also integrated with the 

city’s IT network and provided access to 

the city’s traffi  c signal control software.

Volunteers on the ground assisted 

the public to their vehicles and cleared 

the area. As part of this project, Aurecon 
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9  One of the kiosks placed at all park-and-ride 

and park-and-walk facilities. The kiosks were 

equipped with air-conditioning, UPS power 

supply, wireless telephony, wi-fi, and CCTV

10  The Host City Joint Operations Centre 

11  The King’s Beach park-and-ride facility
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was responsible for recruiting, training, 

and managing over 400 volunteers who 

assisted on the ground with public trans-

port movement.

System interactions within the JOC 

included the capturing of facility status 

updates, incidents, complaints, and other 

service request information, and the 

ability to combine these geo-spatially 

into a common operating picture which 

also included vehicle location data.

Dedicated seating for the diff erent 

role-players was strategically arranged in 

the JOC with a commander overseeing 

the whole operation. Th is allowed all 

role-players to communicate both inter-

nally amongst themselves and externally 

using unifi ed communication tools.

Service requests, such as incidents or 

complaints, could again be electronically 

assigned to, or shared with the TOC.

A Host City Call Centre was es-

tablished adjacent to the JOC where 

members of the public could report 

any Host City-related incidents, log 

complaints, or request any 2010-related 

information. All these interactions with 

the public were logged onto the system 

for further action by the JOC. Individual 

managers ensured the speedy resolving 

of such queries and this was continually 

updated on the system.

Unified communications ensured 

that information sharing was possible 

between all role-players, including the 

TOC, JOC and on-site volunteers, re-

gardless of location. Situation updates 

could be provided in real-time and re-

ported directly from the source.

This solution provided a multi-

agency platform to assist in resolving 

incidents, complaints and other service 

requests in an efficient and integrated 

manner. The system also provided crit-

ical indicators which were required to 

measure and improve service delivery.

CONCLUSION
During the 2010 FIFA World Cup 

the Nelson Mandela Bay Transport 

Operations Centre indeed contributed 

hugely to the provision of efficient 

public transport services and the rapid 

resolution of service requests across 

multiple municipal service sectors, 

thereby ensuring a memorable experi-

ence of the event for citizens, visitors 

and administrators alike. 

Unifi ed communications ensured that 

information sharing was possible 

between all role-players, including 

the TOC, JOC and on-site volunteers, 

regardless of location. Situation 

updates could be provided in real-time 

and reported directly from the source. 

This solution provided a multi-agency 

platform to assist in resolving incidents, 

complaints and other service requests 

in an effi  cient and integrated manner. 

The system also provided critical 

indicators which were required to 

measure and improve service delivery
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New directions in the design of 
unbound granular layers in road pavements
INTRODUCTION
Pavement engineering has evolved over 

many years since the invention of the 

wheel to the point where it may be de-

scribed as a fairly well developed but far 

from perfect technology. As with all other 

engineering disciplines, scientifi c know-

ledge has to be utilised to design a facility 

that will perform a certain required func-

tion. Such an engineering facility will fail 

to perform its function when the demand 

(loading) exceeds the supply (capacity) of 

the facility. In geotechnical and structural 

engineering the loading (demand) usually 

consists of a few high-magnitude load in-

crements and failure is often catastrophic 

when the capacity of the structure is sud-

denly exceeded. In these cases, the stress 

imposed by the external load approaches 

or exceeds the strength of the material.

In the case of pavement engineering 

on the other hand, the loading consists 

of millions of stresses of relatively small 

magnitude, causing the gradual or 

incremental deterioration of the pave-

ment until the level of service becomes 

unacceptable. The stress imposed by the 

external load is normally well below the 

strength of the material and causes the 

gradual deterioration of the functional 

Pavement structure:

• Functional capacity

• Structural capacity
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and structural levels of service provided 

by the road. This incremental charac-

teristic of pavement deterioration poses 

its own design challenge as it is difficult 

to simulate accurately the accumula-

tion of infinitesimally small amounts 

of damage that occur under individual 

wheel loads. Although the performance 

of a road is not only a function of the 

design as illustrated in Figure 1, but is 

also underpinned by the quality of con-

struction and subsequent maintenance, 

adequate design is a prerequisite for an 

economically viable life-cycle cost.

Structural pavement design is a 

process whereby the structural capacity 

of the pavement is matched with the 

traffic demand placed on the pavement 

for the given environment, assuming 

that the design assumptions will be met 

during construction and that a proper 

maintenance schedule will be followed. 

Structural design therefore requires 

two components: first, a method of 

calculating the traffic demand in nu-

merical terms, and secondly, a method 

of estimating the structural capacity 

of a potential pavement design. The 

South African Mechanistic-Empirical 

Design Method (SAMDM) for f lexible 

pavements is such a method which has 

been used in South Africa since the 

late 1970s and early 1980s (Theyse et al 

1996). This method relies on the combi-

nation of a number of different models, 

each applicable to the different material 

types that are combined in the pave-

ment to form the pavement structure, as 

illustrated in Figure 2.

South African pavement engineering 

diff ers from European and North 

American practice in the sense that 

unbound granular layers form the major 

component of our pavement struc-

tures in combination with thin asphalt 

wearing courses or surface seals, espe-

cially in the moderate to dry climatic 

regions. Crushed stone base layers sup-

ported by stabilised subbase layers have 

provided excellent service in the past and 

are still being specifi ed on the majority 

of the high-traffi  c-volume roads in South 

Africa. Th e materials used in the upper 

structural (i.e. base and subbase) layers 

of a pavement are, however, subjected to 

high stress conditions as they are located 

close to the tyre-pavement interface. 

Unfortunately, the design model for 

unbound base and subbase layers used by 

the SAMDM is the model that has prob-

ably elicited the most criticism (Jooste 

2004) against the method.

Recent research has again confirmed 

the fundamentals of the approach used 

for unbound layers since the inception 

of the SAPDM (South African Pavement 

Design Method) but has shown that the 

method was applied incorrectly by not 

considering the actual effective stress 

condition in pavement layers. This 

article highlights the deviations from 

the past approach to the mechanistic-

empirical design of unbound pavement 

layers that are now recommended for 

implementation in a revised SAMDM 

for f lexible pavements.

DAMAGE MODELS FOR UNBOUND 
GRANULAR PAVEMENT LAYERS
Th e dominant mode of distress for unbound 

granular pavement layers is the permanent 

deformation or plastic strain of the material, 

resulting in ruts on the road surface.

Plastic strain evolution under repeated loading
Th e plastic shakedown theory is often 

used to describe the general plastic 

strain behaviour of pavement materials 

and pavement layers subjected to re-

peated loading. Th e shakedown theory 

makes a distinction between three 

types of plastic strain behaviour, i.e. 

plastic shakedown, plastic creep and 

incremental collapse. Th e occurrence of 

each of these behavioural types is associ-

ated with the level of stress imposed on 

the material demarcated by the plastic 

shakedown and plastic creep limits. At 

stress levels below the plastic shakedown 

limit, it is assumed that the incremental 

plastic strain will become less and less 

with increasing load cycles, with the re-

sult that no additional plastic strain will 

occur in the long term after the initial 

bedding-in deformation of the material. 

Loading above the plastic shakedown 

limit, but below the plastic creep limit, 

results in a stable, linear increase in the 

long-term plastic strain with increasing 

load repetitions. Above the plastic creep 

limit, incremental collapse occurs with 

increasing load repetitions, resulting in 

an exponential increase in plastic strain.

Th eyse (2008a) extended the plastic 

shakedown theory to the two extremes 

shown in Figure 3 that eff ectively bound 

the plastic behaviour of material under 

repeated loading. Th ese bounds exist at 

Wearing course
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1  The necessary structural capacity of a 

pavement is achieved through adequate design, 

construction quality and maintenance to enable 

it to fulfil the demand placed on the facility

2  Layered road pavement structure
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zero stress loading and at the static yield 

strength of the material. At zero stress 

loading there is no increase in the plastic 

strain, regardless of the number of load 

repetitions. At the static yield strength of 

the material, large plastic strain occurs 

under one single load application at the 

yield strength of the material.

Although the plastic shakedown 

theory provides a valid description of 

the plastic strain behaviour of materials 

under repeated loading, it is not useful as 

a design model unless criteria are set for 

the shakedown and, more importantly, the 

plastic creep limit.

Signifi cant variables that  
aff ect the level of plastic strain
Other than classical solid mechanics 

theory, a positive compressive stress con-

vention is used in pavement engineering 

and the remainder of the discussion in this 

article is based on this convention. Maree 

(1978) introduced the Factor of Safety 

(FoS) defi ned by Equation 1 as a measure 

of the applied stress in relation to the yield 

strength of unbound granular pavement 

layers. Th e FoS formulation is based on 

deviator stress and the K-parameter in the 

model makes provision for diff erent mois-

ture conditions, eff ectively reducing the 

shear strength of the material under wet 

conditions. Maree proceeded to set design 

criteria for the FoS to prevent incremental 

collapse based on repeated load tri-axial 

test results. 

FoS = 
σ1

y –σ3

σ1
a–σ3

 = 
K⎧⎨⎩σ3 

⎛⎜⎝tan2 ⎛⎜⎝45 +̊ 
φ
2

⎛⎜
⎝

–1 ⎛⎜
⎝

+2C tan⎛⎜⎝45 +̊ 
φ
2

⎛⎜
⎝

⎧⎨
⎩

σ1
a–σ3

 (1)

where

φ = angle of internal friction (°)

C = cohesion (kPa)

σ
1
y = yield strength (kPa)

σ
1

a = applied major principal stress (kPa)

σ
3
 = minor principal stress (kPa)

K =  constant: 0,65 for saturated condi-

tions, 0,80 for moderate moisture 

conditions, 0,95 for normal mois-

ture conditions 

Using a slightly diff erent formulation, 

Th eyse (2008a) defi ned the Stress Ratio 

given by Equation 2 as a measure of the 

stress levels in unbound granular pave-

ment layers. Th e results from repeated load 

tri-axial tests again confi rmed the relation-

ship between the Stress Ratio (or FoS) and 

plastic strain observed by Maree (1978). 

Figure 4 shows a typical plot of the number 

of load repetitions that can be sustained 

before a predefi ned level of plastic strain 

(11% in this case) is reached at diff erent 

Stress Ratio levels. Th e dominant eff ect of 

the degree of saturation of the material, in 

addition to the eff ect of the Stress Ratio, is 

shown in Figure 4 with high Stress Ratios 

having a much higher impact on wet 

Load repetitions

Permanent deformation

Increasing stress

Plastic shakedown

limit

Plastic creep

limit

Single load repetition

“Static” 

failure
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3
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specimens (HS) than on dry specimens 

(LS). Although at fi rst glance density (high 

density, HD, and low density, LD, combina-

tions were tested) does not appear to have 

a signifi cant eff ect on the plastic strain 

behaviour, it must be remembered that 

density plays a signifi cant role in deter-

mining the shear strength of the material 

and is therefore indirectly accounted for in 

the Stress Ratio.

SR =
 

 σ1
a

σ1
y

= 
σ1

a

σ3 tan2 ⎛⎜⎝45 +̊ 
φ
2

⎛⎜
⎝

+2C tan⎛⎜⎝45 +̊ 
φ
2

⎛⎜
⎝

 (2)

Th e plastic strain results by Maree (1978) 

and later by Th eyse (2008a) showed a 

defi nite relationship with the Stress Ratio. 

Yet, when models based on this relation-

ship were implemented in the SAMDM, 

counter-intuitive and inadmissible stress 

conditions were calculated in unbound 

granular pavement layers, resulting in 

the design model predicting almost im-

mediate failure of the pavement layers. 

However, these designs were being built in 

industry and were providing good service 

for many years without any problems. Is 

this another case of the theory and prac-

tice not matching or was it rather a case 

of the theory being incorrectly interpreted 

and implemented? How is it possible that 

a relationship that is found repeatedly in 

the laboratory does not work in a design 

application? It is the authors’ opinion that 

design models based on the Stress Ratio 

(and FoS) approach are indeed valid but 

that the calculation of the stress condi-

tion in unbound pavement layers is in 

fact incorrect. Until fairly recently the 

FoS and Stress Ratio were based only on 

the stresses associated with the external 

wheel load in design calculations as these 

stresses were thought to cause plastic 

strain under repeated loading. Although 

this argument is correct, it must be kept 

in mind that the eff ective stress regime 

within which these external stresses are 

applied will determine how these external 

stresses aff ect the material behaviour.

EFFECTIVE STRESS ANALYSIS
The mechanical behaviour (stiffness 

and strength) of unbound granular 

material is determined by the effec-

tive stress to which the material is 

subjected. The concept of “effective 

stress” is often interpreted in terms 

of positive pore water pressure under 

saturated conditions resulting in the 

reduced shear strength of the material. 

While complete saturation of unbound 

granular pavement layers is possible at 

times, these layers mostly operate under 

partially saturated conditions. Full satu-

ration is by itself an undesirable design 

situation and the design focus is on the 

shear strength and plastic deformation 

of the material in a partially saturated 

condition. It is the authors’ opinion 

that the implementation of the Stress 

Ratio approach in a design procedure 

will be successful only if an effective 

stress approach is used, based on the 

following stress components illustrated 

in Figure 5:

Vertical overburden stress in combina- ■

tion with residual horizontal compac-

tion stress

Equal, all-round internal suction pres- ■

sure resulting from matric suction in the 

partially saturated granular material

Th e three-dimensional stress condition  ■

associated with the external wheel load. 

Th e motivation for this statement is 

explained in Figure 6. Past design calcula-

tions based only on the stress associated 

with the external stresses often resulted 

in the inadmissible stress condition re-

presented by the dotted Mohr stress circle 

shown in Figure 6. Given the defl ection 

of the pavement under external loading, 

the base and more often the subbase layer 

underwent tensile stress in the bottom 

half of the layer, as calculated from multi-

layer, linear-elastic theory. Th e Mohr 

stress circle therefore originated to the 

left of the shear stress axis and intersected 

SR-N data for the Sterkspruit sandstone
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4  Relationship between the Stress Ratio 

and the number of load repetitions that can 

be carried to a given level of plastic strain

5  Stress components and effective 

stress condition in a compacted, partially 

saturated, unbound granular material

6  Inadmissible and effective stress conditions 

in unbound granular pavement layers
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and exceeded the failure envelope at some 

point. According to the design calcula-

tion, this material would have failed under 

a single load repetition, yet no such prob-

lems occurred in practice. If the eff ective 

stress condition based on the three stress 

components listed above is considered, 

the whole Mohr stress circle represented 

by the solid line is shifted to the right 

(well below the failure envelope), a low 

Stress Ratio is calculated and a much 

more realistic load-carrying capacity is 

predicted for the unbound granular layer.

Th e successful implementation of such 

an eff ective stress approach in a design 

procedure will depend on the availability 

of models to estimate each of the stress 

components, i.e. vertical overburden in 

association with residual compaction 

stress, suction pressure and the stress as-

sociated with the external load.

Residual compaction stress
The first question that comes to 

mind when introducing the concept 

of residual compaction stress in a design 

procedure is whether it is at all valid. 

The mere fact that some force is re-

quired to extract compacted specimens 

from compaction moulds is already 

qualitative evidence that some level of 

residual compaction stress must exist. 

Certainly the force used to extract the 

compacted specimen is required to 

overcome friction between the speci- 

men and the sidewall of the mould, but 

the mere presence of friction depends 

on a force normal to the friction plane, 

therefore a residual compaction stress in 

the horizontal direction.

Dehlen (1958) provided experimental 

confi rmation of residual compaction 

stress and Uzan (1985) developed a 

theoretical procedure to calculate the 

magnitude of residual compaction stress. 

Th e procedure developed by Uzan is 

based on static equilibrium during the 

application of the compaction stress and 

after removal of the compaction stress, as 

illustrated in Figure 7. Two scenarios are 

allowed for by the Uzan model. If the ma-

terial is of relatively low quality, the Mohr 

stress circle will meet the failure line on 

removal of the compaction load and will 

translate along the failure line until static 

equilibrium is achieved with the vertical 

overburden stress. In a good-quality 

material, the minor principal stress will 

reach the overburden stress before the 

failure envelope is encountered and the 

residual compaction stress will theo-

retically remain at the level of horizontal 

stress that occurred during compaction.

The Uzan model for calculating 

the residual compaction stress will be 

validated by means of experimental 

work during subsequent revisions of the 

SAMDM, but it provides a convenient 

starting point for the incorporation of 

residual compaction stress in the design 

procedure. Previously, if not totally 

ignored, the stress condition before 

external loading was calculated using 

the lateral earth pressure coefficient at 

rest by a limited number of pavement 
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analysis packages which introduced 

stress-dependent behaviour in unbound 

granular pavement layers. Given that 

the stress condition after compaction is 

in fact a passive stress condition, with 

the horizontal residual compaction 

stress far exceeding the vertical over-

burden stress, such an approach results 

in a significant underestimation of the 

horizontal stress. 

Suction pressure
Consider the element of partially satu-

rated material illustrated in Figure 8, 

consisting of solid soil particles with 

the interparticle voids being filled with 

water and air. A regular shape is used 

to illustrate the air void but in general 

the shape of the air void can be highly 

irregular. The water is retained in the 

soil matrix by capillary forces that have 

to counter the effect of gravity. The 

capillary force therefore “sucks” water 

into the element of soil, while gravity 

attempts to “pull” the water away from 

the soil. The air pressure inside the air 

void also attempts to “expel” the water 

from the soil. 

Matric suction is a measure of the 

tenacity with which soil holds capillary 

water and is defi ned as the diff erence 

between the air and water pressure ac-

cording to Equation 3. Th e suction pres-

sure is in turn related to the matric suc-

tion through the Bishop parameter.

Matric suction = (ua
–u

w
) (3)

where

u
a
 = air pressure (kPa)

u
w
 = water pressure (kPa)

Partial saturation of unbound granular 

material results in negative pore water 

pressure exerting an equal all-round 

internal suction which increases the eff ec-

tive stress, stiff ness and shear strength of 

the material. While it may be argued that 

the increased stiff ness and shear strength 

under partially saturated conditions 

cannot be relied on for design purposes, 

the interpretation of material behaviour 

and test results, as well as the modelling 

of the behaviour and performance of 

unbound material, are problematic if the 

suction pressure is ignored. Trends in ma-

terial behaviour and response are clouded 

to a certain extent if the eff ect of the 

suction pressure is not isolated, thereby 

making the interpretation of the response 

measurements and subsequent modelling 

more diffi  cult.

Although the concepts of matric 

suction and suction pressure are well 

understood and applied in geotechnical 

engineering (Fredlund 1985; Vanapalli 

et al 1996a; Vanapalli et al 1996b; 

Vanapalli & Fredlund 1999; Vanapalli & 

Fredlund 2000), the authors are aware 

of only a few cases where these concepts 

have been carried over to pavement 
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engineering studies. Oloo (S Y Oloo, 

personal communication, 1999) was 

the fi rst to introduce the concept of 

suction pressure in the modelling of 

unbound granular pavement material 

in South Africa. Th is was followed by 

the introduction of suction pressure in 

a study on modelling the behaviour of 

unsaturated granular pavement material 

in California, USA (Heath et al 2002; 

Heath 2002). Th e mechanistic-empirical 

design method (NCHRP 2004) on which 

the latest revision of the AASHTO 

design guide is based utilises matric suc-

tion, not for modelling of the eff ective 

stress, stiff ness and strength of unbound 

granular material, but to estimate the 

equilibrium moisture content of the 

unbound material. Locally, a more com-

prehensive eff ort to introduce suction 

pressure in modelling the stiff ness and 

strength of unbound granular pavement 

layers for South African road building 

material was done by Th eyse (2008a). 

Th e work by Th eyse was extended 

as part of recent research funded by the 

South African National Roads Agency 

Limited (SANRAL) to develop a revised 

design procedure for fl exible and rigid 

pavements (SAPDM). Predictive matric 

suction models were developed by this 

study (Th eyse 2008b), based on the 

grading and Atterberg Limits indicators 

of the material. Th e predictive matric suc-

tion models are linear approximations of 

the soil-water characteristic curve over a 

range of saturation levels that are appro-

priate to pavement moisture conditions, 

and the models may be used to derive 

suction pressure estimates for design 

purposes. Th ese predictive matric suction 

models will be verifi ed by means of expe-

rimental work during subsequent phases 

of the revision of the design method, but 

already serve as a starting point for design 

implementation.

External load
The integral transformation solution of 

a multi-layer, linear-elastic system is the 

analysis method of choice for modelling 

the stresses and strains in a pavement 

system under external loading, as illus-

trated in Figure 9. For many years this 

method based on linear-elastic theory 

was suspected of causing all the prob-

lems associated with the mechanistic-

empirical design of unbound granular 

pavement layers. The linear-elastic 

theory allows tensile stress to occur and 

places no limit on the strength of the 

material, which is clearly in contrast 

to the properties of unbound material. 

These characteristics were therefore 

perceived as the main causes of the 

failure of the FoS and Stress Ratio when 

applied in a design procedure. For this 

reason many attempts were made at 

adapting this solution to mimic stress-

dependent behaviour. 

However, thinking about the problem 

logically indicates that pavement layers 

must be operating well below the shear 

strength of the material in a region 

where the behaviour could be approxi-

mated by linear elasticity. If not, large 

plastic strains would have occurred on 

the majority of pavements within a few 

load applications. If an eff ective stress 

approach is followed, the results from 

the multilayer, linear-elastic solution are 
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put into perspective, as the Mohr stress 

circle is well below the failure envelope 

and the material is essentially behaving 

in a linear-elastic manner.

Although the need for plasticity (e.g. 

elastic–perfectly plastic) models may be 

eliminated when using the recommended 

eff ective stress approach, the resilient 

response behaviour of unbound granular 

pavement layers is undoubtedly still stress 

dependent. Th e stiff ness of this material 

tends to increase under increasing con-

fi nement pressure and decrease under in-

creasing shear stress. Such behaviour can 

still be approximated by a linear-elastic 

material model in an iterative solution.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Th e use of the Factor of Safety or Stress 

Ratio as an indicator of the level of plastic 

strain in unbound granular material 

under repeated loading has been proved 

in the laboratory by many research 

studies. Unfortunately, the application of 

this approach in a mechanistic-empirical 

design model for unbound granular pave-

ment layers has not been successful. It is 

the authors’ opinion that this failure is not 

a result of the Stress Ratio approach being 

invalid in full-scale pavements, but rather 

that it stems from the incorrect assess-

ment of the stress condition in unbound 

pavement layers. Th e use of an eff ective 

stress approach is proposed, taking into 

consideration:

overburden in combination with re- ■

sidual compaction stress

suction pressure ■

the stress caused by external loading. ■

Preliminary models for the analysis of 

the residual compaction stress and suc-

tion pressure have been formulated for 

design application. Th ese models will be 

validated and refi ned during subsequent 

research, but have already shown po-

tential when applied to modelling of the 

behaviour of unbound granular pavement 

layers under accelerated full-scale loading 

using the Heavy Vehicle Simulator. Early 

indications are that the multilayer, linear-

elastic model may indeed be suffi  cient for 

general pavement design when using this 

approach. Analysis of the complex stress 

conditions at the tyre-pavement interface 

may, however, require more advanced 

analysis techniques to account for mate-

rial non-linearity, especially in bitumi-

nous layers at elevated temperatures and 

at low strain rates under slow-moving 

heavy traffi  c.
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INTRODUCTION 
South Africa is experiencing a dire 

lack of technically trained technicians, 

technologists and engineers to cope with 

the demand that the expanding road 

network places on construction, main-

tenance and management to keep it in 

a serviceable condition. Th e lack of ap-

propriate technical knowledge is another 

hampering factor, leading to an unac-

ceptable deterioration of the condition of 

the infrastructure (Lawless 2005, 2007).

The only feasible method to counter 

this is to invest in endowing staff with 

the necessary technical knowledge. Not 

many tertiary institutions offer pave-

ment engineering as a specialist field of 

training, and therefore the information 

that most engineers have about pave-

ment engineering is typically limited. 

With the major need for specifically 

maintenance and rehabilitation of road 

infrastructure in the developing world, 

it is important to search for alterna-

tive methods to provide the required 

pavement engineering concepts and 

information to the broader engineering 

community. Traditional courses and 

lectures fulfil part of this role, but the 

sheer number of students who require 

this type of training, together with the 

long distances that they often have to 

travel to attend formal training and 

education in pavement engineering, 

usually makes such courses unfeasible 

for the majority of students and practi-

tioners in the developing world. 

Although self-paced learning is 

unlikely to take the place of formal 

lecturing and coursework, it does fulfil 

an urgent need to ensure exposure to 

correct information regarding pavement 

engineering. The need for access to 

reliable educational and training mate-

rial on pavement engineering is thus 

real. Web 2.0 technologies are a novel 

approach to addressing this training 

requirement from a distance.

BACKGROUND TO PAVEMENT INTERACTIVE
Web 2.0 is a general term used to de-

scribe the latest generation of the World 

Wide Web which focuses on collabora-

tion and information sharing rather 

than just the placement of informa-

tion online. Pavement Interactive (PI) 

(http://www.pavementinteractive.org) 

is an ongoing experiment in leveraging 

Web 2.0 ideas to improve pavement 

knowledge transfer on a worldwide basis. 

It is an online pavement community 

built on an open-source wiki platform. 

It went live online in September 2006 

and as of March 2009 had logged over 

1 million page views and 20 000 edits. It 

contains over 500 web pages’ worth of 

information and is viewed worldwide on 

a daily basis. 

As opposed to information transfer, 

“knowledge transfer” implies that some 

knowledge is gained by the receiver. 

Most research suggests the chief bar-

riers to knowledge transfer are time and 

money (Mericka 1992; O’Shaughnessy 

1992; Muench & Mahoney, 2004). 

Specifically, work schedules are often 

full and cannot accommodate scheduled 

training sessions. Often, distances to 

locations where training is presented 

also hinder attendance. The idea of 

Pavement Interactive, an online 

pavement community built on 

an open-source wiki platform, is 

a novel and possible approach to 

giving distance training to South 

African and southern African roads 

professionals in various aspects of 

road construction, maintenance 

and management

The original paper, of which this article is a 

substantially shortened version, and which 

received a Commendation (Pavements) 

from the SAICE Transportation Division at 

their Chairman’s Luncheon in April this year, 

was co-authored by the following people, all 

from the University of Washington: 

JP Mahoney (jmahoney@u.washington.edu)

ST Muench (stmuench@u.washington.edu)

GT White (gcw@u.washington.edu)
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instantaneous training is sometimes 

referred to as “just-in-time training” 

and often the medium of choice for 

such training is online. The American 

Society for Training and Development 

(ASTD) reports that e-learning in 2007 

constituted 32,6% of corporate learning 

hours (Paradise 2008). 

Th e Web nowadays is capable of more 

than static electronic displays of informa-

tion as in Web 1.0. Web 2.0 characterises 

the Web as a platform spanning all con-

nected devices delivering continually 

updated services capable of sharing and 

remixing information between users, with 

the key characteristic that the service 

gets better the more people use it. Th e 

following seven core competencies of 

Web 2.0 companies are the essential ideas 

of Web 2.0 as they translate to knowledge 

transfer in the pavement community 

(O’Reilly 2005): 

1. Unique quality content

2. Service and not product

3. Users as co-developers

4. Harness collective intelligence

5. Serve the individual user rather than 

the large organisation

6. Software usable by multiple devices

7.  Simple applications and development 

models. 

To date, the pavement community has 

had little success in leveraging Web 2.0 

core competencies to extend knowledge 

transfer. A rough survey of a website 

that allows user interaction through 

user-generated content shows three basic 

categories of activity in the pavement 

community: blogs, newsgroups and wikis. 

Pavement Interactive is an online pave-

ment community built on an open-source 

wiki platform. It is one of several research 

eff orts sponsored by the Pavement 

Tools Consortium (PTC) (consisting of 

Departments of Transportation of various 

states in the US and the Federal Highway 

Administration). It is a wiki, which is a col-

lection of web pages that allow any user to 

contribute or modify content using a sim-

plifi ed mark-up language. Because of their 

open nature and simple structure, wikis 

are often used as the principal software in 

collaborative and community websites.

Pavement Interactive resides on 

commercially hosted servers and is 

built using open source software. Th e 

development of content within Pavement 

Interactive is, in part, a study in evolving 

publication technologies. In a continuing 

eff ort to improve reach and impact while 

minimising development and mainte-

nance costs, the development team tries 

to take advantage of existing and readily 

accessible technologies from a wide 

array of sources, including open source 

software and commercially supported 

services from Google applications. 

Pavement Interactive consists of Articles, 

Categories, Portals and Namespaces. 

At its inception, Pavement Interactive 

was populated with substantial content 

that came from a 20-year development ef-

fort that had started as a manual of local, 

national and international pavement prac-

tice for the Washington State Department 

of Transportation. Each development step 

substantially increased the sophistication 

and reach of the basic content (Table 1). 

“Participation” refers to user actions 

that contribute to expanding the amount 

and quality of content, which essentially 

amounts to an accounting of user edits. 

Since Pavement Interactive went live, 

there have been about 965 000 page 

views and 20 000 page edits. Th ere are 

565 registered users, of whom 56 have 

contributed (10%). Th ere appear to be 

three major groups of contributors. 

First, a core group of four users (0,7%) 

from the University of Washington ac-

count for about 10 000 edits (about 50%). 

Second, a group of students account for 

about 6 000 edits (about 30%) resulting 

from class off erings and, fi nally, a group 

of PTC (Pavement Tools Consortium) 

members account for about 700 edits 

(about 3,5%) (PTC comprises the 

Departments of Transportation from 

Washington, California, Minnesota, 

Texas, Illinois, Idaho, Kansas, Maryland, 

Florida and the Federal Highway 

Administration). 

One common phenomenon encoun-

tered in participatory environments 

on the Web is that most users will only 

view content, while few will actually 

contribute content and even fewer will 

contribute a majority of the content. Th is 

has often been stated as the 90-9-1 rule, 

where 90% of users merely view content, 

9% contribute content in some fashion, 

and 1% account for most contributions 

(Nielson 2006). 

As Pavement Interactive has evolved, 

there have been concerns about content 

dominance by a small group of contribu-

tors. Content created in earlier versions 

Table 1  A comparison of major products by media, features and estimated reach

Paper-based Electronic: pdf Electronic: html CMS Web-based Wiki Web-based

Media paper pdf fi le on CD
html fi les on 

CD and Web
Web Web

Release 1993 1995 2001–2005 never 2006

Pagesa 800 800 275 296 513

Pictures 233 473 2 500 2 500 3 000

Animations none 0 50 50 115

Videos none 1 14 14 65

Development esti-

mateb (person hours)
3 000 500 2 000 400 800

Estimated reach 50 copies 500 copies
7 000 copies

unknown Web visits
none 75 000 visitors/year

a.  For paper and pdf versions, this represents the number of physical pages in the document. For Web-based versions, this represents the 

number of Web pages in the product.

b.  Gross estimates of time spent. This should not be used to forecast new development eff orts as technologies have changed and content is 

likely to be diff erent. Also, development of each version was predicated on the previous version content being updated and reused.
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and moved over to populate Pavement 

Interactive has been verifi ed by inde-

pendent external review. However, new 

articles created in Pavement Interactive 

are typically reviewed only by the au-

thors of this article. To date, this has 

not been a concern, but it could present 

future problems as interests may be 

deemed not broad enough to maintain 

a national or international perspective. 

Open invitations to PTC members and 

others to contribute articles have met 

with limited success. Knowledgeable 

individuals are typically too busy to 

contribute. Th is has led to one approach 

that targets researchers and academics 

for content as they may have the greatest 

motivation to contribute: researchers 

in an eff ort to disseminate results and 

academics in an eff ort to provide content 

that they can use directly in instruction. 

Encouraging eff orts with South Africa 

are currently under way at the CSIR and 

the University of Pretoria for making 

major contributions.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS AND USES
Pavement Interactive use is worldwide 

(198 countries) and growing substantially. 

It appears that the bulk of activity on 

Pavement Interactive is centred on using 

the technical articles as ready references 

or just-in-time training.

Google Analytics data suggest 

Pavement Interactive is being used pri-

marily as a ready reference and learning 

tool. Th is usage pattern suggests that 

few users are likely to take advantage 

of the full suite of Pavement Interactive 

services. In general, the vast majority of 

users tend to access Pavement Interactive 

by going directly from a search engine 

result to an article. Comparatively few 

(4,35%) see the home page. Th is implies 

that most users may be unaware of other 

Pavement Interactive features. Judging 

from the average page-viewing time 

(1 minute, 8 seconds), most users do not 

access a page long enough to read its en-

tire contents. Th is means users are likely 

to leave the page immediately because 

it is not useful to them, or quickly scan 

the page for their desired information. 

Th is second behaviour strongly suggests 

Pavement Interactive’s use as a just-in-

time learning tool where users are looking 

for only a small amount of informa-

tion, but tend to demand it in a timely 

manner. Users coming from university 

and US Department of Transportation 

websites, or who are directly accessing 

Pavement Interactive by typing in a URL, 

tend to have substantially lower bounce 

rates and more page views per visit (7 to 

10 page views) than the average (4,75 page 

views per visit). Th is suggests that these 

users are engaging in multiple topics in 

their visits and perhaps using Pavement 

Interactive as a training tool. 

Pavement Interactive is used as the 

primary reference for four courses at 

the University of Washington (UW) and 

also as a reference source in pavement 

engineering courses at the University of 

Pretoria (UP). It is used as the primary 

course website for one graduate class at 

UW. An assessment of how well Pavement 

Interactive has been able to incorporate 

the seven Web 2.0 essential ideas dis-

cussed earlier indicates the following: 

Unique quality content. Pavement Interactive 

contains 511 articles of content generated 

from a 20-year writing and publishing 

eff ort. Th is content uses a citation style 

similar to that of a refereed journal article 

and content has mostly been reviewed by 

subject matter experts. Th is idea has been 

fully incorporated. 

Service and not product. Early attempts 

at electronic delivery of Pavement 

Interactive content were essentially prod-

ucts, therefore the content was essentially 

static and isolated from user interac-

tion. Th e wiki format used by Pavement 

Interactive has attempted to move this 

content into a service model, but the col-

laborative uses have not been popular. 

It appears that Pavement Interactive is 

a service that gives access to the 500 or 

so content articles but it has not, to date, 

generated signifi cant online collaboration.

Users as co-developers. New features are 

added as they are developed. Th ere is no 

set version release schedule. However, 

the addition of Pavement Interactive 

Maps is a substantial new direction. Over 

900 000 page views in 2,5 years of exist-

ence suggests that for much of the pave-

ment community Pavement Interactive is 

not being treated as a research eff ort. 

Harness collective intelligence. Th e wiki plat-

form on which Pavement Interactive runs 

provides a straightforward avenue for 

anyone to contribute to or write new arti-

cles. So far participation has been limited 

to a few main contributors, but it appears 

that a small percentage of registered users 

making most of the edits is an established 

pattern of behaviour in wikis. Th erefore, 

Pavement Interactive has yet to incorpo-

rate this idea.

Serve the individual user rather than the large 
organisation. Most articles in Pavement 

Interactive are not organisation-specifi c 

but organisations can create their own 

pages and write organisation-specifi c 

information if they choose. To date, not 

much of this has been done. Th ere is 

therefore room to accommodate both the 

individual user and the large organisa-

tion.

Software usable by multiple devices. To date, 

Pavement Interactive has not been tested 

on non-PC platforms. Plans are in place 

to accomplish this in the next round of 

development. Th is idea has not been in-

corporated.

Simple applications and development models. 
With a wiki, the only editing needs are 

a Web browser and an Internet connec-

tion. No special software is needed and 

training on editing mark-up is available 

in the Help sections of both Pavement 

Interactive and Wikipedia. However, 

the current Pavement Interactive editor 

is not intuitive and relies on its own 

mark-up shorthand rather than the more 

familiar what-you-see-is-what-you-get 

(WYSIWYG) editor that major word 

processing programs and blogs use. Th e 

developers are searching for a more intui-

tive editor.

Over the last two years, the Pavement 

Interactive development team has put 

more eff ort into encouraging participa-

tion since it appears that community 

website eff orts that do not address partici-

pation directly are not likely to succeed in 

the long term.

It appears organisations are seeking 

products that contain readily acces-

sible information about their standard 

practices or local conditions. Pavement 

Interactive addresses these needs by 

allowing organisations to create their 

own content and by allowing custom 

navigation through user portals. Despite 

this, little content has been added by or-

ganisations. Th e inference is that the most 

valuable component of an eff ort such as 

Pavement Interactive is the writing of 

quality technical content.
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SA-SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS
Th e open nature of the wiki allows anyone 

to contribute articles. Th erefore, countries 

or regions can contribute articles that are 

of specifi c use to them or that focus on 

specifi c local pavement issues (such as 

specifi c problem soils or environmental 

conditions). In an attempt to start such a 

southern African focus with information 

of local interest, pavement-related topics 

that are unique to South Africa have been 

identifi ed and are currently being prepared 

for and added to Pavement Interactive 

in the CSIR/SA portal. Th e emphasis is 

on information that needs to be added to 

ensure that South African practices are 

clearly described and referenced. Up to 

March 2009 the following information had 

already been added to the wiki:

General CSIR information ■

Design and construction of surfacing  ■

seals – TRH13

HVS-related background information ■

International HVS locations ■

Information from the Pavement Interactive 

wiki was included in the reading mate-

rial and class notes for the 2008 Tshwane 

University of Technology BTech courses on 

pavement design and asphalt design, as well 

as the University of Pretoria honours course 

in pavement design and second-year pave-

ment design. It was found that especially 

the interactive articles and demonstrations 

allowed students to understand some 

concepts better. During the discussions on 

potential uses, required improvements and 

additional information required, several 

potential problem issues were identifi ed. 

It is important to address access to 

the Web for typical South African users, 

as a lack of suitable access will hinder the 

application of the site. In general, this 

country’s broadband services are much 

more expensive than internationally. 

However, these costs tend to decrease, 

and over time the cost of the service 

should be comparable to international 

costs. Of more importance is access to 

adequate broadband services, but most 

of the country is covered by broadband 

access of some kind, through either fi xed 

lines or mobile services.

Th e specifi c pages on Pavement 

Interactive are typically less than 100 kb 

in size, with the majority being even less 

than 50 kb. In April 2009 ADSL broad-

band costs in South Africa started at 

around R49/Gb, while wireless broadband 

costs started at around R200/Gb. Th is 

translates to a typical cost of less than 

R0,049 (broadband) or R0,2 (wireless) per 

article for access to Pavement Interactive 

in South Africa. Viewing all of the cur-

rent 511 articles in Pavement Interactive 

should thus cost less than R25,04 (broad-

band) or R102,20 (wireless).

CONTRIBUTION OF PAVEMENT INTERACTIVE 
TO INDUSTRY AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
In order for Pavement Interactive to 

succeed in its role as training tool, it is 

important that it actually reaches the in-

tended market. Th e main contribution to 

industry is that a central on-line link to a 

host of pavement-related information has 

become available to any practitioner with 

an Internet link. Wireless Internet access 

means that pavement practitioners now 

have access to a reference source of pave-

ment-related information wherever they 

can fi nd access to the Internet, ensuring 

that correct and applicable information 

can be used in pavement-related deci-

sions. Th e ready access to international 

information on pavement engineering 

also allows the industry to appreciate the 

diff erences between countries as far as 

pavement engineering techniques and 

practices are concerned, and promotes 

innovation in the industry, since prac-

titioners can start to evaluate their own 

approaches to pavement engineering.

Pavement Interactive can be a power- 

ful knowledge transfer tool. Although 

eff orts related to it are not directly 

dedicated to pushing the frontiers of 

knowledge regarding pavements, they are 

directly related to improving the reach 

and infl uence of such eff orts, as well as to 

providing a tool to help improve know-

ledge within and outside the industry.
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BACKGROUND
Everyone hates traffi  c congestion. In spite 

of all the remedies attempted, it keeps get-

ting worse. “Why don’t they do something 

about it?” road users cry. Th e answer is 

that rising traffi  c congestion is an ines-

capable condition in all large and growing 

metropolitan areas across the world, from 

Los Angeles to Tokyo, from Cairo to São 

Paulo, from Pretoria to Johannesburg. 

Peak-hour traffi  c congestion is the over-

loading of roads and transport systems 

every day at the same time, which is a 

result of the way modern societies operate 

and residents’ commuting habits.

Traffi  c congestion is the result of too 

many people wanting to move at the same 

time every day. Effi  cient operation of the 

economy and our school system requires 

that people go to work and school and run 

errands during the same hours so they 

can interact with one another. We cannot 

alter that basic requirement without crip-

pling our economy and society. Th is situ-

ation occurs in every major metropolitan 

area in the world (Downs 2004a).

DEFINING TRAFFIC CONGESTION
Some authors define traffic congestion 

as a condition on road networks that oc-

curs as use increases, and is character-

ised by slower speeds, longer trip times 

and increased queuing. When traffic 

demand is great enough that the inter-

action between vehicles slows the speed 

of the traffic stream, congestion occurs. 

As demand approaches the capacity of 

a road (or the intersections along the 

road), extreme traffic congestion sets in. 

When vehicles come to a complete halt 

for longer periods of time, this is col-

loquially known as a traffic jam.

THE CAUSES OF TRAFFIC CONGESTION
One of the most obvious reasons is popula-

tion growth and urbanisation, which means 

more vehicles on the road. According to the 

US Department of Transportation (USDoT), 

there are fi ve billion hours per year of traffi  c 

congestion in the US. Some of the causes of 

traffi  c congestion are recurring and some 

are non-recurring, but most are preventable 

(Elkins 2009). 

Recurring traffi  c congestion
According to the USDoT, 45% of traffi  c 

congestion is due to recurring causes which 

include "insuffi  cient capacity, unrestrained 

demand and ineff ective management of 

capacity." Unrestrained demand and insuf-

fi cient capacity are interrelated because too 

many vehicles clog the same roads at the 

same time – there is just not enough room 

on the roads for everyone at once. 

Non-recurring traffi  c congestion
Some of the non-recurring causes of 

traffi  c congestion include incidents such 

as traffi  c accidents, disabled vehicles, road 

works, bad weather, special events and 

emergencies. According to the USDoT, in 

the US incidents account for 25% of traffi  c 

congestion, bad weather accounts for 15%, 

road works account for 10%, and special 

events account for 5%. 

PRINCIPLE OF TRIPLE CONVERGENCE
Th e least understood aspect of peak-

hour traffi  c congestion is the Principle 

of Triple Convergence (Downs 2004b). 

Traffi  c fl ows in the overall transportation 

networks of many regions almost auto-

matically form self-adjusting relation-

ships among diff erent routes, times and 

modes. Triple Convergence is the com-

plex process of adaptation through which 

the various sectors of the metropolitan 

system adapt to changes in other sectors, 

specifi cally changes in locations, times 

and modes of travel.

Th e Principle of Triple Convergence is 

best explained by a hypothetical example. 

Visualise a major commuting freeway 

so heavily congested every morning that 

traffi  c crawls for at least 30 minutes to an 

hour or more. If that freeway were magi-

cally doubled in capacity overnight, the 

next day traffi  c would fl ow rapidly be-

cause the same number of drivers would 

have twice as much road space.

But very soon word would get around 

that this road was uncongested. Drivers 

who formerly travelled on the road before 

or after peak hour to avoid congestion 

would start using it during the peak 

period, and drivers who had been using 

alternative routes would shift to this now 

convenient freeway. Some commuters 

who had been using public transport 

would now start driving on the road 

during peak periods. 

Within a short space of time, this 

convergence on the expanded road 

during peak hours would make the road 

as congested as it had been before its 

expansion. Experience shows that peak-

hour congestion cannot be eliminated for 

long on a congested road by expanding 

its capacity if it is part of a larger trans-

portation network.

Will traffi  c congestion always 
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Th e Principle of Triple Convergence 

does not mean that expanding the ca-

pacity of a congested road has no benefi ts. 

After expansion, the road can carry more 

vehicles per hour than before, no matter 

how congested it is, so more people can 

travel on it at one time. Moreover, the 

periods of maximum congestion may be 

shorter and congestion on other routes 

may be less.

EFFECTS OF TRAFFIC CONGESTION
Traffic congestion has numerous nega-

tive effects:

It wastes the time of motorists and  ■

passengers ("opportunity cost"). As a 

non-productive activity, congestion 

adversely aff ects the regional economy.

It causes delays that may result in late  ■

arrival at work, for meetings and at edu-

cational institutions, resulting in lost 

business, disciplinary action or other 

personal losses.

It makes it diffi  cult to estimate travel  ■

time accurately, leading drivers to al-

locate more time for travelling "just in 

case", so less time is spent on productive 

activities.

 Increased idling and frequent accelera- ■

tion and braking lead to wasted fuel and 

increased air pollution and carbon di-

oxide emissions (which may contribute 

to global warming). Th is also causes 

more wear and tear on vehicles, leading 

to more frequent repairs and replace-

ments.

Motorists become stressed and frus- ■

trated, resulting in more road rage.

Congested traffi  c may block the passage  ■

of emergency vehicles.

Th e spill-over from congested main  ■

arteries to secondary roads and side 

streets as alternative routes (“rat run-

ning”) may adversely aff ect neighbour-

hood amenities and real estate prices.

COSTS ASSOCIATED 
WITH TRAFFIC CONGESTION
Th e South African Chamber of 

Commerce and Industry (SACCI) 

conservatively estimates that traffi  c 

congestion costs South African business 

R15 million an hour (SACCI 2010).

According to SACCI, “This estimate 

does not include fuel and vehicle main-

tenance costs, the cost of late freight 

deliveries, or other associated transport 

and business opportunity costs. It also 

does not include costs related to acci-

dents and collisions.”

SACCI blames the congestion on poor 

infrastructure maintenance such as not 

repairing potholes, the absence of street 

markings, non-operation of traffi  c lights 

and delays in dealing with accidents. “Th ese 

conditions are exacerbated by the extensive 

projects on motorways, which promise 

improvements in the future, but at present 

constitute a cost to the business com-

munity. Coupled with poor driving habits, 

these conditions also result in unnecessary 

collisions that compound the congestion.”

SACCI said that its calculation was 

based on an estimation of 90 000 ve-

hicles travelling between Pretoria and 

Johannesburg between 6:30 and 20:30 on 

weekdays, with one person per vehicle and 

an average income of R170 an hour.

“Costs such as these impede South 

Africa’s already hesitant recovery from 

the global economic crisis. They consti-

tute a hidden, but significant negative 

impact on small and medium-sized 

enterprises in particular, and add to the 

cost of doing business. In the interests 

of the greater public good, it is impera-

tive that the causes of the congestion be 

addressed by the appropriate authorities 

and that remedies be introduced as a 

matter of urgency.” 

ARE THERE ANY SOLUTIONS?
On 29 September 2006, the then 

Minister of Transport, Jeff  Radebe, was 

quoted in a newspaper article as saying 

that increasing traffi  c congestion makes 

it impossible to sustain the economic 

growth of cities such as Johannesburg on 

the basis of private car use. He said that 

multi-faceted initiatives would be imple-

mented to infl uence road users’ behav-

iour to rethink their travelling choices.

Downs (2004a) suggested four pos-

sible ways to confront the challenge of 

traffi  c congestion:

1.  Charge peak-hour tolls. Congestion 

would plummet if people had to pay to 

enter major commuting roads during 

peak hours. If tolls were set high enough 

and collected electronically with “smart 

cards”, the number of vehicles would be 

reduced to the point that everyone could 

move at high speed. Th is would allow 

more people to travel per lane per hour 

than are travelling now under heavily 

congested conditions.

Th is solution has two drawbacks. 

Firstly, wealthier people could travel 

whenever they wanted to, but many of 

the poor would be forced off  main roads 

 be part of our lives?
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during peak hours. Secondly, people 

regard road tolls as “just another tax”, 

and believe that fuel taxes already pay 

for roads, so there would be public op-

position to such a toll. 

2.  Greatly expand the road capacity – build 

enough additional road capacity to 

simultaneously accommodate all drivers 

who want to travel at peak hours. 

This “cure” is totally impractical 

and prohibitively expensive. Much 

of every metropolitan region would 

be turned into a giant concrete slab, 

and the resulting huge roads would 

be grossly underutilised during non-

commuting hours. Adding more road 

capacity is sometimes required, but 

no region can afford to build enough 

capacity to completely eliminate 

peak-hour congestion. 

3.  Greatly expand public transport ca-

pacity and shift so many people from 

cars to public transport that there 

would no longer be excess demand for 

roads during peak hours. The main 

reason why this approach is not fea-

sible is that a very small percentage of 

commuters use public transport. Even 

if the nation’s existing public trans-

port capacity were increased four-fold 

and fully utilised, morning peak hour 

public transport trips would only 

comprise 11% of all morning trips. 

That would reduce private vehicle 

trips by only 8,8% – hardly enough 

to end congestion. Some motorists 

would be reluctant to give up the 

independence of driving their own 

vehicles. Furthermore, a quadrupling 

of public transport capacity would be 

extremely costly. 

4.  Live with congestion. There is only 

one feasible way to accommodate 

excess demand for roads during peak 

period: by having people wait in line, 

or in other words, accepting traffic 

congestion. Congestion is inevitable 

when there is an excess demand for 

road space. Peak-hour congestion is 

the price people pay to work when 

others are working, live in low-

density areas, and have many choices 

of places to live and work. Arguably, 

much can be done by road users and 

authorities alike by improving behav-

iour to optimise the utilisation of the 

available road capacity during con-

gested conditions. The saying,“You 

can’t build yourself out of conges-

tion,” still applies.

Th e Travel Demand Management (TDM) 

Encyclopaedia of the Victoria Transport 

Policy Institute has a number of strategies 

aimed at reducing traffi  c congestion, some 

of which are the following:

Commuter trip reduction programmes  ■

– encourage commuters to use alter-

native modes for trips to work and 

school. Such programmes tend to be 

particularly eff ective if they incorpo-

rate suitable fi nancial incentives, such 

as transit benefi ts or parking pricing. 

Flexitime – employees are allowed some  ■

fl exibility in their daily work schedules. 

Th is shifts travel from peak to off -peak 

periods, which can directly reduce traffi  c 

congestion and assist commuters to 

match transit and rideshare schedules, 

which will allow mode shifts.

HOV (High-Occupancy Vehicle)  ■

priority strategies – bus, vanpool and 

carpool travel are favoured by dedi-

cated traffic lanes, queue-jumping 

lanes (other vehicles must wait in 

line to enter a motorway or intersec-

tion, but HOVs enter directly), traffic 

signal control priority, favourable 

building access and parking (such as 

bus stops and HOV parking located 

close to the entrances to buildings). 

Distance-based fees – converting  ■

vehicle insurance and registration fees 

into distance-based charges provides 

a signifi cant fi nancial incentive to 

reduce driving, comparable to nearly 

doubling fuel prices. Distance-based 

fees aff ect all travel, not just travel 

on certain highways, and so provides 

congestion reduction benefi ts on roads 

without shifting traffi  c to other routes.

Fuel price – increases (e.g. higher fuel  ■

taxes) could help to reduce traffi  c con-

gestion. 

 Incident detection and management – a  ■

signifi cant portion of traffi  c conges-

tion results from some sort of traffi  c 

incident, such as a disabled vehicle 

or an accident. Many urban regions 

have coordinated programmes that 

prevent, identify and respond to such 

events quickly and effi  ciently. Th ese 

may include centralised traffi  c manage-

ment centres, video traffi  c surveillance, 

emergency response teams and special 

resources for dealing with specifi c 

problems, such as cranes and even heli-

copters to move disabled vehicles.

The South African National Roads 

Agency Limited’s (SANRAL 2009–2012) 

mandate is to maintain and develop 

South Africa’s expanding national road 

network. SANRAL saw the need to 

develop and implement the Incident 

Management System (IMS), which 

among other things will assist in over-

coming traffic congestion. 

The Intelligent Transport System 

(ITS) developed by SANRAL is aimed 

at reducing delays and associated costs 

caused by traffic congestion by 12% and 

increasing throughput by 5%.

CONCLUSION
Peak-hour traffic congestion in almost 

all large and growing metropolitan 

regions around the world is here to stay. 

Indeed, it is almost certain to get worse, 

at least over the next few decades, 

mainly because of rising populations 

and wealth which will lead to more 

vehicle ownership. This will happen no 

matter what public and private trans-

port policies are put in place to combat 

congestion (Downs 2004b). However, 

through the implementation of some 

of the reduction strategies suggested 

above, congestion can be managed in 

such a way that its effect is lessened.
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INTRODUCTION
Air passenger trips have been increasing over the last decade, 

partly due to the increase in the number of low-cost airlines. 

Franke (2004) indicates that in the US, low-cost airlines carry 

24% of passengers and account for 9% of industry revenues. In 

Europe, low-cost airlines accounted for 8% of passengers and 3% 

of revenues in 2002, and are rapidly expanding. Passenger trips at 

OR Tambo International Airport (ORTIA) have increased by 10% 

per year over the last three years.

Th e sharp increase in travel demand at ORTIA in recent years 

has led to frequent shortages of parking supply and kerbside pick-up/

drop-off  bays, particularly during peak periods. Th is often results in 

long delays and increased frustration for those using these facilities. 

To solve these terminal precinct congestion problems, it is necessary 

to understand parking and kerbside drop-off /pick-up bay demand so 

that infrastructure investment will correspond to this demand. 

Th e need for the development of a sketch-planning tool was 

identifi ed to estimate the required kerbside, short-term and long-

term parking. UCT’s study included a literature review, collection of 

primary information (traffi  c counts and questionnaires) and analysis 

of secondary empirical data. From this a sketch-planning tool was 

developed, calibrated and validated. Extrapolation of trends was 

used to identify parking needs. Furthermore, reduced parking re-

quirement scenarios, due to the establishment of the Gautrain high-

speed rail link to the airport, and reduced passenger growth, due to 

oil depletion and oil price increases (Peak Oil), were calculated.

The economic growth and arrival of low-cost airlines in 

South Africa has led to a boom in air passenger travel. 

The OR Tambo International Airport in Johannesburg 

has seen increased passenger numbers of around 10% 

per annum. This, combined with FIFA’s requirements 

for the 2010 World Cup, has sparked various 

investments. During the planning of the investments, 

a knowledge gap was identified. A research study by 

the University of Cape Town (UCT) has resulted in the 

development of a long-term sketch-planning tool that 

can assist in exploring future scenarios

The original paper by Fatima Adam and Marianne 

Vanderschuren, of which this article is a summary, was published 

in the Journal of Air Transport Management (Vol 15 (6) 2009), and 

also received a Commendation (Traffic Engineering) from the 

SAICE Transportation Division at their Chairman’s Luncheon in 

April this year

Determining long-term parking needs 
at OR Tambo International Airport
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To develop the sketch-planning tool, it was necessary to 

understand how kerbside, short-term and long-term parking is 

determined at other airports. Th e most appropriate method, or a 

combination of existing methods, could then be used to develop 

the tool. Once the steps in the tool had been confi rmed, the data 

required to run the tool were identifi ed and collected.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Horonjeff  and McKelvey (1994) state that, in general, the most 

accurate way to calculate kerbside bay requirements is using fi rst 

principles, i.e. applying turnaround times and vehicle lengths of 

the various modes to the demand of each mode, to determine bay 

requirements. Rule-of-thumb methods can also be used, but are less 

accurate. Planners at the Geneva Intercontinental Airport recom-

mend that total kerb frontage length should be provided at a rate of 

0,15 m per departing passenger and 0,24 m per arriving peak hour 

passenger. Alternatively, foot-minutes (or metre-minutes) can also 

be used, where one lineal foot (0,3 m) of kerb space can provide 60 

foot-minutes of capacity in one hour (Ashford and Wright 1992).

In general, airport parking is utilised by passengers, meeters 

and greeters, staff , service personnel, people visiting offi  ces and 

rental vehicles. Each type of user has diff erent requirements for 

parking duration (long- and short-term parking), hence having a 

unique infl uence on demand. Ashford and Wright (1992) recom-

mend that a special study of airport access traffi  c be carried out to 

determine how the various sectors can be adequately projected. 

Based on the literature review, it was decided to use fi rst prin-

ciples to calculate kerbside and parking demand, with the agree-

ment of the Centre for Transport Studies at UCT and the Senior 

Airport Planner of the Airports Company South Africa (ACSA). 

DEVELOPMENT OF SKETCH-PLANNING TOOL 
Th e four-step model served as the theoretical basis of the sketch-

planning tool. Traditionally, this is a sequential model consisting 

of the following steps, as described by Ortúzar and Willumsen 

(1994) and cited in Molai and Vanderschuren (2003):

Trip generation ■  – concerned with the number of trips pro-

duced by, and attracted to, each zone within a study area

Trip distribution ■  – concerned with where trips will go by 

matching origins with destinations 

Modal choice/split ■  – concerned with the type of mode used to 

make the trips from a given origin to a given destination

 Route assignment ■  – concerned with predicting the routes used 

by the trips from a given origin to a given destination, by a par-

ticular mode.

Instead of these four steps, the sketch-planning tool developed 

includes only the fi rst three steps in an alternative order:

Trip   Modal  No of kerbside  Trip

generation  split   and parking  distribution

    bays required

Th e objective of the trip generation step is to determine the 

number of person trips produced and attracted by the airport, 

and to determine where these trips originate from. Th is step 

quantifi es the trips created by travellers as a direct result of fl ight 

activity, whether they arrive independently or are transported 

by meeters/greeters. Th e number of trips created by meeters and 

greeters who arrive independently to visit travellers is also quan-

tifi ed in this step.

Th e objective of the modal-split step is to determine the 

modes used by people arriving at, or departing from, the airport. 

Th e established modal split is then applied to the total number 

of person trips calculated in the trip generation step to obtain 

the hourly person trips per mode. Th e volume of vehicle trips per 

mode is then determined by applying the average vehicle occupan-

cies of each mode to the number of person trips created by each 

mode. Th is eff ectively determines the demand for infrastructure 

at ORTIA. In the third step, the sketch-planning tool converts the 

demand created by each mode into the infrastructure required to 

meet this demand. Th is is done by applying the observed vehicle 

turnaround times of each mode to the vehicular demand, to obtain 

the number of kerbside and parking bays required.

In the fi nal step, the trip distribution step, the origin of trips 

terminating at the airport and the destination of trips originating 

at the airport were classifi ed into aggregated areas within Gauteng 

so that simple origin-and-destination maps could be produced. 

DATA REQUIREMENTS
It is clear from the description of the sketch-planning tool that large 

amounts of data were required as inputs to the model. Apart from 

the literature review, two types of data sources were utilised, namely 

primary data sources and secondary empirical data sources. 

Traffi  c surveys and interview-based surveys made up the 

primary data sources used in the study. Traffi  c surveys were 

undertaken along the terminal frontage roads at ORTIA on 

7 March 2008 to determine the vehicle occupancies and turna-

round times of particularly the kerbside modes, for which the 

tool calculates infrastructure requirements.

Interview-based surveys were undertaken over a period 

of one week, between 27 March and 2 April 2008. Apart from 

determining the occupancies of vehicles that park, the interview-

based survey was also used to determine:

the modes in which passengers arrive at the airport, to deter- ■

mine the infrastructure required for each mode separately

the extent to which passengers are met by meeters and  ■

greeters, who arrive independently at the airport, to determine 

the additional parking demand created by them

the potential diversion to the Gautrain link to the airport, once  ■

operational, to determine the reduction in parking demand

the origins of trips to the airport and the expected destination  ■

of trips upon passengers' return, to create origin and destina-

tion maps.

Due to fi nancial constraints, interviews were undertaken only 

among departing passengers and, for all types of information 

obtained, it was assumed that the same information would be ap-

plicable to arriving passengers. A total of 2 044 interviews were 

conducted during the survey week, in which a total of 384 027 ac-

tual departing passenger movements occurred, resulting in a con-

fi dence interval of 2,16%, at a 95% confi dence level. Th e sample for 

the interview-based surveys was thus statistically signifi cant.

Empirical data for the study were extracted from ACSA's fl ight 

and parking databases. Th e fl ight database was used to determine 

the person trip generation created by fl ight activity, for the study 

period, which is essentially the fi rst step of the tool. It was also 

used to determine the growth in passenger trips over the past few 

years, to assist in trend extrapolation of parking needs. Th e parking 

database was used to determine the turnaround times of long- and 

short-term parkers as these diff er signifi cantly and infrastructure 

requirements need to be calculated separately for these modes.
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INFRASTRUCTURE REQUIREMENTS
Analysis of ACSA’s fl ight database shows that an average daily 

fl ight capacity of 76 337 trips and an actual daily trip genera-

tion of 54 861 person trips occur at ORTIA. Furthermore, the 

interview-based survey found that 2,1% of domestic and 13,4% of 

international departing passengers are accompanied by greeters. 

Meeters meet a further 4,8% of domestic and 30% of interna-

tional arriving passengers. Some 4 948 additional daily trips are, 

therefore, generated at ORTIA (Table 1).

Th e modal split of passengers and vehicle occupancies was 

determined from the interview-based survey. Application of 

surveyed modal splits and corresponding average vehicle oc-

cupancies to the 54 861 person trips generated as a result of fl ight 

activity results in a daily vehicle trip generation of 19 964 travel-

related trips. Th e number of kerbside pick-up and drop-off  

bays required for the various public transport modes, as well 

as for private vehicles, was determined separately in the tool. 

Calculations were based on the application of typical turnaround 

times of each mode in a drop-off /pick-up bay. A safety factor 

of 20% was applied to the number of hourly bays required, per 

mode, to account for this. Th e fi nal number of kerbside bays re-

quired is illustrated in Table 2. Since the calculations were done 

for the peak hour, the kerbside bay estimates are high.

Th e number of private parking bays required in the peak 

hour at ORTIA was determined in the sketch-planning tool by 

applying the typical turnaround times of parking bays, according 

to the ACSA’s parking database (parking tickets). Th e number of 

bays required for long-term parkers (bays occupied by travellers 

who park for the duration of their trip) and for short-term parkers 

(bays occupied by independent meeters and greeters or those ac-

companying passengers) was calculated separately. Th e average 

turnaround times for both long-term and short-term parkers were 

35:42:26 and 1:07:52 respectively. Due to the standard deviation 

Table 1  Person trip generation

Weekly 

arrivals

Weekly 

departures

Total daily 

average

Flight capacity 267 232 267 124 76 337

Person trips 

generated
190 053 193 974 54 861

Independent meeter 

and greeter trips
23 212 11 422 4 948

Total trips 

generated
213 265 205 396 59 809

Source: Analysis of ACSA databases

Table 2  Kerbside bays required (turnaround time in minutes)

Flight type Private vehicle Minibus-taxi Metered taxi Hotel shuttle Coach

Domestic arrivals 70 (04:00) 4 (05:00) 31 (36:40) 2 (06:28) 1 (06:28)

Domestic departures 34 (03:00) 0 (N/A) 0 (N/A) 1 (06:28) 1 (06:28)

International arrivals 68 (04:00) 6 (05:00) 29 (44:30) 4 (06:28) 2 (06:28)

International 

departures
30 (03:00) 0 (N/A) 0 (N/A) 2 (06:28) 2 (06:28)

Total bays required 202 10 60 9 6

Table 3  Turnaround time behaviour for long-term and short-term parkers

Long-term parkers Short-term parkers

Days parked % of parkers
No of parkers on 

peak day
Hours parked % of parkers

No of parkers 

on peak day – 

greeters

No of parkers 

on peak day – 

meeters

0 59,27% 1 113 0 51,07% 1 255 997

1 16,83% 316 1 33,21% 816 649

2 4,45% 84 2 10,54% 259 206

3 10,07% 189 3 3,29% 81 64

4 4,85% 91 4 1,88% 46 37

5 1,09% 20 Total 100% 2 457 1 953

6 0,75% 14

7 0,71% 13

8 0,32% 6

9 0,26% 5

10 0,81% 15

11 0,24% 4

12 0,24% 4

13 0,08% 1

14 0,04% 1

Total 100% 1 876

Source: Analysis of ACSA parking database
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of long-term parkers (certain long-term parkers who parked for 

up to 14 days), the average turnaround time could not be used to 

calculate parking demand. Instead, the distribution of parking 

turnaround times, by day, was used for long-term parkers.

A summary of the parking duration is provided in Table 3, 

which illustrates that, on the identifi ed peak day, 1 113 vehicles 

parked for less than a day, while 765 vehicles parked for more 

than a day. In the sketch-planning tool the number of long-term 

parkers over days was established. A total of 1 877 bays are re-

quired to meet the demand created by long-term parking traffi  c 

generated on the peak day. Assuming that the turnaround time 

behaviour of parked vehicles is similar on all days, it stands 

to reason that vehicles entering on the fourteenth day arrive 

before occupied bays are vacated (background parkers). Th e 

calculation to determine the number of bays occupied on the 

peak day yields 2 070 bays.

A calculation similar to that described above was undertaken 

to determine the number of parking bays required for short-

term parkers. Th e results of the calculations are summarised in 

Table 4.

SCENARIO TESTING
Th e sketch-planning tool determines the number of parking and 

kerbside bays required to meet the current demand, during the peak 

times. By means of trend extrapolation, infrastructure requirements 

for future years were determined (assuming business as usual).

Two external scenarios were tested that could have an eff ect 

on future trip generation, namely:

the eff ect of the Gautrain station at ORTIA, and the conse- ■

quent diversion from road-based modes to rail (modal split)

the eff ect of the Peak Oil phenomenon (oil depletion and fuel  ■

price increases) and the resultant decrease in fl ight frequency 

and occupancy (trip generation) on infrastructure requirements.

Figure 1 illustrates the actual annual passenger movements for 

2005–2007, and also displays two growth forecasts. Th e fi rst 

forecast assumes that traffi  c will grow at an average of 10% per 

annum, which is the average growth obtained over the last three 

Table 4  Parking bays required to meet travel-related and meeter and 

greeter demand

Parking bays Arrivals Departures Total

Travel-related bays required

Long-term generated 0 1 877 1 877

Long-term 

background
0 2 070 2 070

Short-term 

(passengers 

accompanied by 

meeters and greeters)

686 863 1 549

Independent meeter and greeter bays required

Meeter and greeter 607 290 897

Total 1 293 5 100 6393
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years. Th e second one uses the growth forecast by the TRL (UK) 

for ACSA. A low-, medium- and high-impact scenario was tested 

for each of the two scenarios (Gautrain and Peak Oil), as well as 

for a combination of both scenarios. Th e eff ect of the scenarios 

was investigated in the short term (2013), medium term (2023) 

and long term (2038).

Th e low-impact scenario of the diversion from road-based 

access modes to the Gautrain was put at 15%, as indicated in the 

ORTIA Masterplan (NACO and Stewart Scott 2006). Based on 

the interviews with passengers, the highest diversion to Gautrain 

was estimated to be 45%. As not all passengers will actually 

behave as indicated, the medium-impact scenario was put at 23%.

For the Peak Oil scenario, it was estimated that the low-

impact reduction in trip generation would be 7%. According to 

Parker (2008), experts estimate that this scenario would lead 

to big cuts in airline capacity of 25%. However, the authors 

felt that these estimates are low in comparison with what will 

happen when oil production declines; hence, a 30% reduction 

in trip generation was used for the medium-impact scenario. 

For the long term, Kuhlman (2005) predicts that air travel 

will again be reserved for the wealthy and for government 

business, as a result of extremely high ticket prices. Hence, a 

60% reduction in trip generation was estimated for the high-

impact scenario. Low-impact Peak Oil and Gautrain scenarios 

do not have a significant effect on kerbside infrastructure 

requirements, when compared with the infrastructure to be 

provided if traffic f lows are as per normal. The combined 

Peak Oil–Gautrain high-impact scenarios resulted in severe 

reductions in kerbside demand.

However, Figure 2 illustrates that, with respect to parking, 

even if low-impact changes occur in person trip generation due 

to Peak Oil, and changes in modal split occur due to Gautrain, 

the parking infrastructure demand reduces by approximately 
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3 000 bays, while a signifi cant decrease of approximately 6 000 

bays is estimated for the combined scenario.

Since ACSA has plans to increase the number of parking 

bays to beyond 14 000 in the short term (2013) to meet expected 

demand, the scenario testing illustrates that short-term kerbside 

and parking infrastructure supply would be underutilised in 

the medium term, should the high-impact combined scenario 

become reality. Th e combined scenario is unlikely to occur in 

the short or medium term, but the calculations illustrate that, 

although infrastructure should ideally be provided so that it 

meets the demand at any point in time (peak day), the required 

supply may be underutilised in future. If trends begin to show 

that person trips are constantly being reduced, due to Peak Oil, 

or that diversion to Gautrain is increasing continuously, more 

consideration should be given to the supply of infrastructure in 

view of the future utilisation of that infrastructure. Furthermore, 

ACSA could review the decision that demand has to be met 100% 

of the time.

CONCLUSIONS
Scenario testing of future kerbside and parking demand to 

inform infrastructure investment appears to be an extremely 

useful exercise. Potential reductions in parking demand, due to a 

reduction in air travel and a move to Gautrain, show that short-

term investments might become underutilised in the medium 

term. It has also been recommended that future trends regarding 

parking and kerbside infrastructure demand be monitored by 

ACSA, so that the corresponding supply of infrastructure is opti-

mised, without wasting fi nancial resources. Th e sketch-planning 

tool developed has been handed to ACSA to assist in further 

analysis of changing trends.
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INTRODUCTION
Transportation engineering is one of 

the four focus areas of the Department 

of Civil Engineering at the University of 

Pretoria (UP). Students are educated on 

both undergraduate and postgraduate 

level in the disciplines of transporta-

tion, pavement and railway engineering. 

Current research projects focus on dif-

ferent aspects of these three disciplines. 

About 100 undergraduate students grad-

uate from the department annually, while 

around 20 students achieve the Honours 

degree in Transportation Engineering 

and Applied Sciences, and fi ve students 

the Masters degree in Transportation 

Engineering and Applied Sciences annu-

ally.

It is the Department’s objective to 

ensure that engineers are produced with 

a strong foundation in transportation en-

gineering, and that postgraduate students 

can specialise in this vital area in the 

South African society. Research is con-

ducted with both local and international 

partners, focusing on improvements in 

current methods and the development of 

novel materials and techniques to ensure 

that transportation in South Africa re-

mains eff ective and effi  cient. 

UNDERGRADUATE TRAINING
Th e undergraduate programme consists 

of four years of full-time study. During 

this period students are exposed to 

transportation through fi ve subjects, 

spread over the second to fourth academic 

study years. Attention is given to subjects 

focusing on road building materials, 

pavement evaluation and design, trans-

portation engineering, transportation 

planning and rail engineering. In the 

fi nal undergraduate year the student’s 

research project can be conducted with a 

focus on one of the three transportation 

disciplines, while a transportation-related 

design project, concentrating on a case 

study, needs to be completed by all stu-

dents.

POSTGRADUATE TRAINING
Th e postgraduate programme at the 

university provides the option of studying 

towards honours, masters and doctoral 

degrees. Th e honours and masters 

degrees can be obtained as degrees in 

Transportation Engineering (for stu-

dents with a BEng fi rst degree) or in 

Applied Sciences with a specialisation in 

Transportation Technology (for students 

with a BTech qualifi cation). Th ere is a 

choice between 20 transport-related 

postgraduate courses, and students are 

required to pass at least six courses for an 

honours degree. Th e master’s programme 

requires either a full research dissertation, 

or a combination of a research project and 

two Advanced Transportation courses to 

be completed. Subjects are lectured using 

a combination of permanent staff  and 

local and international guest lecturers. 

Selected courses are presented as short 

courses, providing industry partners 

who are not enrolled for full degree pro-

grammes with the option of improving 

their knowledge.

RESEARCH
Research is conducted in the three main 

disciplines in the transportation area: 

Transportation, Pavements and Railways. 

Postgraduate students form part of the re-

search teams in most of these projects, to 

ensure that postgraduate research topics 
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are relevant and applicable to industry 

needs. Current research projects deal with 

the following topics. 

Transportation Engineering
Research in transportation engineering 

focuses on three areas, refl ecting what we 

believe to be some of the key challenges 

facing the provision of sustainable multi-

modal transport mobility in South Africa.

Impacts of Change research programme

Th e rapidly evolving transport environ-

ment, underpinned by the signifi cant 

investments currently being made in 

public transport and road capacity, will 

have far-reaching impacts not only on 

the way we travel, but also on wider spa-

tial and socio-economic systems in the 

future. Th e Impacts of Change research 

programme is aimed at achieving an early 

understanding of the ways in which com-

muters, property developers and the gen-

eral public are aff ected by, and respond to, 

interventions such as Gautrain, Bus Rapid 

Transit and open-road tolling in Gauteng, 

with the ultimate aim of improving 

evidence-driven policy formulation and 

integrated planning. Th e programme is 

an emerging multidisciplinary collabora-

tion between students and professionals 

in the civil engineering, real estate, town 

planning and sociology disciplines, and 

uses a mix of long-term behavioural 

surveys, traffi  c modelling and qualitative 

approaches. It is funded by the United 

Nations Development Programme and 

government and private sector funders.

Strategic land use/transport modelling for 

developing countries

Th e UPTrans strategic transport model 

was developed locally as a tool for quick-

response scenario planning, specifi cally 

in response to the data and human 

capacity limitations typical of planning 

environments in developing countries. 

UPTrans was fi rst tested and validated in 

the Gauteng Global City Region, in col-

laboration with the CSIR and the HSRC. 

Development work is currently contin-

uing on network aggregation procedures 

that will simplify the transport network 

specifi cation step in model building; it is 

being undertaken in collaboration with 

researchers in India and Uganda. An ex-

ample of the visual output of UPTrans is 

shown in Figure 1.

Public transport operations

Th e focus here is on the modelling and 

assessment of Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) 

operations, using fi eld measurements 

and computer simulations. An example 

is the study of passenger queuing and 

movement patterns through BRT stations, 

based on observations at Rea Vaya BRT 

stations in Johannesburg, which is being 

used to develop guidelines for the design 

and operation of narrow BRT stations 

under local conditions.

1  Visual output from transport 

scenario runs using UPTrans simplified 

strategic transport model 

2  SEM image of typical pavement 

base course material

1

2
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Pavement Engineering
Eff ects of road riding quality on tyre loads 

and on cargo damage and logistics

In this research, supported by SANRAL, 

the CSIR and the California Department 

of Transport (Caltrans), the effects of 

road riding quality on the vehicles and 

cargo travelling on the road are evalu-

ated and analysed. This is done to assist 

in developing appropriate traffic loading 

inputs for pavement designs, and to 

evaluate the potential damage caused to 

the vehicles and cargo on a specific road 

as a result of changes in pavement con-

dition. Quantification of these effects 

assists in the optimal management of 

road networks through timeous mainte-

nance actions.

Nanotechnology applications in pavement 

engineering

Nanotechnology evaluates the proper-

ties of materials at scales of less than 

100 nm. Materials traditionally involved 

in road building, such as cement, fl y ash 

and clay fractions, are often nanosized, 

and modern equipment, such as the 

scanning electron microscope (Figure 2) 

and atomic force microscope, provide 

new insights into the performance of 

these materials. Th e properties of some 

of these materials on the nanoscale can 

also be evaluated and linked to the mac-

rosized eff ects often observed in pave-

ment behaviour. Nanotechnology opens 

new avenues for research into pavement 

material behaviour and the application of 

novel materials in pavements.

Railway Engineering
Rail research at UP is currently being 

carried out as part of a THRIP-funded 

project with industry partners Transnet 

Freight Rail, E-Logics and Esteq 

Engineering. Th e three focus areas of 

the research are: Track Performance, 

Condition Measurement Technologies 

and Maintenance Management.

Track Performance

Numerical models are developed to 

predict the performance of conventional 

3  Tubular Modular Track test site 

at Burnett St, Hatfield, Pretoria

4  Remote video monitoring to measure 

track and foundation deflection

3

4
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and non-conventional (ballastless) track 

structures. Field instrumentation is used 

on diff erent railway lines (passenger and 

freight) and track structures (e.g. Tubular 

Modular Track – see Figure 3) to measure 

the response of track systems to normal 

train loading and environmental factors. 

Experiments are carried out to develop 

models that will be able to predict the 

long-term performance and design life of 

various track components and systems, 

thereby enhancing the design cost-eff ec-

tiveness of rail solutions.

Condition Measurement Technologies

Condition-based maintenance is be-

coming the norm in industries where 

asset care has a substantial impact on the 

overall success of the business. Optical 

instrumentation (e.g. remote video moni-

toring, see Figure 4) is being developed 

to measure the movement of track com-

ponents under train loading and at high 

frequencies. Ground penetrating radar 

(GPR) is a well-established technology 

in railway engineering and is employed 

to measure layer dimensions, ballast 

fouling and moisture conditions in 

railway foundations. Th ese technologies, 

among others, will be used to develop 

condition assessment systems that will 

aid maintenance engineers in planning 

and executing corrective maintenance 

at the right time and place. Industry 

partners for this work include Aurecon, 

Roadscanners (Finland), TLC Software 

and TTCI (US).

Maintenance Management

A proper understanding of railway in-

frastructure maintenance management 

is one of the most important knowledge 

areas in the field of railway engineering. 

Research is being carried out in col-

laboration with E-Logics and Amtrak 

(US) to develop a ballast-tamping 

model and a rail break management 

model that will be incorporated into 

Transnet Freight Rail’s Integrated Asset 

Maintenance Management (IAMM) 

system. These developments will ensure 

that track components are maintained 

to promote reliability, availability, af-

fordability and safety. 

CONCLUSION
Th e Transportation Engineering pro-

gramme at the University of Pretoria is 

well founded and strongly supported by 

industry, and aims to support the educa-

tion of well-trained transportation pro-

fessionals. Potential students interested 

in postgraduate studies are welcome to 

contact us.

CONTACT DETAILS
The staff  responsible for the transportation 

subjects are:

Pavement engineering: 
Prof Wynand JvdM Steyn 

(wynand.steyn@up.ac.za)

Railway engineering: 
Prof Hannes Gräbe 

(hannes.grabe@up.ac.za)

Transportation engineering: 
Prof Christo Venter 

(christo.venter@up.ac.za)

Departmental website:
http://web.up.ac.za/default.

asp?ipkCategoryID=2407 
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Injecting a rapid rail 
link into a metropolis

INTRODUCTION
The Gautrain Project being developed 

in Gauteng is currently the largest 

construction project on the African 

continent. At an estimated cost of 

some R25 billion, it surpasses any pre-

vious single project in South Africa, 

and will result in a vital rapid rail link 

between Johannesburg, Pretoria and 

Johannesburg’s OR Tambo International 

Airport. The total route length of 80 km 

will comprise some 15 km of tunnels 

in Johannesburg, about 10,5 km of 

viaducts along various sections of the 

route, and the balance will be on surface 

or in shallow open cut. 

The Gautrain is being developed by 

the Gauteng Provincial Government 

through a Public Private Partnership 

concession contract with an interna-

tional consortium of major players 

in the construction, public transport 

vehicle manufacturing and operations 

fields. While construction is taking 

place over a period of some four years 

to 2011, the Concessionaire will operate 

the full system for a further 15 years. 

With ten stations being built along the 

route, profound land use challenges and 

opportunities arise. Superimposing a 

rapid rail artery of this magnitude onto 

the urban landscape of three metropol-

itan areas is bound to have considerable 

environmental and land use impacts. 

This article demonstrates how these im-

pacts are being addressed and how the 

natural and built environment is being 

considered and perhaps even enhanced, 

rather than being adversely affected.

TRAVEL DEMAND AND NEED 
FOR A RAPID RAIL SYSTEM
Vehicle ownership in South Africa 

has increased sharply in the past two 

decades, in line with the accelerated 

socio-economic development of many 

of its citizens. Th is places heavy de-

mands on the transportation systems, 

The original paper, of which this article 

is an abridged version, was presented 

in June 2009 at the Urban Transport XV 

Conference in Bologna, Italy, and was 

also chosen as Best Paper (Traffi  c and 

Transportation) for 2009 by the SAICE 

Transportation Division earlier this year

1
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and in particular on the road systems, 

in the light of lower than ideal levels of 

rail freight and rail patronage. While 

Wegener and Fürst [2] argue that trip 

length should be negatively correlated 

with city size, metropolitan freeways in 

Gauteng have become heavily congested, 

fi lled with long trips and resultant travel 

times that are beyond what should be 

tolerable in South Africa.

With the hosting of the 2010 FIFA 

World Cup by South Africa, major 

infrastructure programmes were 

executed, including the construction 

of various new and enlarged sport 

stadiums, freeway and other road 

improvement programmes, and bus 

rapid transit (BRT) systems in different 

metropolitan areas. In Gauteng, the 

National Roads Agency is currently im-

proving about 145 route kilometres of 

freeway. However, a major shortcoming 

in the bigger metropolitan transport 

framework has been the lack of a high 

capacity public transport facility to 

cater for travel demand between im-

portant activity nodes in Gauteng. The 

Gautrain Rapid Rail Link is expected to 

address this shortcoming.

THE PROJECT IN BRIEF
The contract
The Gautrain is being constructed as a 

Public Private Partnership development 

in two major phases in the metropolitan 

areas of Johannesburg, Ekurhuleni 

and Tshwane (Pretoria). After a very 

extensive planning and bidding process 

between 2000 and 2006, the project was 

awarded to an international consor-

tium consisting mainly of Bombardier 

(Canadian), Bouygues Travaux 

Publics (French), Murray & Roberts 

(South African), Strategic Partners 

Group (South African) and RATP 

Développement (French). The private 

partner consortium, called Bombela 

Concession Company, has entered into 

a 19,5 year concession agreement with 

1  The Gautrain route

2  Internal finishes within the station 

concourse shell at Sandton Station

3  Completed finishes on concourse 

level at Sandton Station

2
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the Gauteng Provincial Government for 

the design and construction (4,5 years) 

and the operation and maintenance (15 

years) of the system. A total of 24 train 

sets, operating at 10 minute headways, 

will be used in conjunction with some 

125 buses in feeder/ distribution ser- 

vices around stations.

Construction cost, programme and current status
Th e total approved contract value is ap-

proximately R25 billion. Th e bulk of the 

funding – around 88 percent – is from 

Government, with the balance being pri-

vate sector debt, while the Concessionaire 

will carry operating costs. 

Th e Concession Agreement was 

signed in September 2006, with Phase 1 

planned to be operational by mid 2010, 

and fi nal completion scheduled for 2011. 

Phase 1 comprised the section between 

Sandton Station and the OR Tambo 

International Airport, including the 

maintenance depot, while the balance of 

the route south to Park Station and north 

to Pretoria and Hatfi eld Stations form 

Phase 2. Although operational readiness 

of Phase 1 in time for the FIFA World Cup 

had never been a contractual require-

ment, all parties appreciate the impor-

tance of having achieved this. 

INTEGRATING GAUTRAIN 
WITH ITS ENVIRONMENT
Development objectives
Th e Gautrain project is part of the stra-

tegic development goals of the Gauteng 

Province. It also meets the needs and re-

quirements refl ected in the National Land 

Transportation Transition Act of 2000, 

which requires Government to prioritise 

and promote public transport and to im-

prove the image of public transport. Th us, 

already in 2001, the following were some of 

the objectives approved for Gautrain [4]:

to stimulate economic growth, develop- ■

ment and job creation

to reduce severe traffi  c congestion in  ■

the Tshwane – Johannesburg corridor

to promote the use of public transport ■
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4  Aerial view of the viaduct 15 

approach towards the OR Tambo 

International Airport Station

5  Aerial view of the depot in Midrand

6  Installation of parapets on 

viaduct 5 at John Vorster Avenue

7  Aerial view of viaduct 5 

and Centurion Station

8  Glazing of the Centurion Station façade

4

5

6
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to contribute signifi cantly towards  ■

urban restructuring, shortening of 

travel distances and improving city 

sustainability

to stimulate the renovation and uplift- ■

ment of the Johannesburg and Tshwane 

Central Business Districts

to link the main economic nodes in  ■

Gauteng 

to comprise a signifi cant part of a ho- ■

listic transport plan and network for 

Gauteng.

Th e above presupposes a considerable 

degree of sustainable integration of 

Gautrain into Gauteng Province’s trans-

port system, economic development ac-

tivities and natural environment. Th is was 

also a key requirement for the approval of 

the project by Government and is in line 

with current global thinking concerning 

successful integration of land use and 

transportation (Hine [5]). 

     Densification of land uses near 

rapid transit routes and stations has 

for the past few decades been a prime 

objective of authorities on different 

continents. Stockholm was one of the 

first cities to link new town develop-

ment with guided transit planning. 

Others, like Toronto, Hong Kong (with 

high government control over land), 

Lille Metropole, Edinburgh, Atlanta 

(MARTA), Auckland, and recently 

Shanghai, are some examples of ap-

plication of the principles of so-called 

Transport Development Areas (TDAs). 

South African metropolitan develop-

ment has followed the North American 

pattern of ever increasing urban sprawl 

and great reliance on the motor vehicle. 

Any opportunity to turn this tide towards 

increased densities and transit usage is to 

be actively pursued.   

Land use and modal integration around stations
In pursuance of integrated land use 

planning at stations, the Province em-

barked on an initiative with the local 

municipalities to develop functional 

area guidelines to supplement local 

spatial development frameworks in the 

vicinities of the respective Gautrain sta-

tions. The development of areas within 

a one kilometre radius of stations was 

considered, with a view to:

creating or reinforcing densities ■

promoting ridership (getting people to  ■

stations)

establishing mixed land use around sta- ■

tions, thus with varying travel patterns 

throughout the day

ensuring appropriate and high density  ■

land use

establishing new urban form that em- ■

braces the Gautrain

establishing integrated public transport  ■

nodes.

In most instances Urban Development 

Frameworks, taking full cognisance of 

the Gautrain stations and their impact 

on land use, have been completed and are 

being implemented.     

The station precincts obviously 

present superb opportunities for com-

mercial development and it is thus not 

surprising that land use applications for 

several million square metres of new 

development are being considered, re-

presenting potential capital investment 

in excess of the construction price of 

the entire Gautrain project in the next 

decade alone.

Physical integration with other modes 

of travel has received attention during the 

planning of the Gautrain stations. In addi-

tion to the integration aff orded by the sys-

tem’s own feeder/distribution bus service 

8
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to and from stations, special attention was 

given to ensuring convenient transfers to 

alternative rail operated by the Passenger 

Rail Agency of South Africa or other 

transport modes, where applicable.

Environmental integration
Legislative framework 

Environmental concerns regarding 

physical development in South Africa 

are regulated, inter alia, by the National 

Environmental Management Act (Act 

107 of 1998) and the Environment 

Conservation Act (Act 73 of 1989). Th e 

Gauteng Department of Agriculture and 

Rural Development (GDARD) acts as 

provincial implementers of these acts. 

GDARD issues Records of Decision (RoDs), 

approving or disallowing projects or 

aspects thereof, based on Environmental 

Impact Assessments (EIAs). Th e RoD on 

the proposed Gautrain Rapid Rail Link 

contained a series of conditions including 

the formulation and approval of an 

Environmental Management Plan (EMP) 

that will govern design, construction of, 

and ultimately operations and mainte-

nance activities on the rail system. 

Environmental impact in practice

Naturally, the most visible impact of such 

a mammoth project is likely to be the civil 

construction work. Building operations 

are bound to be disruptive at times, with 

very visible impacts on the environment, 

including large earth embankments or 

cuts, numerous large, very busy construc-

tion sites, and the like. Furthermore, noise 

pollution during construction has to be 

kept to within acceptable limits, particu-

larly in or close to residential and business 

areas. 

Several occasions arose during the 

planning and design of the system when 

very positive environmental impacts re-

sulted. Examples are:

Near Marlboro Station, where the line  ■

is on viaduct, increasing the viaduct 

spans obviated the need for deviation 

of a very large sewer main, which could 

have posed a major environmental risk.

Th e route through Centurion was  ■

originally planned to be in a tunnel. 

Dolomites in the area prompted an 

alternative alignment on viaduct, which 

does have a visual impact, but was con-

sidered preferable to the risks associ-

ated with tunnelling through dolomites. 

Furthermore, a Water Management 

Plan regulates the handling of storm 

water from the system throughout the 

dolomite area, to reduce runoff  into the 

dolomite substrata. 

North of Centurion, an at-grade  ■

U-shaped reinforced concrete struc-

ture is used across an area of varying 

geological nature to reduce the adverse 

impact the rail line could have had in 

an area of deep dolomites.

In a part of the tunnel section where  ■

geotechnical investigations indicated 

extremely variable rock conditions, it 

was decided to employ a Tunnel Boring 

Machine (TBM) which was imported 

from Germany to drill and place the 

lining to some three kilometres of 

tunnel under Johannesburg.

 Naturally all of the cut and fi ll slopes in  ■

the formation are being landscaped and 

grassed as soon as civil construction 

allows this, to limit the impact on the 

physical environment.

Concerning noise and vibration, the  ■

specifi cation for the system has very 

strict international compliance stand-

ards, and where these standards could 

not normally be attained at rail reserve 

edge, noise barriers and/or vibration 

dampening pads are used to mitigate 

any adverse eff ects.

A GLIMPSE INTO THE FUTURE
Th e Gautrain is the fi rst of its kind, not 

only for South Africa, but for the entire 

African continent. More systems such 

as this one have to, and will, follow. 

Furthermore, the Gautrain system will 

have to expand in future, and provision 

is made in the planning and design of the 

system to extend the southern, northern 

and eastern ends, should future demand 

warrant this. 

With tremendous densifi cation 

around the Gautrain stations, urban form 

in the Gauteng province will be trans-

formed. New population concentrations 

will create demand for goods and services 

on a scale that will see the birth of sev-

eral new cities along the rapid rail route. 

Modderfontein and Midrand are relative 

green fi eld areas at present. In the near 

future these will become highly urbanised 

as a result of the rapid rail line. New resi-

dential and work opportunities, not only 

in new cities, but in the greater metropolis 

served by Gautrain, will tend to shorten 

work trips, to great advantage of those 

who will seize the opportunity. 

Combined with the Gautrain there 

is enormous current investment in bus 

systems and improved road capacity, 

from urban street to freeway level. Th e 

diff erent BRT systems currently being 

implemented in Gauteng are in line with 

advanced systems on diff erent continents, 

such as the East Bay Bus Rapid Transit [6], 

scheduled to be operational in 2011. 

Johannesburg’s BRT Rea Vaya (we are 

moving) will comprise some 750 buses 

operating on 120 kilometres of routes in 

Phase 1, with 150 bus stations, integrating 

with Gautrain at Park, Rosebank and 

Sandton Stations. Th is and other similar 

systems in adjacent cities in Gauteng, 

together with the rail rapid system being 

injected in their midst, will indeed change 

travel patterns and the entire urban fabric 

of the region in years to come. Being fully 

compliant with the ideals and principles 

of the national Department of Transport’s 

long-term strategy [7], Gautrain is bound 

to be a catalyst in bringing about the 

desired outcomes of the national strategic 

action plan

Interventions such as the Gautrain 

Rapid Rail System will hopefully aid 

in bringing new life and vigour to the 

Gauteng metropolis that is not only the 

fi nancial hub of South Africa, but indeed 

of Africa. It will have to take its place 

amongst the modern metropolitan re-

gions of the world in years to come, and is 

on course to be up to the challenge.  
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From dreams to reality 
Gautrain commences 
operations on airport link
THE MOMENT THAT many South 

Africans had been waiting for fi nally 

arrived when Gautrain commenced 

operations on its airport link for the 

fi rst time on 8 June this year. Th ese 

operations included the Sandton, 

Marlboro, Rhodesfi eld and OR Tambo 

International Airport Stations, as well as 

the corresponding feeder bus services.

According to the Bombela 

Concessionaire, 331 344 train passenger 

trips happened over the 31-day period of 

the month of July, compared to 283 552 in 

June over an operational period of  23 days.

Th e number of train passenger 

trips was positively infl uenced by the 

2010 FIFA World Cup which ended on 

12 July 2010. Pleasure rides over week-

ends also caused a higher demand. Th e 

weekend pleasure rides continued after 

the World Cup and holiday period, but 

is now showing a downward trend. Th e 

Concessionaire increased the number of 

trains over weekends to accommodate 

the additional passenger demand. Th e 

weekday passenger demand decreased 

with approximately 27% after the 2010 

FIFA World Cup period. 

Train daily punctuality performance 

for July was above the required norm of 

95% except for one day when it was 91,5%. 

Passenger trips on buses totalled 

14 428 for the 31-day July operational 

period, compared to 7 626  over the 

23-day June period. Th e number of 

passenger trips for buses included six 

weekday bus routes to and from the 

Sandton Station and one bus route to 

and from Rhodesfi eld. Th ese included 

the four weekend bus service routes that 

had been in operation at Sandton Station. 

Th e weekend services were terminated on 

1 August 2010 as it had been a temporary 

arrangement for the World Cup period.

In celebration of Gautrain’s com-

menced operations, dignitaries and guests 

attended a gala event on 5 June at Gallagher 

Estate. Th is historic moment not only 

marked a new dawn in public transport, 

but also the inaugural ride on Africa’s fi rst 

rapid rail transport system. Th e cutting of 

ribbons at Sandton, Marlboro, Rhodesfi eld 

and OR Tambo International Airport 

Stations symbolised a new legacy in public 

transport and the delivery of a modern, 

world-class integrated public transport 

system for the people of Gauteng. Th e 15-

minute airport link between Sandton and 

OR Tambo International Airport brings 

South Africa in line with many major cities 

in the world where it is becoming common 

practice to link cities and international 

airports by rail. 
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Th e evening’s procedures also 

included the launch of a commemora-

tive issue of ten stamps to celebrate the 

150th anniversary of the fi rst passenger 

train to be hauled in South Africa. Th e 

stamps were released in June by the South 

African Post Offi  ce. Depicting the his-

tory of rail in South Africa, one of the 

stamps features an artist’s illustration of 

Gautrain. “Th roughout our history, South 

Africans have enjoyed a special relation-

ship with rail transport, which became 

synonymous with the undertaking of new 

journeys, the exploration of new business 

opportunities, and with bringing us closer 

to our loved ones. Th e commencement 

of Gautrain’s operations is no exception,” 

said Minister of Justice, Jeff  Radebe.

Gautrain will undoubtedly stimulate 

economic development in Gauteng, 

the economic heartbeat not only of 

South Africa, but also of the continent. 

Currently, congestion is a major threat to 

the development of the province where 

traffi  c volumes grow at a rate of 7% 

per year on the main corridor between 

Johannesburg and Pretoria. It is envis-

aged that the freedom of movement that 

Gautrain will bring, will create a ripple 

eff ect where inner cities become rejuve-

nated and a new urban form starts taking 

shape. Th is could further attract new 

investments and business opportunities. 

Property values along the Gautrain route 

have already started escalating. Once 

Gautrain is fully operational, property 

prices will most probably escalate further 

around Gautrain stations as commuters 

seek to fi nd housing that is conveniently 

close to stations.

Th e reliance on transport that is safe 

and predictable will probably transform 

the lives of many as they seek places of 

work, home and entertainment close to 

the Gautrain route. Stations are conven-

iently serviced by dedicated bus feeder 

and distributor services for passengers 

up to ten kilometres from stations. Easy 

transfers between Gautrain and other 

forms of transport, such as the new 

Bus Rapid Transport services, taxis and 

Metrorail trains are also accommodated 

in the Gautrain system. Th ese integrated 

services will bring the ease of using door-

to-door public transport to the people of 

Gauteng, thereby easing traffi  c congestion 

and reducing environmentally harmful 

carbon emissions.

1  Gautrain at the OR Tambo 

International Airport Station

2  Gautrain at Sandton Station

3  Gautrain bus at Rhodesfield Station
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“Gautrain is long overdue. For too long 

the people of Gauteng were dreaming of 

the day when our public transport systems 

would be on a par with the rest of the 

world. Fortunately for us, that day has 

come, and tonight we celebrate the historic 

milestones and legendary African spirit 

that turned that dream into a reality,” said 

Gauteng MEC for Roads and Transport, 

Bheki Nkosi, at the gala event.

Gautrain was announced at the 

Gauteng Provincial Legislature in 

2000 and in 2002 the Environmental 

Impact Assessment of the proposed 

Gautrain commenced with Public 

Participation meetings. Construction 

started in September 2006. Although not 

a 2010 FIFA World Cup Project, Gautrain 

was indeed ready to transport soccer fans 

between the airport and Sandton. 

Delivery of the Gautrain is made 

possible through the structuring of a 

Public Private Partnership (PPP) between 

the Gauteng Provincial Government 

and the Bombela Concession Company. 

Th rough the delivery of one of the largest 

and most complex PPP projects in the 

world today, the Gauteng Provincial 

Government has illustrated its commit-

ment to achieving its 2014 priority goals, 

namely infrastructure development, eco-

nomic growth, skills strengthening and 

improving public services.

A cornerstone of Gautrain’s part-

nership agreement, is its achievement 

of socio-economic obligations which 

focus on local skills development, ca-

pacity building and job creation. To 

date, Gautrain has already created or 

sustained an estimated 94 900 direct, 

indirect and induced jobs, of which more 

than 26 300 are local direct jobs. More 

than R4 080 million was also spent on 

procurement from and sub-contracting 

to BEEs, while more than R1 980 mil-

lion was similarly spent on new BEEs. 

Likewise, R1 110 million was spent on 

procurement from and sub-contracting 

to SMMEs, with a further R2 910 million 

having been spent on procurement of 

South African materials, plant and equip-

ment. A total of R80 million was used for 

Human Resource Development. Nearly 

4 890 person-months were spent to date 

on women participating in the Women 

Training and Mentorship Programme, 

and 3 240 person-months on Women 

Learners Employed and Mentored. Th ese 

numbers prove that Gautrain has sig-

nifi cantly exceeded its socio-economic 

obligations.

According to Gauteng Premier 

Nomvula Mokonyane, “Gautrain is a 

foremost enabler of economic growth 

that translates into decent work and im-

proved living standards. As can be seen 

through the construction of Gautrain, 

Gauteng continues to utilise and promote 

labour intensive methods in all our public 

infrastructure development projects to 

maximise job creation.”

While the airport link has been com-

pleted, construction continues on the 

remainder of the 80-km  Gautrain route 

and on the Johannesburg Park, Rosebank, 

Midrand, Centurion, Pretoria and 

Hatfi eld Stations. Completion is expected 

by mid 2011. 

 INFO

Dr Barbara Jensen

Head: Communication and Marketing

Gautrain

barbara@gautrain.co.za

4  Enjoying the ribbon-cutting gala event 

are from left to right: Barbara Jensen (Head 

Communications and Marketing, Gautrain), 

Mandla Nokomfe (MEC of Finance), Nandi 

Mayathula-Khoza (MEC for Agriculture and Rural 

Development), Bheki Nkosi (MEC for Public 

Transport and Roads), Nomvula Mokonyane 

(Gauteng Premier), Jack van der Merwe (CEO 

Gautrain Management Agency), Paul Mashatile 

(Deputy Minister of Arts and Culture in the 

Cabinet), and Barbara Creecy (MEC for Education)
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IN 2001, WHEN THE Gautrain project 

was still in its early planning stages, the 

Gauteng Department of Public Transport, 

Roads and Works appointed Bohlweki 

Environmental, now the environmental 

arm of SSI Engineers and Environmental 

Consultants, to undertake an environ-

mental impact assessment (EIA) for the 

project.

Mark Freeman, formerly a director of 

Bohlweki Environmental and now prin-

cipal environmental specialist at SSI, says 

that his company recommended a route 

alignment that was aff ordable and would 

also minimise environmental impacts. 

“We looked at all the environmental 

aspects and made our recommenda-

tions based on the outcome of many 

specialist investigations, including those 

for noise and vibration. The EIA was 

ultimately conditionally approved by 

the regulating provincial environmental 

authority (now known as Gauteng 

Department of Agriculture and Rural 

Development – GDARD). A bidding 

process to design, construct and operate 

Gautrain ran in parallel to the EIA and 

bidders were able to come forward and 

recommend changes to further reduce 

environmental impacts.

1

David Beer

Concrete Manufacturers Association

bigsky@mweb.co.za

Precast concrete noise barriers 
make sound sense for Gautrain

Of all the many environmental 

issues faced by the project 

proponents before the actual 

construction of Gautrain 

commenced, the curtailment of 

noise, both ground and airborne, 

was a major consideration. 

This article, written by David 

Beer on behalf of the Concrete 

Manufacturers Association (CMA), 

deals with the steps taken to 

contain the latter to not more 

than 65 decibels using precast 

concrete sound-attenuation 

barriers, particularly where the rail 

link runs adjacent to, and in some 

instances very close to, noise-

sensitive built-up environments 

1  A wall section next to the Gautrain track at 

Technopark (south of John Vorster Drive), which 

is panelled with precast concrete sound barriers 

supplied by Southern Pipeline Contractors (SPC). 

Important design considerations for the panels 

were the compaction of the wood-fi bre concrete 

mix to ensure absorption quality and durability, 

and the geometric shape of the face of the panel 

to maximise sound absorption 
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Two of the major concerns identi-

fied during the EIA process were noise 

and vibration. Airborne noise and 

vibration-generated ground-borne noise 

were investigated. Derek Cosijn, of 

Jongens Keet Associates, was appointed 

to investigate the airborne noise, and 

Prof Wikus van Niekerk of Stellenbosch 

University was appointed to investigate 

the vibration and ground-borne noise. 

As a first step, baseline measurements 

were taken along the intended routes 

in order to determine the existing 

situation, against which the impact of 

Gautrain was to be measured. As this 

was South Africa’s first modern railway, 

they based their research on several 

modern light-rail systems, including 

Bombardier’s Electrostar, the locomo-

tive and carriage rail unit that was even-

tually used for Gautrain.

Cosijn and his team set up a 

model to predict airborne noise based 

on the parameters given in the US 

Department of Transport’s manual on 

High-Speed Ground Transportation 

Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment, 

and the information gained from 

the investigation of the Electrostar 

and other light-rail systems. Th ey 

were then able to advise on the po-

sitioning of the sound barriers.

 Although modern high-speed trains 

are generally much quieter than earlier-

generation passenger and freight trains, 

noise is still an important factor to be 

taken into account in the design of the 

system and therefore effective noise at-

tenuation was considered crucial to the 

Gautrain project.

Precast concrete barriers were 

selected as the most effective means 

of meeting noise-level requirements in 

noise-sensitive areas. These barriers 

are either free-standing or mounted 

on viaducts or bridge sections. There 

are many factors that have to be taken 

into account in the design and place-

ment of noise barriers and if these 

barriers are not correctly designed, 

2  A section of walling on the Gautrain line 

which has been panelled with fluted precast 

concrete sound barriers supplied by SPC

3  A wall section next to the Gautrain track 

300 m west of Rhodesfield Station panelled 

with precast concrete sound barriers 

4  A wall section next to the Gautrain 

track at Modderfontein panelled with 

precast concrete sound barriers

2

3

4
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the required attenuation effect will be 

reduced. Generally, the further away it 

is from the source, the higher a barrier 

needs to be. If the wall is too low or 

too short, the sound waves will diffract 

past the edges of the structure. If the 

barrier is not sufficiently dense, then 

noise will pass through it. If the reflec-

tion of sound waves is a problem, then 

absorbent material needs to be affixed 

to the reflecting surface. An effectively 

designed noise-attenuation barrier 

should reduce the train’s noise levels at 

a receiver point by at least 10 decibels.

Because the quantities of sound-

dampening/absorbent material required 

for the project were substantial, it at-

tracted international interest and com-

panies from North America and Europe 

visited South Africa to demonstrate 

their products and technologies. 

“We were focused on obtaining 

acoustic absorption material of the 

highest quality and the best produc-

tivity, and we ran tests at the SABS 

acoustic laboratory. We also inves-

tigated the possibility of making the 

barriers in-house at our precast yard 

in Midrand. However, in the end 

we decided that Southern Pipeline 

Contractors (SPC), a French-owned 

company with a local manufacturing 

facility, would be able to provide us 

with the noise-dampening perform-

ance we required”, comments Cyril 

Attwell, chief concrete technologist of 

the Bombela Consortium, the bidder 

eventually selected to design, build and 

operate Gautrain.

A CMA member company, SPC 

was commissioned to supply 15 000 m² 

of the noise barriers for Gautrain. At 

the time of writing, noise barriers had 

been installed between Linbro Park 

and Modderfontein, Marlboro and 

Rhodesfield, at Pretoria Station and 

in Hatfield, near the Gautrain Depot 

and Control Centre in Midrand and at 

Techno Park in Centurion. Manufacture 

began in September 2008 and will be 

completed towards the end of 2010.

Two components of the barrier have 

been produced by SPC: (1) the normal 

reinforced concrete barrier panels that 

make up the fundamental basis of the 

barrier and (2) the absorptive panels, 

containing, inter alia, imported wood 

chips as opposed to the more customary 

aggregates. Several combinations of 

foam-concrete and woodchip-concrete 

absorptive barriers were investigated 

and in the end it was found that wood-

chip outperformed foam technology by 

a considerable margin. Much greater 

durability was an additional advantage 

offered by this option and the f luted de-

sign of the panels also acts as a sound-

dampening mechanism. The sound-

dampening wood-fibre chips used in the 

production of these absorptive panels 

were imported.

Th e basic barrier, consisting of pre-

cast concrete panels, has been installed 

at locations along the Gautrain route 

where noise-sensitive receptors have 

to be protected from the train noise. 

In places where sound refl ected off  the 

inside of the barriers is a problem, the 

acoustically absorptive panels have been 

affi  xed to the inside of the barrier. In the 

absorptive panels, wood-fi bre concrete, 

which is light and fi lled with cavities, 

captures a large percentage of the noise 

so that only some of the noise is re-

fl ected. Important design considerations 

for this component were the compaction 

of the wood-fi bre concrete mix to ensure 

absorption quality and durability, and the 

geometric shape of the face of the panel 

to maximise sound absorption. 

“Material density was crucial to the 

whole process because it had a bearing 

on the acoustic absorption properties of 

the panels. Lower densities would have 

given better noise-proofing but dura-

bility would have been compromised. So 

we struck a balance between durability 

and sound-dampening performance.

“The absorptive panels are 4 m long, 

100 mm thick and either 0,75, 1,0 or 

1,5 m high. They weigh approximately 

130 kg per m2. Assembled in a manner 

similar to precast concrete walls, they 

are also rot-proof and can be fixed to 

reinforced concrete panels or existing 

structures. In Europe, similar wood-

fibre concrete barriers have shown no 

deterioration after 20 years. 

“The barriers were manufactured 

to a life-cycle standard of 100 years, 

the standard set for all precast ele-

ments on Gautrain. This is South 

Africa’s highest-ever standard for any 

engineering project. As the barriers are 

load-stressed and of lower durability 

than other precast elements on the 

project, we are unlikely to meet this 

target. However, should a panel fail, 

in say 70 years time, it can be replaced 

then,” said Attwell.

Acoustic testing on the SPC sound 

barriers has taken place at the SABS lab-

oratories in accordance with ISO stand-

ards and the barriers have performed 

well within the set specifications. At 

the time of writing, acoustic testing on 

track had not yet been conducted.

“We have conducted manufacturing 

audits once every six to nine months 

at SPC to ensure that the chemical 

composition, grading and texture of 

the aggregate used to produce the bar-

riers remained consistent as this was 

crucial to achieving the quality levels 

we were looking for. SPC is very profes-

sional in its approach and we have a 

great deal of confidence in their quality 

levels. Although we ourselves checked 

everything, including the controls 

and quality assurance procedures, 

raw materials, mixing procedures, 

the maintenance of the mixers, the 

production line and safety aspects, 

we always regarded SPC as part of 

our team,” concludes Attwell.  

Two of the major concerns identified 

during the EIA process were noise 

and vibration. Airborne noise and 

vibration-generated ground-borne 

noise were investigated. Derek 

Cosijn, of Jongens Keet Associates, 

was appointed to investigate the 

airborne noise, and Prof Wikus van 

Niekerk of Stellenbosch University 

was appointed to investigate the 

vibration and ground-borne noise. As 

a first step, baseline measurements 

were taken along the intended routes 

in order to determine the existing 

situation, against which the impact 

of Gautrain was to be measured. As 

this was South Africa’s first modern 

railway, they based their research 

on several modern light-rail systems, 

including Bombardier’s Electrostar, the 

locomotive and carriage rail unit that 

was eventually used for Gautrain
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B O O K  R E V I E W S

THE MOTORIST’S PARADISE
Early motoring in and around Cape Town
Authors: Bob Johnston & Derek Stuart-Findlay

Distributors:   Blue Weaver Distribution

021 701 4477

orders@blueweaver.co.za

Price: Around R280

Th is reviewer has to admit to a certain 

partiality to books written, as this one is, 

by enthusiasts rather than by researchers. 

And if they are about an aspect of the 

engineering history of the southwestern 

Cape – well, that's even better.

Th e authors are both members of 

the Crankhandle Club, an organisation 

established by enthusiasts committed 

to restoring, driving and enjoying old 

cars.  Th ey have produced a social his-

tory, covering, after an introduction, the 

40-year period to the commencement of 

the Second World War. Somehow it is no 

surprise to fi nd SAICE stalwart Graham 

Ross among the contributors.

Gems include:

An extract from promotional material  ■

of 1897: that the "horseless carriage" 

will “bid farewell to Rinderpest, expen-

sive forage, broken harness, lazy grooms 

and runaway horses”

Th e story of South Africa's fi rst motor  ■

race, held on 7 February 1903

Th e story of Sir Frederick de Waal  ■

(the fi rst Administrator of the Cape 

Province), and the "all-round-the-Cape 

motor road", including Chapman's Peak 

Drive, opened in 1922

Th e record-breaking (38 hours and 38  ■

minutes!) drive from Cape Town to 

Johannesburg in 1924

Th e astonishing 1930 drive in a Morris  ■

Oxford by three Girl Guide mistresses 

from Rondebosch – six months from 

Cape Town to Oxford.

But the heart of the book is its collection 

of photographs. Th e volume is profusely 

illustrated, and many of the photographs 

have been reproduced from originals (ad-

mittedly, some of variable quality) found 

in scrapbooks belonging to members of 

the Club.  

Some of the most morbidly fasci-

nating of these include the illustrations 

of early motor accidents – such as the 

Maudsley "that came off  second best in an 

altercation with a tram" circa 1915. Also 

of cars traversing the mountains passes 

that decades before had been built for ox 

wagons. And a whole chapter is devoted 

to the "Grosvenor Grand Prix", raced on 

a specially-built circuit, today within the 

Pollsmoor prison precinct. So it was that, 

on a southeastery day in January 1937, 

the crowd thrilled to the sight of the Auto 

Union of Ernst von Delius crossing the 

fi nishing line at 304 km per hour.

Motoring had developed enormously 

in 40 years!

Th is very human story about motor-

ists and their cars would be a good choice 

of Christmas or birthday present for a 

loved one with an engineering or mo-

toring bent.

Kevin Wall

kwall@csir.co.za
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A guide to South Africa’s 
mountain passes and poorts
Author: Patrick Coyne

Published by Osborne Porter Literary Services, 

Westville, 2010 

Patrick Coyne, who has been gathering 

information and working on this book for 

well over a decade, has produced a most 

enjoyable guide for those of us who would 

like to include mountain passes in our 

itineraries.  

He has selected fi fty of South Africa’s 

mountain passes which lend themselves 

to being bundled into twenty-two “tours”. 

He provides us with a short comment 

on each pass, followed by basic details of 

places of interest in the vicinity of that 

pass, before guiding us on to the next pass 

in that particular “tour”.  

Th e whole is illustrated by a variety 

of photographs, most of which he or his 

wife had taken during their information-

gathering wanderings. He has also pro-

vided a small scale map for each tour, 

which I found useful in fi nding my place 

on larger scale maps with more detail.  

Patrick has an easy writing style – this 

book is not his fi rst venture into author-

ship. He has complemented his text with 

an index, a list of maps and illustrations, 

an adequate bibliography and sugges-

tions for further reading and, indicative 

of this modern age, he gives GPS details 

for places mentioned in the text. And, 

as they obviously do not fi t into the text, 

but equally obviously will be of interest 

to the majority of readers, he provides 

appendixes covering notes on the lives 

of Andrew and Th omas Bain, the history 

of the planning, design and construction 

of the Abel Erasmus Pass as an example 

of the eff ort involved in pass building, 

and also an appendix which is a paean 

of praise for the beloved 1960 Rover in 

which he and his wife did most of the 

travelling while researching the book.  

And if padmakers might wish he 

had included more detail on the various 

passes, they should remember the de-

clared intent of the work: “A guide ……. 

for motorists, coach passengers, cyclists, 

hikers and armchair travellers”.  Many of 

his readers (and their wives) will really ap-

preciate the information on the facilities 

and attractions off ered at nearby towns 

and places of interest.  

Sometimes I cannot agree with a 

statement. For example, he includes as a 

“cul-de-sac pass” the Witsieshoek Pass 

in the Free State. To my mind this is an 

access road, and not a pass, but opinions 

may diff er – and at any rate it is a most 

enjoyable and scenic drive!  

Besides providing a tourist guide, 

Patrick has made a very real contribu-

tion to the available data on the passes 

he covers by determining the various 

altitudes. To do so he used an accu-

rate “aircraft type altimeter”, which 

he set to a known altitude or a known 

atmospheric pressure at the start of 

each day. Anyone who has researched 

a number of sources will know how 

frustrating it is to find how often their 

altitude figures disagree!  We now have 

conscientiously determined figures for 

fifty of our passes. And he says that, 

“Roads Department signboards usually 

agreed with our observations.”  Now, 

I well remember a friend of mine who 

was Resident Engineer on the construc-

tion of Penhoek Pass being very indig-

nant when he was chaffed for putting 

6051 feet on the summit signboard. He 

said that that is what the altitude is, and 

why should he put 6050 when it was 

actually 6051 feet? I think we can take it 

that Patrick’s observations were pretty 

accurate. And valuable as well.  

So here we have a very pleasant little 

book which will fi t into your car’s glove 

box, a book into which both you and your 

wife will relish dipping, and a reference 

book for when you set off  “next time”.  

Enjoy!

Graham Ross

grahamross@telkomsa.net
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Infrastructure construction spend 
after 2010 – where to now?
MUCH OF THE unprecedented growth in the construction 

industry over the past two years has been attributed to meeting 

FIFA’s infrastructure requirements for hosting the 2010 World 

Cup in South Africa. Many of these projects are now nearing 

completion, including the massive Gauteng Freeway Improvement 

Project and the Gautrain.

Th e construction upswing saw a marked increase in road 

infrastructure tenders from SANRAL (South African National 

Roads Agency Limited), while tenders from the other road au-

thorities were conspicuously scarce. Price wars ensued to secure 

contracts, and speculations abounded about a post-2010 decrease 

in infrastructure spending. 

In January this year Minister Trevor Manuel’s warning that 

post-2010 infrastructure projects were urgently needed for our 

country’s next development phase counteracted much of the nega-

tive outlook. Government’s intentions were made clear a month later 

when Finance Minister Pravin Gordhan’s budget speech detailed a 

three-year R864 million infrastructure programme, of which a third 

is allocated to transport infrastructure, specifi cally provincial and 

municipal road networks. Gordhan also confi rmed government’s 

involvement in extensive planning and consultation on long-term 

infrastructure programmes to deal with development challenges. 

“While government is clearly committed to infrastructure 

development well beyond 2010, we are seeing a decline in infra-

structure spending within local authorities. Th e concern is the lack 

of capacity to manage project implementation and the expected 

increase in infrastructure spending as a result of the Treasury’s 

recently announced medium-term expenditure framework (MTEF) 

for the next fi ve fi nancial years,” says Nico Swart, technical director 

at Bigen Africa. Th e MTEF now allows municipalities to complete 

infrastructure projects over a fi ve-year period.

“Th e objectives of the fi scus to alleviate poverty through in-

frastructure development and its 4:6 multiplier eff ects on the local 

economy may be jeopardised if projects are not implemented.” 

Bigen Africa’s extensive experience in road infrastructure and 

its particular business approach to fast-track, turnkey design and 

construct problem-solving methodology have helped municipalities 

across South Africa resolve their infrastructure implementation and 

capacity challenges. 

“We have added a bridging fi nance component to our fast-

track delivery methodology to facilitate access to funding. With 

fi nanciers as partners to provide this capital, municipalities can 

immediately start implementing road infrastructure projects and 

make payments when funds become available. In addition, our 

institutional capacity-development expertise enables municipali-

ties to address capacity gaps where needed. Th e bridging fi nance 

also helps us to use small contractors, which stimulates job 

creation and empowerment. Ultimately, the communities within 

the municipal areas where we work benefi t from improved infra-

structure and service delivery. 

Th e focus, says Swart, is on quick, eff ective delivery. Although 

implementation is fast-tracked, quality is never compromised. 

Projects are subjected to stringent quality control measures, and 

appropriately trained staff  with the required skills and experience 

are used to ensure eff ective and effi  cient delivery.

Recent successes include the dramatic improvement in the con-

dition of the Soweto and Ekurhuleni road networks and the Temba-

Roodeplaat Water Scheme, which now sells water to the Tshwane 

Municipality. 

“Experience has shown that our fast-track approach to deve-

loping sustainable business solutions continues to be a recipe for 

success. We look forward to putting our smart thinking to work to 

address backlogs and resolve developmental challenges in South 

Africa’s long-term infrastructure programmes.” 

 INFO

Nico Swart

Technical Director

Bigen Africa Services (Pty) Ltd

011 802 0560

nico.swart@bigenafrica.com
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Bigen Africa’s expertise in rural and urban roads ranges from design, 

documentation and administration to the commissioning of roadworks 

and transportation systems. National and provincial projects have 

included major links and interchanges between provinces, as well as 

upgrading of gravel roads to surface roads. Many of the projects in rural 

areas are in villages where heavy rains have caused extensive damage 

to infrastructure, roads and houses. The labour-intensity of these 

projects provides employment for people from the local communities.

Bigen Africa’s smart business approach converges engineering, manage-

ment consulting and project fi nance expertise to customise innovative 

business solutions. Industry recognition and accolades over many years 

attest to the value of this approach. Recent examples of the successful 

delivery of road infrastructure projects include:

Consortium partner in the upgrading of the entire road network  ■

in Soweto within less than fi ve years (R600 million project for the 

Johannesburg Roads Agency)

Improving the Ekurhuleni road networks for the Ekurhuleni Municipality ■

Rehabilitating the N2 between East London and Komga ■

Constructing the Maandagshoek access road for Modikwa Mine and  ■

Roads Agency in Limpopo

Upgrading the main street in Burgersfort ■
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M A R K E T  C O N T R I B U T I O N

Mixed-use developments
Integrating expertise, strategy and software for optimal results
"WITH THIS MIXEDUSE development 

which includes 3 500 residential units, 

we had to look at new roads to be built 

for access to the site, as well as the im-

pact on existing roads.”

Talking about his company’s involve-

ment in the transport impact assessment 

and road design for the Buhrein Estate 

residential development near Durbanville, 

Cape Town, Th eo La Grange, one of the 

Directors of EFG Engineers, refers to the 

two-year process, now complete, that 

formed part of their appointment to carry 

out the assessment and design for this 

lifestyle and security estate with a total 

capital value of R350 million. 

BUHREIN PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT
Th e scope of the development ear-

marked for the site located north of the 

Kraaifontein residential area includes 

3 500 residential units, 15 000 m² of 

retail gross leasable area (GLA), 5 000 m² 

of mixed-use/offi  ce GLA, 500 m² of 

service station GLA, and a school ac-

commodating up to 1 200 learners. It is 

anticipated that the entire development 

will be completed by 2014, and the fi rst 

phase by December 2010.

La Grange, a civil engineer whose ex-

perience includes the design of rural and 

urban roads, and project management of 

large provincial road projects, was closely 

involved with the traffi  c impact assess-

ment for the Buhrein development, a joint 

venture partnership with the Charles 

Potgieter Property Group and the MSP 

Group who are the developers.

MIXED-USE DEVELOPMENT
In line with MSP’s strategy to approach 

each of its projects as a self-sustainable 

and ring-fenced investment, the Buhrein 

project is a mixed-use development that 

encompasses the entire spectrum of 

development disciplines, including roads 

and civil infrastructure. Furthermore, it 

represents the trend, both in South Africa 

and internationally, towards mixed-use 

development planning. 

Th e reduction in travel time and 

cost associated with this urban lifestyle, 

where leisure and work opportunities are 

focused in one location, is the primary 

benefi t off ered by mixed-use develop-

ments. But by no means less important 

is the quality and attractiveness of these 

new urban spaces and the safety and 

security off ered as an extension of the 

self-contained environment.

The proponents of contemporary 

mixed-use development either pro-

mote a planned community or suggest 

multi-use projects (several uses within 

one or more buildings) in inner core 

areas. In a report titled Mixed-use 

project development: Features, pitfalls, 

and comparison with single-use projects, 

authors Charles Cheah and Kok Sang 

Tan assert: “The name of the game has 

to be synergy – all uses must function 

smoothly on an independent basis and 

in conjunction with each other.” 

Th ey go on to say that, “For engi-

neering and construction professionals, 

the increasing demand for integrated 

eff orts among project team members and 

frequent emphasis on life-cycle planning 

both add to the necessity to understand 

the diff erences between mixed-use and 

single-use developments.”

There are three main reasons why 

mixed-use development is gaining more 

importance. First, there is an increased 

focus of public policy pointing deve-

lopers in that direction. Secondly, there 

is market demand, with indications that 

more people feel a sense of vibrancy 

and community when they live in a 

mixed-use development. And thirdly, 

the transportation advantage is a huge 

attraction, with people wanting to use 

their time more effectively.
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 Buhrein Estate, Durbanville, Cape Town: Proposed road network phased layout
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EFG AND TRAFFIC IMPACT ASSESSMENT (TIA)
As with any new development, and more 

so where commercial and residential 

opportunities are concentrated in one 

area, it is critical to look at the impact 

of traffic on the contiguous roads. As 

part of the traffic impact assessment for 

the Buhrein Estate development, EFG 

Engineers considered traffic volumes on 

the Richwood, Okavango, Mosselbank 

and Darwin routes which are the major 

arteries east of the site. 

For access to the development, EFG 

proposed three traffi  c circles along the 

extension of Darwin Road northwards 

past the development. According to La 

Grange this would provide access south-

wards to Brighton Road and westwards 

via the extension of New Langeberg Road 

to Darwin Road.

“Also from our investigation we con-

cluded that the portion of Darwin Road 

from Brighton Road to the last full access 

to the development needs to be made 

into a dual carriageway to accommodate 

the traffi  c. A single carriageway running 

past the development has to be built with 

another link to Okavango Road and an 

extension to New Langeberg Road.”

Th e TIA concludes that the trip 

generation of the proposed development 

is estimated at 3 057 (1 009 in and 2 048 

out) and 3 395 (2 161 in and 1 234 out) 

external trips in the AM and PM peak 

hours respectively, and that approximately 

60% of the new Buhrein Estate trips 

would use Darwin Road southwards to-

ward Brighton Road and 40% would travel 

westwards along the New Langeberg 

extension towards Okavango Road.

Regarding traffi  c growth in the area 

over the next few years (with its original 

2013 completion date), traffi  c along 

Brighton Road was calculated to grow by 

3% over fi ve years. Traffi  c growth along 

Okavango Road at the Brighton Road inter-

section was based on a rate of 7,8% in the 

AM peak hour, which makes allowance for 

the initial phasing in of the Garden Cities 

development to the West of Okavango 

Road and some growth from the north. 

Th e traffi  c volumes calculated for the AM 

peak along Okavango Road were mirrored 

and used for the PM peak hour.

CIVIL DESIGNER SOFTWARE
All the road designs for the project, 

including the proposed traffic circles, 

dualling, intersection improvements 

and extensions, were done by EFG’s 

technician Gideon Hahn, whose experi-

ence has been in the geometric design of 

rural and urban roads. 

Talking about the application of the 

software for the Buhrein Estate develop-

ment, Hahn says: “I used the Survey and 

Terrain, Roads and Turn modules. The 

Turn module helped with determining 

the radius for the roundabouts. The 

software helps you to make sure you 

work within the standards set by the 

project. The Template and Sections 

functions help with the calculation of 

the volumes because a section can be 

edited with ease.”

 INFO

Jayson Bester

Strategic Marketing Manager

Knowledge Base

jayson@knowbase.co.za



IN BRIEF

SANRAL DEPLOYS ROAD SURVEY VEHICLE TO 
DETECT POTENTIAL PROBLEMS ON THE ROAD 
AS PART OF ITS COMPREHENSIVE Asset Management System, the South 

African National Roads Agency Limited (SANRAL) owns and operates a Road 

Survey Vehicle. The vehicle is equipped with sophisticated state-of-the-art 

technology to detect abnormalities on its road network.

The Road Survey Vehicle is an automated mobile data-acquisition 

vehicle that incorporates advanced digital electronic components, com-

prising numerous lasers, accelerometers, gyros, diff erential global position, 

digital video systems, distance-measuring systems and uninterruptible 

power supply, powered by an onboard generator, to capture and analyse 

data on the various road conditions that may aff ect road users. This is 

achieved while moving at speeds ranging from 20 to 100 km/h. 

The road surface conditions monitored with the Road Survey Vehicle 

include: 

Vertical curves: ■  These are wavelength characteristics longer than 50 m and 

that have an impact on vehicle operating speed, vehicle operating costs 

and road safety through sight distance.

Roughness: ■  This implies deviations of the pavement surface from a hori-

zontal reference in the direction of travel which infl uence, and are relevant 

to, the motion and operation of a moving vehicle. For the user, this would 

aff ect the riding quality, the wear and operating costs of vehicles, road 

safety, and the impact of the vehicle axles on the road through the excita-

tion of the vehicle mass. 

Rutting: ■  Ruts are vertical surface deviations of the pavement surface 

from a horizontal reference perpendicular to the direction of travel, 

which may have an adverse infl uence on vehicle-handling charac-

teristics (aff ecting vehicle tracking), safety (ponding of water which 

may reduce friction properties and contribute to hydroplaning) and 

dynamic loading. 

Macrotexture: ■  This is associated with the coarseness of the road surface 

which aff ects water drainage from the tyre print, tyre tread rubber defor-

mations, the friction-speed gradient and skid resistance at high speed. For 

the road user, macrotexture may result in rolling resistance (aff ecting fuel, 

oil and tyre costs), cause accidents (for speeds in excess of 70 km/h, and as 

aff ected by spray-impaired visibility) and increase tyre/road noise. 

Cracking: ■  Video information is utilised to determine the type, severity and 

quantity of surface cracks. This is an integral part of the process of iden-

tifying the type, timing and costs of the maintenance needs on national 

roads. 

In addition to the above, the right-of-way video is utilised to determine the 

location, type and condition of various furniture items such as road signs, 

road line markings, guardrails and drainage structures.

The Road Survey Vehicle forms an integral part of SANRAL’s Asset 

Management System, a systematic method of information collection and 

a decision-making support to enable optimum strategies to be identifi ed 

for providing and maintaining roads at an adequate level of service, while 

keeping costs within the budgetary framework. The Road Survey Vehicle is 

used on a bi-annual basis on the approximately 16 170 km of roads under 

SANRAL’s management. 

 INFO

www.sanral.co.za

 

 

 

 

RAMPING UP AND SITTING DOWN
A NEW PUBLIC TRANSPORT CENTRE in Athlone, Cape Town, holds many 

advantages for the public. Strategically situated at the intersection of the 

N2 Freeway and Vanguard Drive, this “one-stop shop for public trans-

port and vehicle-related issues” is a fi rst in South Africa. A R100 million 

provincial government initiative, it will allow taxi drivers to apply for their 

permits (temporary and permanent) and motorists to renew vehicle and 

driver’s licences, and will house a new Public Transport Operating Entity 

(OPTE). A CCTV control room will be able to monitor Cape Town’s traffi  c 

fl ow, focusing especially on taxis and buses, ensuring eff ective control of 

the city’s public transport system.

The centre will benefi t all Cape Town residents and will provide an uplift 

in housing values in its immediate vicinity. Combined with the existing 

Vanguard Mall next door, the centre eff ectively creates a growth point of 

modernity in Athlone, the early stages of which are already visible to the 

south of the Mall.

Another advantage, which will be highly appreciated by taxi com-

muters, is the envisaged introduction of a cashless “Smart T” (T for transport) 

card system, which will render the troublesome taxi “guards” obsolete.

The Vangate commercial development to the east of the site has set 

up a number of urban design informants, including a sense of scale and a 

primary pedestrian-friendly activity spine in a west/east direction. Vangate 

currently forms an anchor to this pedestrian spine and establishes a key 

focal point and anchor presence on the eastern edge of the site. The estab-

lishment of a civic presence at grade on the eastern edge of the site was 

therefore a natural extension of the confi guration. 

To accomplish this goal, MDL, in association with Jakupa Architects & 

Urban Designers, planned a raised forecourt and ground level that allows 

natural ventilation of the semi-basement level, creates a fl ow of traffi  c 

between the large entrance hall and the parking area, and also provides 

“spectator” seating for informal netball matches played after hours on a 

paved parking square.

With this in mind, the forecourt was designed as a combination of 

retaining structures to serve as ramps, stairways and informal seating, as 

well as to facilitate the large number of people expected to pass through 

1  SANRAL’s state-of–the-art Road Survey Vehicle

1
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the centre. These were constructed with two Terraforce products, namely 

the L18 retaining blocks to provide the risers for the seating areas, and the 

4x4 step blocks for the stairs, seats and the matching details around the 

column bases. In total, 1 700 4x4 step blocks and 800 L18 retaining blocks 

were used to complete the installation.

 
 INFO

Karin Johns

Marketing Manager

Terraforce cc

karin@terraforce.com

CONCOR ADDS TO INNER CITY 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
CONCOR ROAD & EARTHWORKS, in joint venture with King Civils, has 

successfully completed the earthworks and road upgrade contract of 

the inner city portion of the fi rst phase of Johannesburg’s Rea Vaya bus 

rapid transit (BRT) project.

The client, the Johannesburg Development Agency (JDA), has 

dubbed the R81,5 million contract, which was completed in May on 

schedule and on budget, one of the most successfully completed 

projects within the broader Phase 1B Rea Vaya initiative. 

The inner city earthworks contract, awarded to Concor and King Civils 

in December 2008, comprised the strengthening of the existing pavement 

layers and the widening of the existing pavement structures to accom-

modate the Rea Vaya buses. Included in this contract was the relocation of 

most of the existing services, including gas lines, various electrical services, 

Telkom services, existing water lines and old sewer lines.

The contract concentrated on a 3 km ring road around the 

Johannesburg Civic Centre, consisting of Loveday Street, Hoofd Street, 

Kotze Street, Joubert Street and a portion of Rissik Street. 

“The contract involved the milling off of the existing pavement 

layers, the excavation of the pavement areas and the removal of the 

old curb line and walkway to accommodate the widening of the 

new road,” Jaco van der Bijl, contracts director for Concor Roads & 

Earthworks, explains. 

1

1  The forecourt of the new public transport centre in Athlone, Cape Town, 

where Terraforce L18 retaining blocks were used as risers for the seating areas, 

and 4x4 step blocks for the stairs 
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“One of the most signifi cant challenges during the excavation phase 

of the contract was the search for and then relocation of existing ser-

vices located beneath the pavements. In many instances there were no 

records of where the services were located and we had to try and fi nd 

them using manual labour and electronic devices,” Van der Bijl says. 

Once all the services had been discovered, relocated and lowered 

where required, the pavements were built up again with a mixture of 

stabilised crushed stone material. A 150 mm layer of bituminous treated 

basecourse (BTB) asphalt was placed over the crushed stone, which was 

followed by a 40 mm COLTO medium specifi cation overlay.

The joint venture was also required to undertake all the earthworks 

preparations for the bus stations and the service sleeves to the bus sta-

tions located on the 3 km ring road. 

The most significant challenge encountered during the project 

was dealing with the huge volume of inner city traffic. “We had to 

accommodate the traffic around the site in order to create dedicated 

lanes in which we could work, while still allowing traffic to flow 

through the area.” 

To accommodate the traffic and alleviate congestion, two lanes 

had to be kept open at all times on the roads where construction 

was taking place.

“We also had to work at night during the fi nal surfacing to accom-

modate the traffi  c during the day. Most of the asphalt work was done 

in the evenings and also on Saturday afternoons and Sundays.” Another 

challenge was the accommodation of the many businesses in the af-

fected area. 

“It took a lot of liaison between ourselves, JDA and the business 

owners in the area who were aff ected by the construction work to 

accommodate them and to have as little disruption to their business 

activities as possible. In this we were very successful as evidenced by the 

fact that there were only minor complaints from the business owners 

during the project,” says Van der Bijl. 

The inner city earthworks and road upgrade contract was a highly 

successful project and Van der Bijl insists that they are keen to be 

involved in the next phase of the Rea Vaya and will defi nitely put in ten-

ders when the next contracts are announced.

 INFO

Sue Upton

Concor Group

011 495 2288

 

 

NEVER AS STRAIGHTFORWARD 
AS IT FIRST APPEARS
AT FIRST SIGHT, it seemed that Concor SPG (Strategic Partner Group) 

had two relatively run-of-the-mill projects: a standard, eight-storey 

concrete parkade at Gautrain’s Hatfield Station and the Gautrain 

station itself at Midrand. There were no particularly complex design 

features and no requirements for unfamiliar technology. 

Yet according to the MD of Concor Building, Brad Wantenaar, credit 

is defi nitely due to the professionalism, teamwork and unreserved 

commitment of the Concor personnel employed on the projects as the 

work was completed to superb quality and safety standards.

“We were appointed as subcontractor to the consortium,” 

Wantenaar comments. “The area of the Hatfield multi-storey parkade 

extended over 78 000 m2, requiring 27 200 m3 of concrete, 85 000 m2 

of formwork, 2 358 tons of reinforcing and 3 740 m of precast para-

pets to construct the parkade which would have space for about 

1  The JV comprising Concor Road & Earthworks and King Civils undertook all 

earthworks preparations for the Rea Vaya bus stations and the service sleeves to 

the bus stations 

2  Existing pavement layers were strengthened and pavement structures were 

widened to accommodate the Rea Vaya buses

1

2

1  The eight-storey concrete parkade at Gautrain’s Hatfi eld Station

1
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2 300 parking bays. We also constructed the pile caps and took the 

building from the ground level to the top.” As always with Concor, 

the project was completed within budget and deadline, but it was 

certainly not without its challenges.

“Logistics and planning required ingenuity, tenacity and pinpoint 

accuracy,” Wantenaar continues. “The location was positioned in a 

particularly awkward site, bounded by the existing train line to one 

side and car dealerships on the other, and the roads at each end 

further restricted space. This eliminated any available land for use 

as stacking space for the cranes to offload material.” This, in turn, 

resulted in double and triple handling of material, which, once off-

loaded by one crane, had to be picked up and moved to a second, 

and sometimes a third area. 

The situation significantly heightened risks and forced Concor to 

ramp up safety measures considerably, particularly since the cranes 

could not slew over the railway line to lift material over it. The very 

existence of a live railway line right next to operations also led to 

safety concerns. “Planning and logistics had to be extremely detailed 

to counter these risks,” Wantenaar points out.

The team’s success and expertise were highlighted by their 

remarkable safety track record, without any lost-time injuries taking 

place on site. And this despite the fact that considerable work had to 

be undertaken at night to ensure that operation of the railway and 

adjacent businesses was not negatively affected.

The weather further exacerbated already difficult conditions. “We 

experienced double the annual rainfall in the first three months,” he 

adds. “Nor was it just the rain that caused delays and hampered work, 

but the time required for pumping water and cleaning as well.”

Despite the unforeseen complexities, Concor completed the deck 

concrete work within 10 months of the allotted 14, doing an impres-

sive 1 500 to 2 000 m2 of formwork per week. “In doing the precast 

work, we achieved a peak of about 300 m per week, which is also an 

impressive accomplishment.”

The project was further complicated by the requirement to com-

plete method statements and risk assessments before any activities 

could be performed. “We had a full-time engineer employed just 

preparing method statements,” Wantenaar continues. “Every single 

activity had to be signed off prior to commencement, from erecting 

cranes to pouring concrete, and it became a very onerous and ex-

acting task”.

“I am also convinced that it is only our extensive experience in 

cooperating with contractors and subcontractors on other projects 

that gave us the ability to deal with unforeseen interruptions in both 

the flow of communications and the supply of material, and to ensure 

that quality and safety achieved the admirable standards they did.”

Similar challenges of interfacing and coordinating with both the 

contractor and numerous subcontractors faced Concor Building on 

the Midrand Station project. “We were required to complete a certain 

portion of the work among several other subcontractors,” Wantenaar 

explains. “Once again, our in-depth expertise in logistics and plan-

ning enabled us to rise to the very testing demands, ensuring that we 

fulfilled all requirements, coordinating activities with the progress of 

the actual track.”

Only once the track had been finalised could Concor commence 

the finishes on the platform. Times and specifications had to be 

respected and it was no mean feat that Concor kept delays that arose 

from inadequate correlation of schedules to an absolute minimum.

The Midrand Station required 3 600 m3 of concrete, 5 500 m2 of form-

work and 202 tons of reinforcing. “Again, we had to produce detailed 

method statements and risk assessments as with the Hatfi eld project,” 
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Wantenaar adds. “Despite all the complications, we once again excelled 

with both the quality and the safety standards of the work.”

All the steelwork for the platform was inspected before it was deli-

vered to site. “The building itself is impressive,” he continues. “There is a 

great deal of attractive marmoran fi nish and the west façade is striking 

with its predominance of glass and aluminium.” All the wall fi nishes were 

given an overcoat of graffi  ti-resistant paint.

“I give all the credit to the professionalism, innovation and dedica-

tion of the Concor team and our joint venture partners, SPG, for resolving 

the ongoing and exacting demands of the projects and achieving 

signifi cant safety and quality standards,” Wantenaar concludes. “We 

have gained additional experience from the projects which I believe has 

taught us invaluable lessons that will serve us well in the future.”

 
 INFO

Sue Upton

Concor Group

011 495 2288

 

 

 

 

SPECIALIST CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
WINS PRESTIGIOUS AWARD
TRENCHLESS TECHNOLOGIES cc recently took top honours at the 2010 

Construction Summit awards ceremony held in Johannesburg for out-

standing performance in South Africa’s construction industry.

The CIDB (Construction Industry Development Board) and CIOB 

(Chartered Institute of Building) selected Trenchless Technologies as 

the category winner out of approximately 1 871 contractors with CIDB 

gradings of 6 and 7. This category award recognises South African 

companies applying innovative technologies that have a positive im-

pact on social infrastructure development.

“Our aim is to remain at the cutting edge of new pipe-laying tech-

niques and to off er cost-eff ective ‘no-dig’ solutions”, said Sam Efrat, 

Managing Member of Trenchless Technologies.

The company rehabilitates old water and sewer pipes by using 

techniques such as sliplining, pipe bursting and other close-fi t lining 

methods. New pipes are installed using horizontal boring, pipe ram-

ming and directional drilling.

“Directional drilling has been used to install piping under railway 

lines and roadways, providing bulk water supply to many rural areas. 

To date we have completed 240 km of trenchless pipe-laying work 

throughout South Africa”, said Efrat.

The company is currently involved in a challenging project with 

Umjindi Municipality (Barberton). The town’s aging and leaking water 

pipes are being replaced by using pipe-bursting methods to install 

new HDPE pipes. 

“Not only is this method effi  cient and cost-eff ective, but it also has 

a high labour requirement, which contributes to the development, 

training and employment of the local community,” remarked Efrat. 

The 2010 Construction Summit was attended by 580 delegates. 

Invited speakers and panellists included Trevor Manuel (Minister of 

National Planning),  Geoff rey Doidge (Minister of Public Works), Jeremy 

Cronin (Deputy Minister of Transport), Ibrahim Patel (Minister of 

Economic Development), Cecil Rose (Deputy Chairperson of CIDB) and 

Michael Brown (Deputy Chief Executive of CIOB) 

Other category winners were Group Five, Murray & Roberts, NMC 

and Italian-based company CMC.

 INFO

Sam Efrat

083 212 4888

sam@trenchless.co.za

 

 

BUSINESSWOMEN’S ASSOCIATION 
ACKNOWLEDGES LINDA NESS
LINDA NESS WAS RECENTLY declared the winner of the 

Businesswomen’s Association (BWA) Regional Achiever Award for 

KwaZulu-Natal in the Professional Category. Five years ago, after a suc-

cessful career as a structural civil engineer, Linda decided to leave the 

corporate world, and started her own consulting fi rm based in Durban. 

During this time, Linda Ness Associates has been awarded several 

prestigious design projects. In 2007, one of her projects, the Standard 

Bank Headquarters façade structure in the Durban CBD, won a 

Southern African Institute of Steel Construction award. In 2008, her 

People Mover bus stop structures won a SASSDA award (Southern 

Africa Stainless Steel Development Association). Linda Ness 

Associates was also awarded the structural design for the Oyster 

Box Hotel upgrade, the Princess Magogo Stadium in KwaMashu 

and the award-winning Timeball Tower at the new Durban Point 

Development (in collaboration with Arup).

And in 2009, Linda Ness was the specialist engineer in the design and 

development of the extensive bowl façade cladding system for the Moses 

Mabhida Stadium, a unique South African design and supply initiative. 

Linda Ness Associates has also been acknowledged by the Umcebo 

Trust for their pro bono involvement in developing a structural concept 

for the construction of a world record “eco-tree” crafted at Ushaka 

Marine World from recycled materials, recently displayed at the 2010 

Design Indaba in Cape Town.

1  Seen at the prestigious 2010 Construction Summit awards ceremony held 

at Gallagher Estate, left to right: Prof Li Shirong (President of CIOB International), 

Prof Raymond Nkado (Chairperson of CIDB), Marco Camarda (GM Trenchless 

Technologies cc) and Ronnie Khoza (CEO of CIDB)

1
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Linda previously served on the committee of the SAICE Durban 

Branch, and is an invited external examiner at the University of 

KwaZulu-Natal.

 
 INFO

Catherine Smith

dbn@bwasa.co.za

 

 

 

 

SOUTH AFRICAN WOMEN IN ENGINEERING –
MOTIVATING, CELEBRATING AND 
EMPOWERING WOMEN
WITH ITS UNCONVENTIONAL approach to the profession, South African 

Women in Engineering is transforming the way society views female 

engineers. Gone are the days when female engineers were masculine, 

grim women who were constantly exhausting themselves to be consid-

ered equal to men. The new woman engineer is ambitious, comfortable 

in her own skin, strong, intelligent and feminine.

Birthed in a lecture at the University of Cape Town in 2005, South 

African Women in Engineering has grown exponentially into a national 

non-profi t organisation. It is geared at motivating, celebrating and 

empowering women. In trying to alleviate the severe shortage of female 

engineers in the world, and particularly in South Africa, its founders, 

Mabohlale Mampuru and Naadiya Mosajee, had a clear vision when they 

started the organisation, namely to establish a platform for the advo-

cacy, advancement and education of females entering the engineering 

industry in South Africa.

Dubbed SAWomEng, the organisation is built on fi ve founding 

pillars: igniting the engineering fl ame, mentorship, incubating the 

engineering mind, providing a meeting of minds between old and 

new engineers, and embracing the multi-faceted nature of female 

engineers. It is upon these pillars that the organisation has grown from 

strength to strength.

Having started with a one-day conference held in Cape Town, it 

has now morphed into a national organisation boasting three divisions: 

GirlEng, SAWomEng Conference, and At Network, as well as featuring a 

formidable online presence.

GirlEng feeds the “pipeline”, with its aim being to recruit high po-

tential Maths and Science female high school learners into engineering 

through information sessions, workshops and mentorship sessions. It is 

here that the engineering seed is sown and young women’s minds are 

cultivated for a future as an engineer.

The second division is the SAWomEng Conference, a truly unique 

event, as delegates are very active participants throughout the week. 

The Conference brings the top female engineering students from 

around South Africa together to tackle social and engineering problems 

by fi nding engineering solutions. Delegates also engage in other activi-

ties, including meeting leading women in industry, engaging with men-

tors, being exposed to various sponsoring companies at the career fair, 

and simply celebrating being women in engineering. The Conference 

has in the past attracted speakers such as the Minister of Science and 

Technology, Naledi Pandor, City Press Editor, Ferial Haff ajee, and  Minister 

of Public Works, Geoff  Doige.

The third program is a platform for networking among young 

female engineering graduates and focuses on career development, 

through national networking workshops. This is a brand new addition 

to the SAWomEng stable. This event will be attended by ex-delegates to 

the SAWomEng National Conference who have been working in engi-

neering for one to fi ve years. The purpose of this wing is to skill women 

in engineering. Under this program, SAWomEng also hosts a Cocktail 

Networking Function and Engineering Expo, with the two-fold purpose 

of networking and marketing. 

All SAWomEng divisions are coordinated by female engineering 

students and female engineering graduates on a volunteer basis. In 

growing the organisation, co-founders Naadiya Mosajee and Mabohlale 

Mampuru’s passion for South African Women in Engineering is what 

drives them and their executive to create and eff ect change every day in 

South Africa.

 
 INFO

www.sawomeng.org.za

1

1  Linda Ness, Winner of the 2010 BWA Regional Achievers Award in the 

Professional Category

1  The co-founders of SAWomEng – Naadiya Mosajee and Mabohlale Mampuru

1
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S A I C E  A N D  P R O F E S S I O N A L  N E W S

Engineering Council of South Africa
A note on roles and responsibilities 

in the engineering profession
A NUMBER OF ROLEPLAYERS and 

stakeholders have an interest in the 

regulation of the engineering profes-

sion: government, the profession itself 

(statutory and voluntary), industry, higher 

education and the public. Government, 

recognising the need for the regulation of 

a profession1, legislated the establishment 

of a professional regulatory body, ECSA, 

with defi ned functions. Core functions 

are setting standards for education and 

professional competence, evaluating and 

accrediting education programmes, as-

sessing the competency of applicants for 

registration, maintaining a register of 

registered professionals, setting and en-

forcing codes of conduct and practice, and 

investigating misconduct.  

Th e voluntary associations (VAs) exist 

to promote the interests of their mem-

bers2 and disciplines, but generally require 

that this be done with due regard to the 

public interest. VAs promote technical, 

professional and ethical knowledge and 

practice, uphold and promote their disci-

plines, promote education and training, 

and render services to and recognise the 

achievements of its members. 

Th e role of engineering higher educa-

tion is to contribute to the growth and 

renewal of the engineering profession 

by the production of graduates and 

knowledge. Th e role of engineering pro-

fessionals in industry is to contribute 

to meeting the business objectives of 

the enterprise through eff ective and 

responsible engineering activity, while 

at the same time contributing to growth 

and renewal of the profession by training 

candidates towards registration. 

Table 1 lists the functions of ECSA 

and VAs. Th e latter have been distilled 

from those of several local and overseas 

associations – not all voluntary associa-

tions perform all the functions listed. 
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Table 1  ECSA and the Voluntary Associations

Mission and functions of ECSA Generic mission and functions of a VA having individual members

To regulate the profession of engineering in the public interest 

through the following specific functions:

To act for the benefit of members and in the public interest 

through some or all of the following functions:

Setting standards for education and competence of  

engineering professionals and specified categories

Quality assuring and accrediting educational qualifications 

Seeking and maintaining international mutual recognition of  

accredited qualifications

Evaluating qualifications that are not accredited or recognised 

Promoting education and training and  

the renewal of the profession

Maintaining contact with appropriate national  

and international organisations 

Advancing the science, technology and professional  

knowledge and improving practice in the discipline

Being a source of programme and  

qualification evaluators for ECSA

Being a source of expertise for setting standards 

Providing guidance on training towards registration 

Assessing applicants for registration 

Being a source of (external) mentors  for candidates and  

assessors of registration applicants for ECSA

Maintaining a register of registered persons in the categories Maintaining a  list of members 

Publishing and enforcing a code of professional conduct 

Identifying work reserved for registered persons  

Investigating complaints about registered persons and  

conducting disciplinary action as required

Advancing and upholding the professional ethics 

Upholding the profession’s image, status and interests  

Advocacy for the discipline and profession 

Advancing best practice in engineering  

Encouraging members to strive for  

excellence in engineering practice  

Participating in international mobility agreements;  maintaining  

a section of the International Register

Participating in mutual recognition agreements and  

maintaining contact with international organisations

Setting CPD requirements and monitoring achievements Promotion and provision of CPD and validation of CPD offerings 

Providing engineering leadership and advice to society and  

government

Acting in the public interest in any way necessary 

Contributing to development of national policy 

Acting in the interest of the sector or public in relation to sector 

Being a voice for the profession in  

common and regulatory matters

Developing policies, positions and guidelines 

Communicating and providing information 

Upholding the status and public recognition of the profession 

Representing and rendering services to members 

Enhancing the recognition of the discipline as a highly  

respected profession and a desirable career

Contributing to and commenting on government policies and  

white papers on discipline-specific issues

Facilitating national debates, conferences and colloquiums 

Facilitating information exchange (Journals etc) 

Recognising achievement by advancement of individual  

members by higher grades of membership and awards

Contributing to the common interests and welfare of the engi- 

neering community through recognition and close cooperation 

with engineering VAs

Contributing to the common interests and welfare of the  

engineering community through close cooperation with ECSA

It is clear that VAs work closely with 

the statutory body and are in fact the 

main source of nominations for persons 

to serve on council, committees, as 

programme evaluators, as assessors and 

mentors, and to make inputs into policy 

development. Th e input of the VAs is 

a critical success factor for ECSA to 

achieve decision-making by peer judge-

ment.  Th e mechanism for recognising 

voluntary associations acknowledges 

the importance of volunteers for the 

functions of ECSA – without volunteers, 

ECSA would be an empty shell.

In summary, the engineering 

profession is a body of persons with 

engineering competencies. Individuals 

play roles in one or more of the areas 

identifi ed above: education, industry, the 

voluntary associations or the statutory 

regulatory body.

NOTES 
This information piece was prepared by 

Prof Hu Hanrahan, Special Consultant, 

Engineering Council of South Africa 

(h.hanrahan@ecsa.co.za) (011 607 9500)
1Historically, the need to regulate the profession 

of engineering in South Africa was moti-

vated by the voluntary associations in the 

1960s, leading to the SACPE Act in 1968.
2 This note is concerned with Voluntary 

Associations that have individuals, as op-

posed to companies, as members. 

In summary, the engineering 

profession is a body of persons with 

engineering competencies. Individuals 

play roles in one or more of the areas 

identifi ed above: education, industry, 

the voluntary associations or the 

statutory regulatory body
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GCC 2010 – using a Supplementary Agreement
GOING OUT ON A contract for con-

struction works in the near future? 

Consider GCC 2010, the conditions of 

contract that provide for your needs. 

How would you handle a request from 

your local politician to include work not 

originally contemplated in a contract? 

GCC 2010 Guide explains how such a 

dilemma is handled through a supple-

mentary agreement:

"Work that was not contemplated 

in the original contract, or work not 

required for the proper completion in 

the original contract, may not be ordered 

as a Variation Order. Th is is an aspect of 

construction contracts that is frequently 

ignored by politicians who require the 

construction of such work. In this situa-

tion, a Supplementary Agreement, which 

is an additional contract to the existing 

contract, may be entered into. Example: A 

current contract for the improvement of a 

street intersection is seen by the local poli-

tician as an opportunity to also construct 

an adjacent boarding bay for taxis. Th e 

dilemma for the Employer is that contrac-

tually such work cannot be executed by a 

Variation Order because it does not form 

part of the Works. If another contractor 

does the work, it could cause a disruption 

claim because two contractors would be 

working on the same site. Constructing 

the bay after completion of the current 

contract may involve ripping up new work, 

causing allegations of incurring fruitless 

expenditure. Th e answer to these problems 

is to negotiate a Supplementary Agreement 

for the construction of the bay with the 

Contractor of the current Contract."

Find out more about the capabilities of 

GCC 2010 and how to interpret it by 

getting GCC 2010 together with GCC 

2010 Guide from SAICE's Publications 

Department (Angelene on 011 805 5947 or 

aaylward@saice.org.za) at a special price 

for both if ordered together. Alternatively, 

attend the SAICE GCC 2010 seminar and 

receive a free  hard copy of GCC 2010. 
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SAICE’s Spring Book Sale
Numbers and Needs in Local Government . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R170,00

Critical Factors for Information Technology Investment Success. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R400,00

Project Management and the Law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R400,00

Ecological sanitation: a sustainable, integrated solution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .R425,00

SANRAL Drainage Manual 5th Edition, Fully Revised. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .R700,00

Colto Standard Specifi cations for Road and Bridge Works for State Road Authorities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .R280,00

Privatized Infrastructure – The Role of Government (limited stock). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .R535,00

Strategic Procurement in Construction. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .R420,00

Immersed tunnel techniques 2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .R650,00

Risk and reliability in ground engineering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R500,00

Coastal management: putting policy in practice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .R450,00

Special discounts are available on the following publications

SAICE is the sole distribution agent for 

Thomas Telford Publications and the 

American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) 

in South Africa. Publications at 20% discount 

are available in the following areas: Built 

Environment and Transport; Construction 

Law; Geotechnical and Environmental 

Engineering; Construction Process and 

Project Management; Structural Engineering; 

and Water and Coastal Engineering.

Please contact Angelene on 
011 805 5947 
aaylward@saice.org.za
www.civils.org.za

Prices are inclusive of VAT, but exclude postage/delivery

SALE SALE SALE SALESALE SALE SALE SALE



DIARISE THIS!
Date Event and CPD 

validation number

Presenters Contact details

21 September East London
Reinforced Concrete

SAICEstr09/00432/11

Greg Parrott Sharon Mugeri

cpd.sharon@saice.org.za

22 September East London
Structural Steel Design Code to SANS 10162: 1-2005

SAICEstr09/00513/12

Greg Parrott Sharon Mugeri

cpd.sharon@saice.org.za

20 – 21 September Upington

06 – 07 October Cape Town

General Conditions of Contract for  Construction 

Works, Second Edition, 2010

SAICEcon10/00706/13

Willie Claassen Dawn Hermanus

dhermanus@saice.org.za

OR 

Sharon Mugeri

cpd.sharon@saice.org.za

07 – 08 October Midrand 

01 – 03 December Midrand

Practical Geometric Design

SAICE/TR07/00139/09

Tom McKune Dawn Hermanus

dhermanus@saice.org.za

12 – 13 October Cape Town
Handling Projects in a Consulting Engineer's Practice

SAICEproj08/00404/11

Wolf Weidemann Dawn Hermanus

dhermanus@saice.org.za

14 – 15 October Cape Town

17 – 18 November Johannesburg

Business Finances for Built Environment 

Professionals

SAICEfi n08/00405/11  

Wolf Weidemann Dawn Hermanus

dhermanus@saice.org.za

18 – 20 October Durban
Highway Development & Management (HDM-4) 

SAICEtr10/00718/13

Alex Visser Sharon Mugeri

cpd.sharon@saice.org.za

23 November Johannesburg
Bridge Maintenance

SAICErail09/00495/12  

Ed Elton Dawn Hermanus

dhermanus@saice.org.za

24 – 25 November Johannesburg 
Basics of Track Engineering

SAICErail09/00496/12

Ed Elton Dawn Hermanus

dhermanus@saice.org.za

For more information on courses, venues and course outlines please visit http://www.civils.org.za/courses.html or contact cpd.sharon@saice.org.za
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